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ABSTRACT
The numerous applications of data-driven algorithms and tools across diverse in-
dustries have led to tremendous successes in recent years. As the volume of massive
data that is created, collected, and consumed continues to grow, there are many new
imposed challenges faced by today’s cloud AI platforms that support the deploy-
ment of machine learning algorithms on a large scale. In this thesis, we tackle the
emerging challenges within cloud AI systems and beyond by adopting approaches
from the fields of resource allocation and market design.
First, we propose a new scheduler, Generalized Earliest Time First (GETF), and pro-
vide the provable, worst-case approximation guarantees for the goals of minimizing
both makespan and total weighted completion time of tasks with precedence con-
straints on related machines with machine-dependent communication times. These
two results address long-standing open problems. Further, we adopt the classic
speed scaling function to model power consumption and use mean response time
to measure the performance. We propose the concept of pseudo-size to quantify
importance of tasks and design a family of two-stage scheduling frameworks based
on the approximation of pseudo-size. Assuming a good approximation of pseudo-
size, we are able to provide the first provable bound of a linear combination of
performance and energy goals under this setting.
Second, we study the design of mechanisms for data acquisition in settings with
information leakage and verifiable data. We provide the first characterization of an
optimal mechanism for data acquisition if agents are concerned about privacy and
their data is correlated with each other. Additionally, the mechanism allows, for the
first time, a trade-off between the bias and variance of the estimator. Transitioning
from the data market into the energy market, we propose a new pricing scheme,
which is applicable to general non-convex costs, and allows using general parametric
pricing functions. Optimizing for the quantities and the price parameters simultane-
ously, and the ability to use general parametric pricing functions allows our scheme
to find prices that are typically economically more efficient and less discriminatory
than those of the existing schemes while still supporting a competitive equilibrium.
In addition, we supplement the proposed method with a computationally efficient
polynomial-time approximation algorithm, which can be used to approximate the
optimal quantities and prices for general non-convex cost functions.
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C h a p t e r 1
INTRODUCTION
In the last decade, rapid technology trends have driven researchers and engineers to
reevaluate the large scale computing systemand infrastructure in use today, i.e., cloud
platforms and colocation data centers behind the cloud. One important trend is the
ongoing digital transformation in almost every industry, spanning from autonomous
self-driving, customized recommendations to individual consumers, monitoring
individual health conditions via smart personal wearable, to improving crops yields
and sustainability in farming. These amazing applications across diverse industries
dramatically improve efficiency and help practitioners quickly adapt to new business
models.
A key component of digital transformation is the successful deployment of data-
driven research and applications, in particularMachine Learning (ML) and broadly
Artificial Intelligence (AI) tools, in both academia and industry. While almost every
industry is embracing theAI cloud era, enormous data has been created and collected
in the pipeline. The tremendous amount of data has introduced new characteristics
to the system internally, and thus has imposed many new challenges to the design of
the large scale cloud AI system. Beyond, to assimilate to the internal growth of the
cloud AI systems, the external stakeholders that interact with the cloud AI system
are undergoing a swift transformation to keep up with these new changes as well.
Regardless of the internal or external challenges, these new issues have motivated
researchers and engineers to redesign the cloud AI system and infrastructure to adapt
to the new trends.
In the following, we first introduce the new rising trends of the evolving technology
and highlight the challenges faced by today’s cloudAI systems as well as the external
stakeholders. Finally, we give an overview of the works presented in this thesis in
order to tackle some of these new rising challenges on the cloud and even beyond.
1.1 Trends and Challenges
More and more data has been created, captured, copied, and consumed every day.
According to an International Data Corporation (IDC) report, the amount of world’s
2
collective data has been growing almost 50x from 1.2 zettabytes 1 (ZB) in 2010 to
59 ZB in 2020, at a ten-year compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 48%. The
staggering number is predicted to continue to grow to reach 175 ZB by 2025 [1].
The massive data serves as the catalyst to the successful development of various
data-drivenmethods and tools, such asDeep Learning (DL),Computer Vision (CV),
Natural Language Processing (NLP), etc. These powerful tools have the capability
to learn from data without being explicitly programmed, and they are generally
referred to as AI technology. However, as the complexity of AI tools increases,
the development of AI technology and harnessing the power of these tools have
become more and more challenging for small and individual players. Thus the
cloud AI platforms, such as Amazon Web Services (AWS), Microsoft Azure, and
Google Cloud, act as an important medium to promote the use of AI technology. To
democratize AI, i.e., make AI accessible and affordable to the general enterprises,
small business as well as individuals, there are many challenges to the design of the
general system as the massive amount of data continues to evolve and grow.
Though these challenges come in many different forms, they can be roughly divided
into two categories from the standpoint of the cloud AI system: internal and external
challenges. The internal challenges fall into the domain of resource allocationwhile
we approach the external challenges from the perspective of market design. In the
following, we introduce the new trends and challenges from these two angles,
respectively.
Resource Allocation. Within the cloud AI system, diverse AI tools have been
applied to practical settings, and they are often computationally expensive. For
instance, the widespread use and astonishing achievements of deep learning in
image recognition, machine translation, etc. (refer to [2] for a recent survey of deep
learning applications), is significantly reliant on the advance of computing power
of hardware in the past years. A recent study indicates that progress along the
current lines is rapidly becoming economically, technically, and environmentally
unsustainable [3]. Thus, the overall performance highly relies on how we can
efficiently allocate the computing resources to accelerate the computation. Unlike
traditional independent jobs, machine learning jobs come with their own unique
characteristics, such as precedence constraints, non-uniform communication delays,
intensive power consumption, etc. The development of new algorithms and tools
are indispensable for the system to suit and incorporate these new characteristics.
11 ZB is equal to 1021 bytes, that is a trillion gigabytes (GB).
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Market Design. As the integration of cloud AI platforms into infrastructure ad-
vances, its close interactions with the external stakeholders have brought new chal-
lenges beyond the cloud AI system. We approach these external challenges from
the perspective of market design, and aim to understand the interactions of market
participants. First, in order for the cloud AI platforms to prosper, a key driving force
is to gather and collect data of high quality to feed and empower the algorithms to
learn and evolve. The data market, as a channel for platforms and data providers
to interact with each other, plays a significant role to facilitate the collection of
high quality data sets. However, growing privacy concerns have imposed many
new challenges. Thus, the study of impacts of privacy concerns on the mechanism
design for data acquisition becomes a key enabler to the entire pipeline. Second,
while the integration of the cloud AI systems into the broad system and infrastruc-
ture has been a roadblock, it also presents some new opportunities. The flexible
loads in data centers not only provide freedom to optimize over energy efficiency,
but also add flexibility to the entire electricity grid. Further, on an individual level,
electricity bills for a data center has been on the order of millions of dollars. Thus
understanding the market design of the energy market has become an important
piece for the entire system and infrastructure as well as individual players.
Next, we take a further dive and frame the concrete goals to tackle the new challenges
from the perspectives of resource allocation and market design.
1.1.1 From the Perspective of Resource Allocation
One challenge towards democratizing AI is to improve computational efficiency
of the large scale general purpose machine learning platforms, such as Google’s
TensorFlow [4], Facebook’s PyTorch [5], and Microsoft’s Azure Machine Learning
(AzureML) [6]. These emerging machine learning jobs are often expressed as
computational graphs with precedence constraints and they come with gigantic
sizes, which requires a large cluster of geo-distributed heterogeneous machines to
collaborate and compute in a distributed way. Thus, how to schedule these machine
learning jobs in an efficient manner is critical to the performance of ML platforms.
Without a good scheduler, it is impossible to take advantage of large clusters of
computational resources to adapt to the exponential growth of big data.
The heterogeneity of the cloud AI system makes scheduling ML jobs extremely
hard. The AI cloud system is heterogeneous in two key ways. First, a modern
computing system always consists of a mixture of heterogeneous machines, such
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as CPUs, GPUs, TPUs, etc, to build up its capability in dealing with various tasks
under different scenarios. These computing machines are characterized by different
processing speeds to represent differences in types or machine models. Second, for
various deep learning tasks, the communication overhead required for data transfer
from one machine to another is significant, and highly limits the scalability of the
system [7, 8]. Meanwhile, the communication speeds are nonuniform in the sense
that they are machine-dependent to capture the differences in geographic locations
and network bandwidth. These newly introduced characteristics of the cloud AI
system call for new algorithms for such a resource allocation problem. However, the
prior works have been focused on extensions to settings when communication delays
are ignored [9, 10] or assumed to be uniform (fixed) [11, 12], and fail to incorporate
nonuniform machine dependent communication delays. This naturally leads to the
question: can we design an efficient scheduler for precedence-constrained ML jobs
with nonuniform communication delays?
Another rising challenge is that these machine learning jobs are often energy-
intensive. For example, the emissions of training an AI model can be as high as five
times the lifetime emission of a car [13]. In fact, the computations required for deep
learning have been doubling every 3.4 months, resulting a 300,000x increase from
2012 to 2018 [14, 15]. Thus it is urgent to study how we can design good schedulers
for these machine learning jobs with both performance and energy metrics in mind.
Moreover, due to the aggressive development of power management technology,
power usage effectiveness (PUE), a metric representing the ratio of total amount of
energy used by a computer data center facility to the energy delivered to computing
equipment, has been dramatically decreasing since the early 2000s. This means
that efforts should be focusing on directly optimizing over IT energy consumption
to further improve the overall power consumption for data centers. Even a small
improvement on the level of individual computing machines aggregates into a big
step towards the idea of sustainable computing. However, even scheduling ML jobs
without energy considerations has been extremely hard. Can we design an efficient
scheduler for precedence-constrained ML jobs with both performance and energy
goals in mind?
1.1.2 From the Perspective of Market Design
As the integration of cloud AI systems continues, we have to investigate and under-
stand its close interactions with the external factors in order to support the long-term
success of the overall system. In particular, we approach these issues surrounding
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cloud AI systems, i.e., data centers in the physical world, from the angle of market
design, with an emphasis on two distinct parts: data markets and energy markets.
A key element to the prosperity of these online platforms is the success of large
scale data-driven technology and tools. A prerequisite for this success to continue
is to guarantee that online platforms have the capability to gather and acquire
data as desired while satisfying data providers – individuals. Online platforms
gather and collect the massive amount of data on billions of individuals to improve
advertisements and their systems. While more and more data is being created every
day, individuals havemore andmore privacy concerns about the use of their personal
data. These privacy concerns brings another challenge to the design of data markets.
To facilitate the interactions between online platforms and individuals, it is crucial to
study the data market when privacy concerns are considered. This leads to a natural
question: how do information leakage and privacy concerns impact the design of
data markets?
The data centers that accommodate the cloud AI system consume a massive amount
of energy. This not only brings a challenging resource allocation problem, but
also plays an important role and presents new opportunities in the process as these
huge data centers start to integrate into the electricity grid [16]. The connections
between the data centers and the energy market are two-fold: first, energy cost has
been a primary portion as part of operating costs for a modern data center, thus
understanding the energy market has become a crucial decision question during the
construction of a physical data center; second, the flexibility of workloads in data
centers also present as a potential opportunity in the dispatch process of the energy
market. The energy market has received considerable attention, but proposals often
rely on the assumption of convexity or special forms of cost functions [17–19].
Though convexity often dramatically simplifies the problem, real costs in the energy
market are generally non-convex in practice. Thus a natural question arises: can we
design an efficient pricing scheme in the presence of non-convexity?
1.2 An Overview of the Thesis
This thesis consists of four chapters divided into two parts. In Part I, we aim to tackle
the new challenges by framing them as resource allocation problems. In Chapter 2,
we first investigate how to schedule machine learning jobs composed of precedence-
constrained tasks given a heterogeneous cluster of machines with nonuniform com-
munication delays. Then in Chapter 3, we further study the scheduling problem
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while having both performance and energy goals in mind. Transitioning into Part II,
we address the challenges from the angle of market design. In Chapter 4, we focus
on the design of data markets in the presence of privacy concerns and information
leakage. In Chapter 5, we study the pricing schemes with non-convex costs, with
the energy market as a motivating example.
Chapter 2: Communication-Aware Scheduling in Cloud AI Systems
In this chapter, we study the scheduling of precedence-constrained tasks. Scheduling
precedence-constrained tasks is a classical problem that has been studied for more
than fifty years in the domain of parallel processing, and it recently has attracted
extensive attention due to its applications in large scaleMLplatforms. However, little
progress has been made in the setting where there are non-uniform communication
delays between tasks. Results for the case of identical machines with non-uniform
communication delays were derived nearly thirty years ago, and there has been some
recent progress when communication delays are fixed. Yet no results for related
machines with non-uniform communication delays have followed even though non-
uniform communication delays are crucial for capturing the characteristics in cloud
AI systems.
We propose a new scheduler, Generalized Earliest Time First (GETF), and prove that
it computes a makespan that is at most of length $ (log</log log<)OPT(8) +  in
the case of related machines and machine-dependent communication times, where
 is the amount of communication time in a chain (path) in the precedence graph.
Additionally, we generalize our result to the objective of total weighted completion
time and show that GETF produces a schedule S whose total weighted completion
time is at most $ (log</log log<) wOPT(8) + ∑ 9 l 9 (S, 9), where wOPT(8) is
the optimal total weighted completion time, l 9 is the weight in the objective, and
 (S, 9) is the communication requirement in a chain in the precedence graph.
These two results address long-standing open problems. This chapter summarizes
the results in [20–22].
Chapter 3: Energy-Aware Scheduling in Cloud AI Systems
In this chapter, we study the scheduling problem of precedence-constrained tasks to
balance between performance and energy consumption. To this point, scheduling to
balance performance and energy has been limited to settings without dependencies
between jobs. Whilemany heuristics have been proposed for scheduling precedence-
constrained ML tasks to optimize both performance and energy consumption, little
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progress has been made towards the goal of designing a scheduler to optimize both
measures with a worst-case theoretic guarantee. We consider a system with multiple
servers capable of speed scaling and seek to schedule precedence constrained jobs
to minimize a linear combination of performance and energy consumption. Inspired
by the single server setting, we propose the concept of pseudo-size for individual
tasks, which is a measure of the importance of a task in the precedence graph that
is learned from workload data. A task of a large pseudo-size is prioritized to run
at a fast speed while those of a small pseudo-size are set to run slowly to conserve
energy. We then propose a two-stage scheduling framework which uses the learned
pseudo-size approximation and achieves a provable approximation bound on the
linear combination of performance and energy consumption, where the quality of
the bound depends on that of the approximation of task pseudo-sizes, for both
makespan and total weighted completion time. This chapter summarizes the results
in [22].
Chapter 4: The Privacy Paradox in Data Acquisition
While users claim to be concerned about privacy, often they do little to protect
their privacy in their online actions. One prominent explanation for this “privacy
paradox” is that when an individual shares her data, it is not just her privacy that is
compromised; the privacy of other individuals with correlated data is also compro-
mised. This information leakage encourages oversharing of data and significantly
impacts the incentives of individuals in online platforms. In this chapter, we study
the design of mechanisms for data acquisition in settings with information leakage
and verifiable data. Concretely, we provide the first characterization of an optimal
mechanism for data acquisition when agents are concerned about privacy and their
data is correlated with each other. As a result, information leakage due to data corre-
lation not only contributes to an agent’s privacy cost, but also to the privacy costs of
others with correlated data. Additionally, the mechanism allows, for the first time,
a trade-off between the bias and variance of the estimator, where the worst-case is
over the unknown correlation between costs and data, when privacy cost is consid-
ered. This offers the analyst freedom to tailor towards an emphasis on either bias
or variance of the estimator depending on the contextual goals. Finally, we further
study the mechanism via a characterization of monotonicity and non-monotonicity
properties of the marketplace. This chapter summarizes the results of [23].
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Chapter 5: Optimal Pricing in Markets with Non-Convex Costs
In this chapter, we consider a market run by an operator, who seeks to satisfy a given
consumer demand for a commodity by purchasing the needed amount from a group
of competing suppliers with non-convex cost functions. The operator knows the
suppliers’ cost functions and announces a price/payment function for each supplier,
which determines the payment to that supplier for producing different quantities.
Each supplier then makes an individual decision about how much to produce, in
order to maximize its own profit. The key question is how to design the price
functions.
To that end, we propose a new pricing scheme, which is applicable to general non-
convex costs, and allows using general parametric pricing functions. Optimizing for
the quantities and the price parameters simultaneously, and the ability to use general
parametric pricing functions allows our scheme to find prices that are typically eco-
nomically more efficient and less discriminatory than those of the existing schemes,
while still supporting a competitive equilibrium. In addition, we supplement the
proposed method with a computationally efficient polynomial-time approximation
algorithm, which can be used to approximate the optimal quantities and prices for
general non-convex cost functions. Our framework extends to the case of networked
markets, which, to the best of our knowledge, has not been considered in previous
works. Lastly, we evaluate the proposed method through extensive numerical exam-
ples, and show how it compares with the existing methods. This chapter summarizes





C h a p t e r 2
COMMUNICATION-AWARE SCHEDULING IN CLOUD AI
SYSTEMS
2.1 Introduction
In this chapter, we study scheduling precedence-constrained tasks onto a set of het-
erogeneous machines with non-uniform (machine-dependent) communication de-
lays between the machines in order to minimize the makespan or the total weighted
completion time. Initially, work on this topicwasmotivated by the goal of scheduling
jobs onmulti-processor systems [25]. Today this problem is timely due to the promi-
nence of large-scale, general-purpose machine learning platforms. For example, in
systems such as Google’s TensorFlow [4], Facebook’s PyTorch [5], and Microsoft’s
AzureMachine Learning (AzureML) [6], machine learning workflows are expressed
via a computational graph, where jobs are made up of tasks, represented as vertices,
and precedence relationships between the tasks, represented as edges. This “prece-
dence graph” abstraction allows data scientists to quickly develop and incorporate
modular components into their machine learning pipeline (e.g., data preprocessing,
model training, and model evaluation) and then easily specify a workflow. The
graphs that specify the workflows in platforms such as TensorFlow, PyTorch, and
AzureML can be made up of hundreds or even thousands of tasks, and the jobs may
be run on systems with thousands of machines. As a result, the performance of the
platforms depends on how these precedence-constrained tasks are scheduled across
machines.
The goal of scheduling jobs composed of precedence-constrained tasks has been
studied for more than fifty years, starting with the work of [26]. The simplest version
of this scheduling problem focuses on scheduling a single job with = precedence-
constrained tasks on < identical parallel machines with the goal of minimizing
the makespan: the time until the last task completes. More generally, the goal
of minimizing the total weighted completion time is considered, where the total
weighted completion time is a weighted average of the completion time of each
task in the job. Note that makespan is a special case of total weighted completion
time as a dummy task with weight one can be added as the final task of the job,
with all other tasks given weight zero. For the goal of minimizing the makespan,
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Graham showed that a simple list scheduling algorithm can find a schedule of
length within a multiplicative factor of (2 − 1/<) of the optimal. This result is still
the best guarantee known for this simple setting. Since then, research has sought
to generalize the setting considered in two important ways: (i) to non-identical
machines and (ii) to the case where communication is needed between tasks.
Addressing these two issues has been one of the major goals of the field since
Graham’s initial result fifty years ago. Since that time, considerable progress has
mostly been made on generalizations to heterogeneous machines. The focus has
been on (uniformly) related machines, a model where each machine 8 has a speed B8,
each task 9 has a size F 9 , and the time to run task 9 on machine 8 is F 9/B8. Under
the related machine model, a sequence of results in the 1980s and 1990s culminated
in a result that showed how to use list scheduling algorithms in combination with
a partitioning of machines into groups with “similar” speeds in order to achieve an
$ (log<)-approximation algorithm for makespan [9]. This result was also extended
in the same work to total weighted completion time by proposing a time-indexed
linear programming technique. The extension yields an $ (log<)-approximation
for total weighted completion time. The idea of using a group assignment rule
to partition machines into groups of machines with similar speeds and then to
assign tasks to a group is a powerful one and has shown up frequently in the years
since; it recently led to a breakthrough when the idea of partitioning machines
was adapted further and combined with a variation of list scheduling to obtain a
$ (log</log log<)-approximation algorithm for both makespan and total weighted
completion time [10].
Despite the progress made in generalizing from identical machines to heterogeneous
machines, there has been little progress toward the goal of incorporating communi-
cation delays. Subsequent to this work, some progress has been made in the case of
fixed communication delays (see Related literature). However, machine-dependent
communication delays are crucial for capturing issues such as data locality and the
difference between intra-rack and inter-rack communication. The state-of-the-art
result in the case of machine-dependent communication delays is [27], which studies
machine-dependent communication costs in the setting of identical machines. In
this context, a greedy algorithm called Earliest Time First (ETF) has been shown
to produce schedules with a makespan bounded by (2 − 1/<)OPT(8) + , where
OPT(8) is the optimal schedule length when ignoring communication time and  is
the maximum amount of communication of a chain (path) in the precedence graph.
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However, the analysis for the case of identical machines in [27] is quite complex
and it has proven difficult to generalize to the related machines setting. As a result,
there has been no progress outside the context of identical machines since [27].
Given the challenge of designing schedulers that are approximately optimal for
relatedmachines withmachine-dependent communication time, most work studying
the design of scheduling policies in this context has relied on developing scheduling
heuristics and evaluating these heuristics numerically [e.g., 28–33]. For a recent
survey, see [34, 35] and the references therein.
Contributions. In this paper, we propose a new scheduler, Generalized Earliest
Time First (GETF), and prove that it computes a makespan that is at most of
length $ (log</log log<)OPT(8) + in the case of related machines and machine-
dependent communication times, where  is the amount of communication time in
a chain (path) in the precedence graph. Additionally, we generalize our result to the
objective of total weighted completion time and show thatGETFproduces a schedule
S whose total weighted completion time is at most $ (log</log log<) wOPT(8) +∑
9 l 9 (S, 9), where wOPT(8) is the optimal total weighted completion time, l 9 is
the weight in the objective, and (S, 9) is the communication requirement in a chain
in the precedence graph. These two results address long-standing open problems.
Note that the makespan result matches state-of-the-art bounds for the special cases
(i) when there is zero communication time and (ii) when the machines are identical.
In the case of total weighted completion time, no previous result exists for the case of
identical machines with communication time, but the result matches the best known
bound for the case with related machines and zero communication time.
The key technical advance that enables our new result is a dramatically simplified
analysis of ETF in the setting of identical machines. The state-of-the-art result in
this setting is [27], which is established using a long, complex argument. In contrast,
the core idea in our proof of Theorem 2.4.1 is a short, simple proof of a Separation
Principle which can be used to provide a novel proof of the approximation ratio for
ETF in the case of identical machines. The proof is simple and general enough that
it can be extended from identical machines to related machines by adapting recent
advances from [10].
Related literature. In recent years, the design and optimization of large-scale
general-purpose machine learning platforms has been an overarching goal, bridging
many communities in both industry and academia. The emergence of platforms
such as TensorFlow, PyTorch, and AzureML illustrate the power of such systems to
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democratize tools from machine learning, making them accessible and scalable for
anyone.
Since the emergence of such systems, there has been a torrent of work that seeks
to optimize the scheduling and assignment of the precedence-constrained graphs in
such systems. Heuristics have emerged for managing straggler tasks [e.g., 28, 29,
36, 37]; scheduling tasks with different computational properties, e.g., jobs with
MapReduce-type structures [38–43], scheduling approximation jobs [28, 37, 44],
and managing communication times [e.g., 35, 45]. Many of these heuristics have
led to system designs that have had a significant industrial impact.
Such designs typically address the challenges associatedwith precedence constraints
in ad hoc ways based on simplifying assumptions about the structures of the graphs.
In contrast, there is a long history of analytic work seeking to design schedulers
for precedence-constrained tasks with provable worst-case guarantees. As we have
already mentioned, the initial results on this topic for makespan were provided by
Graham, who gave a (2 − 1/<)-approximation algorithm based on list scheduling
for % |?A42 |<0G [26]. A decade later, it was shown by [46] that it is NP-hard
to approximate % |?A42 |<0G within a factor of 4/3. This left a gap which has
been essentially closed recently, when [47] proved that it is NP-hard to achieve
an approximation factor less than 2, given the assumption of a new variant of
the Unique Game Conjecture introduced by [48]. In the case of total weighted
completion time objective % |?A42 |∑ 9 l 9 9 , the negative results carry over from
the makespan objective since makespan objective can be viewed as a special case of
total weighted completion time objective. Moreover, under the assumption of the
stronger version of the Unique Game Conjecture, it is shown in [48] that it is even
hard to approximate within a factor of 2 − n for the problem with one machine. On
the positive side, [49] gave a 7-approximation, and [50, 51] later improved it to a
4-approximation. The current best known result is a (2 + 2 ln 2 + n)-approximation
by [10] via a time-indexed linear programming relaxation technique.
The results mentioned above all focus on identical machines with zero communi-
cation delays. When related machines are considered, the problem becomes more
challenging. An early result on this topic is [9], which proposed a Speed-based
List Scheduling (SLS) algorithm that obtains an approximation of $ (log<) for
& |?A42 |<0G . A time-indexed linear programming technique has been proposed
in the same work that gives a $ (log<) bound for & |?A42 |∑ 9 l 9 9 . Recently, an
improvement to$ (log</log log<) for both objectives was proven in [10]. The best
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known lower bound for the problem of related machines is from [52], which shows
that it is impossible for a polynomial time algorithm to approximate the minimal
makespan to any constant factor assuming the hardness of an optimization problem
on :-partite graphs.
In contrast, when communication delay is considered, much less is known. To
our knowledge, no approximation ratio is known for % |?A42, 28, 9 |<0G , and this
open problem was noted by [53]. The only algorithm with a guaranteed worst-
case performance bound in this setting is ETF [27], which provides a bound of
(2 − 1/<)OPT(8) +  on the makespan in the case of identical machines. Prior
to our paper, no algorithm with a worst-case approximation guarantee for ei-
ther makespan or total weighted completion time is known for the case of re-
lated machines with non-uniform communication delays, i.e.,& |?A42, 28, 9 |<0G and
& |?A42, 28, 9 |
∑
9 l 9 9 . Some progress was made subsequently to publication of the
extended abstract of this work [20]. When communication delays are fixed, [11] pro-
posed a$ (log 2 · log<)-approximation algorithm in the case of identical machines,
i.e., % |?A42, 2 |<0G . Under the related machines model, i.e., & |?A42, 2 |<0G , [12]
proposed a$ (log< log 2/log log 2) ($%)+2)-approximation algorithmwhere$%)
is the optimal makespan for the problem when duplication is allowed. Further, they
were able to bound the duplication advantage to compute a no-duplication sched-
ule. However, both papers consider fixed communication delays. Additionally, they
both emphasize that their results do not apply to machine-dependent communication
delays and highlight the case of machine-dependent communication delays as an
important open question.
2.2 Problem Formulation
We study a model that generalizes & |?A42, 28, 9 |
∑
9 l 9 9 by including machine-
dependent communication times. Our goal is to derive bounds on the total weighted
completion time and the makespan, which is an important special case of the total
weighted completion time that uses a particular choice of l 9 .
Specifically, we consider the task of scheduling a job made up of a set + of = tasks
on a heterogeneous system composed of a set " of < machines with potentially
different processing speeds and communication speeds. The tasks form a directed
acyclic graph (DAG)  = (+, ), in which each node 9 represents a task and an
edge ( 9 ′, 9) between task 9 and task 9 ′ represents a precedence constraint. We
interchangeably use node or task, as convenient. Precedence constraints are denoted
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by a partial order ≺ between two nodes of any edge, where 9 ′ ≺ 9 means that task
9 can only be scheduled after task 9 ′ completes. Let F 9 represent the processing
demand of task 9 . The amount of data to be transmitted between task 9 ′ and task 9
is represented by the edge weight F 9 ′, 9 of ( 9 ′, 9).
The system is heterogeneous in two aspects: processing speed and communication
speed. For processing speed, we consider the classical related machines model: a
machine 8 has speed B8, and it takes F 9/B8 uninterrupted time units for task 9 to
complete on machine 8. Specifically, computer resources such as CPUs and GPUs
have varying speeds; hence schedulers must be able to handle heterogeneous servers.
The communication speed B8′,8 between any two machines 8′, 8 is heterogeneous
across different machine pairs. We index the machine to which task 9 is assigned
by ℎ( 9). If 8 = ℎ( 9) and 8′ = ℎ( 9 ′), then communication time between task 9 ′ and 9
in the DAG is F 9 ′, 9/B8′,8.
For simplicity, we consider a setting where the machines are fully connected to each
other, so any machine can communicate with any other machine. This is without
loss of generality as one can simply set the communication speed between any two
disconnected machines to 0. We also assume that the DAG is connected. Again,
this is without loss of generality because, otherwise, the DAG can be viewed as
multiple DAGs and the same results can be applied to each. As a result, our results
trivially apply to the case of multiple jobs. Additionally, our model assumes that
each machine (processing unit) can process at most one task at a time, i.e., there
is no time-sharing, and the machines are assumed to be non-preemptive, i.e., once
a task starts on a machine, the scheduler must wait for the task to complete before
assigning any new task to this machine. This is a natural assumption in many
settings, as interrupting a task and transferring it to another machine can cause
significant processing overhead and communication delays due to data locality, e.g.,
[54].
The goal of the scheduler in our model is to minimize the total weighted completion
time of the job, denoted by
∑
9 l 9 9 , where  9 is the completion time of task 9 and
l 9 is the weight associated with task 9 . We also consider the makespan, denoted by
<0G , which is the time when the the final task in the DAG completes.
Note that the problemwe consider is an offline scheduling problem. This is a classical
problem with relevance to modern ML platforms, which use batch scheduling of
precedence-constrained tasks in their pipelines, e.g., [4]. It is also known to be
challenging. Specifically, minimizing the makespan (and hence also minimizing
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the total weighted completion time) of jobs with precedence constraints is known
to be NP-complete [55]. Thus, we aim to design a polynomial-time algorithm that
computes an approximately optimal schedule. We say that an algorithm is a d-
approximation algorithm if it always produces a solution with an objective value
within a factor of d of optimal in polynomial time.
Our main results use three important concepts. First, our results provide bounds in
terms of OPT(8) and wOPT(8) , which are the optimal makespan and the optimal total
weighted completion time if the communication delays were zero, respectively. Note
that OPT(8) and wOPT(8) are a lower bound of the corresponding objectives of the
problem when communication delays are not included. Second, we provide bounds
in terms of the communication time of a terminal chain of the schedule. A chain
in the DAG is a sequence of immediate predecessor-successor pairs, whose first
node is a node with no predecessor and last node is a leaf node with no successors.
Third, we provide bounds in terms of the communication time of a terminal chain
of a subset of the DAG that is naturally formed in the scheduling process. Formally,
for any given schedule, a terminal chain C of length # can be constructed in the
following fashion. We start with one of the tasks that ends last in the given schedule,
denoted as 2# . Among all the immediate predecessors of node 2# , we pick one of
the tasks that finishes last and define it as 2#−1. In such a way, we can construct a
chain of tasks 21 ≺ 22 ≺ . . . ≺ 2# until the first node 21 in the chain does not have a
predecessor. There may be many such terminal chains, and our results apply to any
arbitrary terminal chain for the given schedule.
2.3 Generalized Earliest Time First (GETF) Scheduling
In this section, we introduce a new algorithm – Generalized Earliest Time First
(GETF) – for scheduling tasks with precedence constraints in settings where servers
have heterogeneous service rates and communication times. For GETF, we provide
provable worst-case approximation guarantees for both the goal of minimizing the
makespan and minimizing the total weighted completion time. At its core, GETF
is a greedy algorithm. Like ETF, it seeks to run tasks that can be started earliest,
thus minimizing the idle time created by the precedence constraints in a greedy way.
However, this simple heuristic does not take into account the potential difference
between the service rates of different machines. For this, GETF is similar to SLS.
It uses a group assignment function 5 (·) to determine sets of “similar” machines,
and then assigns tasks to different groups of machines. Within the groups of similar
machines, GETF uses the ETF greedy allocation rule.
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Algorithm 2.1 Generalized Earliest Time First (GETF)
INPUT: group assignment rule 5 (·), tie-breaking rule
OUTPUT: schedule S with machine assignment mapping ℎ(·) and starting time
mapping C (·)
1: ' ← {1, 2, . . . , =}
2: while ' ≠ ∅ do
3:  = { 9 : 9 ∈ ',  9 ′ s.t. 9 ′ ∈ ' and 9 ′ ≺ 9}
4: For 9 ∈ , C′
9




∈ 5 ( 9)
5:  = { 9 : 9 = arg min 9 ′∈ C ( 9 ′)}
6: Choose 9 from  to start on machine <′
9




7: ℎ( 9) = <′
9
, C ( 9) = C′
9
8: ' ← ' \ { 9}
9: end while
GETF is parameterized by a group assignment function 5 (·) and a tie-breaking rule,
and proceeds in two stages. At every iteration, GETF finds a set  of all the tasks
that are ready to process and are not yet scheduled. For every task in , GETF
calculates the earliest starting time if it was only allowed to schedule on machines in
the assigned group. Then, GETF computes , the set of tasks in  with the earliest
starting times, and chooses one of the tasks to process on a machine based on the
tie-breaking rule. The pseudocode for GETF is presented in Algorithm 2.1 and
Figure 2.1 in Section 2.3.3 illustrates the operation of GETF on a simple example
(Example 2.3.1).
GETF can be instantiated with different group assignment and tie-breaking rules.
To understand how these rules work, consider a situation where the < machines
are divided into  groups "1, "2, . . . , " by a group assignment rule. Let 5 ( 9)
denote the group of machines to which task 9 can be assigned, 9 = 1, . . . , =. Given
this notation, a schedule under GETF consists of two mappings: a mapping ℎ(·)
from each task to its assigned machine and a mapping C (·) from each task to its
starting time. Further, for any schedule with ℎ(·) produced by GETF, ℎ(·) of the
produced schedule should be consistent with group assignment function 5 (·), i.e.,
ℎ( 9) ∈ 5 ( 9) for each task 9 .
The choice of the group assignment rule has a significant impact on the performance
of GETF. Indeed, different group assignment functions are used for the goals of
minimizing the makespan and total weighted completion time. While our results
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hold for any tie-breaking rule, different tie-breaking rules could provide meaningful
improvements in real-world workloads. As it could be helpful to keep a specific
tie-breaking rule in mind while considering the algorithm and proofs, the reader
may find it helpful to consider random tie-breaking. Our technical results are based
on the specific group assignment functions described in the following subsections.
2.3.1 A Group Assignment Rule for Makespan
The group assignment rule 5mksp(·) for the goal of minimizing the makespan that
we focus on is adapted from SLS, which is designed for the setting without com-
munication time. Specifically, machines of similar speeds are grouped together as
follows.
First, all the machines with speed less than a 1
<
fraction of the speed of the
fastest machine are discarded. Then, the remaining machines are divided into
 groups "1, "2, . . . , " where  = dlogW <e, W = log</log log<. Note that
 = $ (log</log log<). Given the removal of the slowest machines, we can
assume that any remaining machine has speed within a factor of 1
<
of the fastest
machine. Without loss of generality, we assume the speed of the fastest machine is
< and the group ": contains machines with speeds in range [W:−1, W: ).
It may seem strange that some machines are discarded, but note that the total speed
of discarded machines is not bigger than the speed of the fastest machine. So, if
we consider the scheduling problem with zero communication time, removing these
machines at most doubles the makespan in the worst case.
After dividing machines into  groups in the preprocessing step, we need to assign
the machines. This step is more involved than the division. The design of the group
assignment rule 5mksp(·) is based on the solution of a linear program (LP), which is
a relaxed version of the following mixed integer linear program (MILP).
While the MILP is only designed to produce a group assignment rule, its optimal
solution does not necessarily provide a feasible schedule. In the MILP, G8, 9 = 1 if
task 9 is assigned to machine 8; otherwise G8, 9 = 0. For each task 9 ,  9 denotes the
completion time of task 9 . Constraint (2.1a) ensures that every task is processed





is bounded by its
completion time as in constraint (2.1b). Constraint (2.1c) enforces the precedence
constraints between any predecessor-successor pair ( 9 ′, 9). Constraint (2.1d) guar-





and it should not be
greater than the makespan. Finally, constraint (2.1e) states that the makespan should
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not be smaller than the completion time of any task.
min
G8, 9 , 9 ,)
)∑
8






≤  9 ∀ 9 (2.1b)










F 9G8, 9 ≤ ) ∀8 (2.1d)
 9 ≤ ) ∀ 9 (2.1e)
G8, 9 ∈ {0, 1} ∀8, 9 . (2.1f)
Since we cannot solve the MILP efficiently, we relax it to form an LP by replacing
constraint (2.1f) with G8, 9 ≥ 0. Let G∗, ∗, )∗ denote the optimal solution of this LP.
Note that )∗ provides a lower bound on OPT(8) , the optimal makespan for the same
problem with zero communication time.








as the total fraction of task 9 assigned to machines in set ": :




For any task 9 , define ℓ 9 as the largest group index such that at least half of the tasks
are fractionally assigned to machines in groups "ℓ, . . . , " :









We note that any choice of constant above works for the purpose of our worst case
analysis of GETF, but the choice can potentially have an impact on its empirical
performance. Thus the choice of the parameter should be further optimized when
applied in practice. Each task 9 is assigned to the group 5mksp( 9) that maximizes
the total speed of machines in that group among candidates "; 9 , . . . , " , i.e.,
5mksp( 9) = arg max
": :ℓ 9≤:≤ 
B(": ).
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2.3.2 A Group Assignment Rule for Total Weighted Completion Time
The group assignment rule 5twct(·) for the goal of minimizing the total weighted
completion time is similar in spirit to 5mksp(·), but is based on modified solutions of
a different LP. We divide machines into groups in the same way as in Section 2.3.1.
Without loss of generality, we assume that F 9
B8
≥ 1 for any task 9 to be processed on
anymachine 8. Thus, we can divide the time horizon into the following time-indexed
intervals of possible task completion times: [1, 2], (2, 4], (4, 8], . . . , (g&−1, g&]
where & = log (∑ 9 F 9min8 B8 ) and g@ = 2@ for 0 ≤ @ ≤ &. Then, the MILP that
forms the basis for the group assignment rule can be formulated as follows:
min















G8, 9 ,@ ≤  9 ∀ 9 (2.2b)






























G8, 9 ,C ≤ g@ ∀8, @ (2.2f)
G8, 9 ,@ ∈ {0, 1} ∀8, 9 , @. (2.2g)
Again, theMILP is only designed to find a group assignment rule, and thus its optimal
solution does not necessarily produce a feasible schedule. Here, G8, 9 ,@ = 1 if task 9 is
assigned to machine 8 and it completes in the @th interval (g@−1, g@]. For each task 9 ,
 9 denotes the completion time of task 9 andl 9 represents its weight in the objective
of total weighted completion time. Constraint (2.2a) enforces that each task will be
assigned to some machine. Constraint (2.2b) guarantees that the completion time of
a task is not smaller than its processing time. Constraints (2.2c) and (2.2d) together
enforce the precedence constraint for every predecessor-successor pair. Constraint
(2.2e) guarantees that the completion time of task 9 is not smaller than the left
boundary of the @th interval (g@−1, g@]. The total load assigned to machine 8 up to
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C=1 G8, 9 ,C , and it should not be greater than the upper bound
g@ as enforced in constraint (2.2f).
To define the group allocation rule, we relax constraint (2.2g) to form an LP. As




provides a lower bound for wOPT(8) . For any task 9 , define @( 9) as the







≥ 12 and 
∗
9
≤ 2@ are satisfied.
Intuitively, @( 9) can be viewed as a rough estimate of the completion time of task 9 .
Define U( 9) as the total fraction of task 9 over any machine in the first @( 9) intervals






G∗8, 9 ,C .








∀8, 9 . (2.3)
Notice that the group assignment rule 5twct(·) is of the same form as 5mksp(·), with
G̃ replacing G∗. For task j, define ℓ̃ 9 as before but with respect to G̃ instead of G∗:









The group assignment rule 5twct(·) for the goal of minimizing the total weighted
completion time follows as below:
5twct( 9) = arg max
": :ℓ̃ 9≤:≤ 
B(": ).
2.3.3 A Comparison of GETF and SLS
The description of GETF above highlights that it combines the greedy heuristic
of ETF with the speed-based assignment heuristic of SLS. This enables GETF
to provide guarantees for settings with both heterogeneous processing rates and
communication delays. In contrast, SLS does not provide guarantees in settings
with communication time. This is a result of the fact that SLS is based on list
scheduling and does not always schedule the earliest task first, thus making it
impossible to bound the overall idle time in between tasks.
To illustrate the difference between GETF and SLS, we provide a simple example








Figure 2.2: An illustration of SLS running on Example 2.3.1. (a)-(d) show the first
four iterations.
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Example 2.3.1. We consider a job made up of four tasks, 0, 1, 2, 3 with processing
demands 1, 1, 1, and 3 that are to be scheduled on a set of two identical machines
with the same processing speed equal to 1. The weight for the edges in the graph
are listed as below: F0,2 = F0,3 = F1,2 = 2, F1,3 = 1. We assume B8, 9 = 1 for 8 ≠ 9;
otherwise B8,8 = 2 for 8 = 0, 1.
The schedules of GETF and SLS are illustrated in Figures 2.1 and 2.2. Note that,
since the servers are identical, the group assignment rule does not play a role in
these examples. Given a priority list (0, 1, 2, 3), a possible schedule produced by
SLS puts tasks 0 and 2 on machine 0 and assigns the rest of the tasks to machine 1 as
demonstrated in Figure 2.2. A terminal chain for the given schedule is task 1 followed
by task 3, and the idle time of length 2 between the end of task 1 and the start of task
3 on machine 1 is not bounded by the communication time between task 1 and 3. In
contrast, task 3 starts earlier on machine 0 in a schedule produced by GETF, see
Figure 2.1. List scheduling does not always schedule the earliest task at each step,
thus making the idle time on machine 1 not necessarily bounded by communication
time between task 1 and task 3. Our proofs in Section 2.4.1 highlight thatmaintaining
a tight bound on the communication time between tasks is crucial to achieving a
good approximation ratio in settings with machine-dependent communication time.
2.4 Results
Our main results bound the approximation ratio of GETF in settings with related
machines and heterogeneous communication time for the goals of minimizing the
makespan and minimizing the total weighted completion time.
2.4.1 Makespan
In the case of minimizing the makespan, our main result provides a bound in terms
of the communication time of a terminal chain of the schedule. Specifically, let
C : 21 ≺ 22 ≺ . . . ≺ 2# be a terminal chain for the schedule and define  as the





B̄(2 9−1, 2 9 )
,
where B̄(2 9−1, 2 9 ) is defined as the slowest speed between ℎ(2 9−1), the machine
assigned to 2 9−1 and any machine in the group 5 (2 9 ), i.e.,
B̄(2 9−1, 2 9 ) = min
8∈ 5 (2 9 )
Bℎ(2 9−1),8 .
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Note that  can be computed efficiently and minimized over all the terminal chains
using dynamic programming and that the tie-breaking rule can have an impact on 
due to its impact on terminal chains.
Theorem 2.4.1. For any schedule S produced by GETF with group assignment
rule, 5mksp(·)
<0G (S) ≤ $ (log</log log<)OPT(8) + ,
where OPT(8) is the optimal schedule length obtained if communication time for all
pairs were zero.
Theorem 2.4.1 represents the first result for makespan in the setting of related ma-
chines and heterogeneous communication time, addressing a problem that has been
open since ETF was introduced for identical machines thirty years ago. Addi-
tionally, it matches the state-of-the-art results for the case without communication
time, where the best known approximation ratio is $ (log</log log<) [10], and
the case with communication time but identical machines, where the best known
approximation ratio is (2 − 1
<
)OPT(8) +  [27].
Concretely, in the special case of identical machines, the group assignment rule
5mksp(·) is no longer required when implementing GETF since all machines share
the same speed, so there is only one group of machines. Thus, GETF reduces to











Note that ′ differs from  since it is an average over the terminal chain. The result
we obtain in this case is the following, which matches the current state-of-the-art
result of [27].
Proposition 2.4.1. Consider a setting with < identical machines. For any schedule







where OPT(8) is the optimal schedule length obtained if communication time for all
pairs were zero.
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2.4.2 Total Weighted Completion Time
Similarly to the makespan case, we provide a bound with respect to the communica-
tion time of chains. However, since total weighted completion time depends on the
completion time of every task (instead of just one task as in the case of makespan),
the communication time of terminal chains of many subsets of the DAG show up in
the bound. More formally, assume that the tasks are indexed with respect to their
order in the schedule determined by GETF, denoted by S. At iteration 9 , task 9
is to be scheduled. Let  (S, 9) denote a DAG formed by a set of the tasks that
have been scheduled so far and the corresponding edges within these tasks. Define
S( 9) to be a subset of the given schedule S up to iteration 9 , i.e., it is a schedule
for DAG  (S, 9). This definition ensures that task 9 is one of the tasks that ends
last in the schedule S( 9). Now, let C(S, 9) : 21 ≺ 22 ≺ · · · ≺ 2# 9 be a terminal
chain that ends with task 9 = 2# 9 in the schedule S( 9), and define  (S, 9) as the
communication time over such a chain in the worst case, i.e.,
 (S, 9) =
# 9∑
9 ′=2
F2 9 ′−1,2 9 ′
B̄(2 9 ′−1, 2 9 ′)
.
This definition of  (S, 9) generalizes the notion of  used in Theorem 2.4.1 for
makespan and plays a similar role in the theorem below.
Theorem 2.4.2. For any scheduleS produced by GETF with group assignment rule
5twct(·), ∑
9
l 9 9 ≤ $ (log</log log<)wOPT(8) +
∑
9
l 9 (S, 9),
where wOPT(8) is the optimal total weighted completion time obtained if communi-
cation time for all pairs was zero.
Theorem 2.4.2 is the first result on total weighted completion time for the setting
of related machines with heterogeneous communication time and it matches the
bounds in cases where previous results exist. In particular, if the weights are chosen
so as to recover makespan, then the bound matches that of Theorem 2.4.1. Similarly,
results for identical machines can be recovered as done in the case of makespan.
However, note that the group assignment rule used for GETF here is different than
that in Theorem 2.4.1. The rule used in Theorem 2.4.2 applies more generally but,
while both group assignment rules yield the same worst-case performance bound
for makespan, we expect that the rule used in Theorem 2.4.1 will lead to a smaller
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makespan in most practical settings as it is designed for the purpose of minimizing
the makespan.
2.5 Proofs
In this section, we present our proofs of Theorems 2.4.1 and 2.4.2. The general form
of both arguments is similar; however, the case of total weighted completion time
is more involved. The first step of our argument is to show a general upper bound,
which is valid forGETF regardless of choices of group assignment function 5 (·), and
tie-breaking rule. This Separation Principle can be used to easily establish the result
for makespan in the case of identical machines (Proposition 2.4.1), and represents a
significant simplification compared to existing proofs of that result in the literature.
We then tighten the general bound by taking advantage of the choices of 5 (·)
described in Section 2.3 for makespan and total weighted completion time. Finally,
we establish a connection between the makespan and total weighted completion time
in the same settings by introducing a time-indexed LP that enables us to bound the
total weighted completion time.
2.5.1 A Separation Principle
The Separation Principle presented here is a key component of our proof of Theorem
2.4.1. The core of nearly all proofs in this area is the construction of a chain, which
is then used to bound the overall makespan. This idea goes back to the first list
scheduling algorithms proposed by [26]. The key to our argument is to bound
the amount of communication time between any predecessor-successor pairs in a
terminal chain. However, as we discuss in Section 2.3, it is not possible to do this
under list scheduling algorithms.
Our approach also differs considerably from the approach used to study ETF in [27],
where the authors divide [0, <0G] into two sets of time intervals, one for the time
when all the machines are busy and the other that one chain covers. Extending this
approach to related machines does not appear possible. In contrast, in our argument,
the construction of a terminal chain is simple and so we can identify the set of time
intervals between tasks in the terminal chain and take advantage of the greedy nature
of GETF to bound these times directly.
A key feature of the the Separation Principle below is that it separates the analysis
of the terminal chain from the analysis of the group assignment rule, which provides
another valuable simplification of the previous proof approaches.
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Theorem 2.5.1 (Separation Principle). For any choice of group assignment function
5 (·) and tie-breaking rule, GETF produces a schedule S of makespan



















F2 9 ,2 9+1
B̄(2 9 , 2 9+1)
.
Note that the upper bound in this result is valid regardless of the choice of group
assignment rule and tie-breaking rule. % is the sum of processing times along a
terminal chain and : can be viewed as total load assigned tomachines in group": .
Both % and: , : = 1, 2, . . . ,  , are not dependent on the communication constraint,
which enables us to take advantage of any good choice of group assignment rule
5 (·) for general DAG scheduling, even in the case of zero communication time.
Proof. Our proof proceeds in four steps:
(i) Define a terminal chain C. Recall that a chain C, 21 ≺ 22 ≺ . . . ≺ 2# is a
terminal chain when task 2# completes at the end of the overall schedule.
(ii) Partition the overall makespan into  + 1 parts. The idea of this step is to
decouple [0, <0G] into one part where the tasks in the terminal chain are being
processed and  other parts associated with each machine group. Dependent
on the choices of group assignment rule, we can further bound these  + 1
parts.
(iii) Bound the idle time in between tasks. The greedy nature of GETF makes
it possible to bound the length of the idle time intervals between tasks by
communication delays of task pairs.
(iv) Combine (ii) and (iii) to bound the overall makespan in terms of the commu-
nication time of the terminal chain.
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(8) Define a terminal chain C. To find a terminal chain of length # , we start with
one of the tasks that ends last, denoted as 2# . According to the definition of ℎ(·)
and C (·), task 2# is assigned to machine ℎ(2# ) in group 5 (2# ) with a starting time
C (2# ). Among all the immediate predecessors of task 2# , we pick one of the tasks
that finishes last and define it as 2#−1. In such a fashion, we construct a chain C of
tasks 21 ≺ 22 ≺ . . . ≺ 2# of length # such that 21 does not have any predecessor.
(88) Partition [0, <0G] into +1 parts,T0,T1, . . . ,T . Recall that = $ (log</log log<)
is the number of groups for machines by the group assignment rule as we describe
in the previous section. Let T0 denote the union of the time intervals during which
tasks of chain C are being processed. Consider the time interval between the end
of task 2 9−1 and the start of task 2 9 for 9 = 2, 3, . . . , # , and assign it to T: where
": = 5 (2 9 ). As a set of time intervals, T: can be possibly empty or have more than
one time interval. Essentially, T: is a set of time intervals that tasks in the terminal
chain C assigned to machines in group ": have to wait before being processed. In
such a fashion, we define T1,T2, . . . ,T since 5 (·) maps each task to one of the  
machine groups. The length of the union of T8 for 8 = 0, 1, . . . ,  is the makespan.
(888) Bound the idle time in between tasks. Consider a task 2 9 assigned to machine
ℎ(2 9 ). For each machine 8 ∈ 5 (2 9 ), let  (2 9−1, 2 9 , 8) denote a union of disjoint
empty time intervals on machine 8 between the end time of task 2 9−1 and the start
time of task 2 9 . Between the end time of task 2 9−1 and the start time of task 2 9 , there
can be multiple tasks being processed on machine 8 in serial, possibly resulting in
more than one idle time interval onmachine 8 during that time interval  (2 9−1, 2 9 , 8).
Precedence constraints between task pairs can also possibly make a successor wait
before it gets started. Regardless of the reason for idle time between tasks, each
task can not possibly start earlier on any machine in the assigned group due to the
greedy feature of GETF. Thus the length of  (2 9−1, 2 9 , 8) is bounded above by the
communication time between task 2 9−1 and task 2 9 , i.e.,
| (2 9−1, 2 9 , 8) | ≤
F2 9−1,2 9
Bℎ(2 9−1),8
∀8 ∈ 5 (2 9 ).
This is true because if it were not the case, then task 2 9 could have started earlier
on machine 8. Note that the end time of task 2 9 could possibly be earlier if it were
allowed to be scheduled on a faster machine with a slightly bigger communication
delay, since the processing speeds of machines in the same group vary.
Let 48 be idle time on machine 8 in group ": during the time interval T: , and let 4̄:
be maximum idle time on any machine in group ": during the time intervals T: ,
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B̄(2 9−1, 2 9 )
. (2.4)






Denote the total length of the intervals in T: by C: . There must be at least a sum of
(C: − 48) B8 units of processing done on each machine 8 in group ": during the time
intervals T: . Thus for 1 ≤ : ≤  ,∑
8∈":
(C: − 48) B8 ≤
∑





















































: + , (2.6b)
where (2.6a) is due to (2.5) and (2.6b) is due to (2.4).
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2.5.2 Proof of Theorem 2.4.1
In order to apply the Separation Principle to prove Theorem 2.4.1, we need to prove
bounds on % and
∑ 
:=1 : in the case of the group assignment rule defined in Section
2.3. For this, we consider the scheduling problem with zero communication time.
Note that the design of group assignment function 5mksp(·) is based on the optimal
solution G∗ of the relaxed LP for a scheduling problem with zero communication
time, hence the upper bounds for both % and
∑ 
:=1 : are associated with the optimal
objective of the relaxed LP in the setting with zero communication time as well.
The bounds of % and
∑ 
:=1 : are given in the following two lemmas, which are
adapted from results in [10]. Theorem 2.4.1 follows directly from these two lemmas,
the Separation Principle, and the fact that )∗ ≤ OPT(8) , where )∗ is the optimal
solution to the LP.
Lemma 2.5.1. % ≤ 2W)∗.
Proof. Recall that G∗





and ℓ 9 as the largest group index such that at
least more than half of tasks are assigned to machines in groups "ℓ, . . . , " .
For every task 9 and any machine 8 ∈ 5 ( 9), by definition of the largest index ℓ 9 ,
ℓ 9∑
:=1
































where (2.8b) is due to (2.7) and the fact that processing speed of machine 8′ in group
": for task 9 is at most Wℓ 9 for : ≤ ℓ 9 , and (2.8c) is due to the fact that processing
speed of machine 8 in group 5 ( 9), whose group index is not smaller than ℓ 9 , is at
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where (2.9a) is due to (2.8), (2.9b) is due to constraint (2.1d) of the LP, and (2.9c)
is due to constraint (2.1c) of the LP.
Lemma 2.5.2.
∑ 
:=1 : ≤ 2 )∗.





≥ 12 . Thus,
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Inequality (2.10) is due to the fact that the assigned group 5 ( 9) maximizes the total













































speed is ((": ). Summing over machines in group ": on both sides for constraint
(2.1d) leads to (2.11).
2.5.3 Proof of Proposition 2.4.1
We now show how the Separation Principle can be used to provide a new, simpler
proof of the state-of-the-art approximation ratio of ETF in the case of identical
machines. Recall that the group assignment function is not required for GETF in
this case.
To prove Proposition 2.4.1, we use the same approach as we used for proving the
Separation Principle. However, we can tighten the analysis in the final step of the
argument. Specifically, the proof can be broken into three steps, instead of four:
(i) Define a terminal chain C. This step is identical to the definition of a terminal
chain in the proof of the Separation Principle.
(ii) Bound the idle time in between tasks. As the machines are identical in terms
of processing speed, communication speed between different machine pairs
are still heterogeneous due to the possible geolocations of machines.
(iii) Combine (i) and (ii) to bound the overall makespan in terms of the communi-
cation time of the terminal chain.
Compared with the proof of the Separation Principle, Step (i) defines a terminal
chain in the exactly same way. In Step (ii), bounding the idle time in the case of
identical machines is also similar. Step (iii) requires more work. Here, we further
tighten the bound by eliminating the processing time of the terminal chain to improve
the constant factor.
(8) Define a terminal chain C. This step is identical to the definition of a terminal
chain in the proof of the Separation Principle.
(88) Bound the idle time in between tasks. Let  (2 9−1, 2 9 ) be the time interval
between the end time of task 2 9−1 and the start time of 28 for 9 = 2, 3, . . . , # .
As we explained in the Separation Principle, there can possibly be multiple idle
time intervals on a machine during the time interval  (2 9−1, 2 9 ). For each machine
8 ∈ " , define  (2 9−1, 2 9 , 8) as a union of disjoint empty time intervals on machine 8
during the time interval  (2 9−1, 2 9 ). For any machine 8, the length of  (2 9−1, 2 9 , 8)
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is bounded above by the communication time between task 2 9−1 and task 2 9 , i.e.,
| (2 9−1, 2 9 , 8) | ≤
F2 9−1,2 9
Bℎ(2 9−1),8
∀8 ∈ ", 9 = 2, 3, . . . , #.
Otherwise task 2 9 could have started earlier on machine 8.
(888) Bound the makespan. During the time intervals  (2 9−1, 2 9 ) for 9 = 2, 3, . . . , # ,




8=1( | (2 9−1, 98) | − | (2 9−1, 2 9 , 8) |) processing units
done, and it is bounded by a sum of the processing units for all the tasks except those














F2 9 . (2.12a)






























opt(8) + ′. (2.13a)
The total processing time
∑=
9=1 F 9 divided by the number of machines < is the
smallest possible makespan, i.e., 1
<
∑=
9=1 F 9 ≤ OPT(8) . At the same time, the
makespan of any schedule should at least cover the processing time of any chain C
in the DAG. These two facts lead to the last inequality (2.13a).
2.5.4 Proof of Theorem 2.4.2
To establish the bound on the total weighted completion time for the group assign-
ment rule 5twct(·), we first apply the Separation Principle to separate the requirements
on communication and processing times. Second, we break the tasks into subsets
based on the task completion times and, for each subset, we form an LP for those
tasks alone. For each such LP, we construct a feasible solution G̃, ̃ and )̃ to
bound processing time of the tasks. The feasibility of G̃, ̃ and )̃ enables us to take
advantage of Lemmas 2.5.1 and 2.5.2 with only a loss of an additional constant
factor.
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Given a schedule S for a DAG , we use the same notation as in Section 2.4.2,
 (S, 9), to denote subsets of DAG. For each DAG  (S, 9), there is a terminal
chain C(S, 9) with task 9 as the ending task in the schedule S( 9). Similarly, define







and let : (S, 9) denote the total load assigned to machines in group ": in DAG
 (S, 9),
: (S, 9) =
∑
9 : 9∈ (S, 9),:∈ 5 ( 9) F 9
B(": )
. (2.15)
For every DAG  (S, 9) associated with schedule S 9 for 1 ≤ 9 ≤ =, we are able to
apply Separation Principle and then combine these inequalities as follows:∑
9













l 9 (S, 9).
Both %(S, 9) and : (S, 9) are independent of the communication constraints,
which enables us to take advantage of any group assignment rule.
Using the group assignment rule 5twct(·) helps further tighten the bound. To show
this, we first divide the = tasks into & sets based on @( 9), which can be viewed as a
rough estimate of the completion time of task 9 . For the @th interval, we define J@
as a set of tasks such that @( 9) = @:
J@ = { 9 : @( 9) = @}.
In this way, we have divided the = tasks into & sets: J1,J2, . . . ,J& .
Next, for 1 ≤ @ ≤ &, we construct a set of feasible solutions for LP (2.1), G̃, ̃ and
)̃ , for every set of tasks in J@, based on the optimal solution of LP (2.2), i.e., G∗ and
∗. Note that G̃ here is the same as in equation (2.3). Since precedence constraints
are preserved in constraints of the LPs, we can concatenate these schedules together
to obtain a feasible schedule for all of the tasks.
Lemma 2.5.3. Consider a set of tasks J@ for a fixed @. A feasible solution for LP







∀8, 9 ∈ J@ (2.17a)
̃ 9 = 2∗9 ∀ 9 ∈ J@ (2.17b)
)̃ = 2@+1. (2.17c)
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Proof. To show feasibility of such a candidate solution, we verify that @, G̃, ̃ and )̃
satisfy all the constraints in LP (2.1). Substitute G̃ into the left side of constraint
(2.1a) for any task 9 ∈ J@, and it is clear that
∑
8 G̃8, 9 = 1. To validate that constraint
(2.1b) is satisfied, note that U 9 ≥ 1/2 by definition and so a direct substitution on
the left hand side yields the right hand side due to (2.2b). Similarly, constraint
(2.2c) ensures that constraint (2.1c) is satisfied and constraint (2.2f) ensures that
constraint (2.1d) is satisfied. Finally, we obtain ∗
9
≤ 2@ by definition of @( 9) and
thus constraint (2.1e) holds.
Due to the similarity between group assignment rule 5mksp(·) and 5twct(·), we can
further tighten the bound using Lemmas 2.5.1 and 2.5.2 from Section 2.5.2 directly.
Combining Lemmas 2.5.1 and 2.5.3, we conclude that the total load along any chain





= 2W · 2@+1.
Next, since the terminal chain C(S, 9) can be represented as a concatenation of





≤ 8W · 2@( 9) .





= 2 · 2@+1.
The left side can be viewed as
∑
: : for a DAG formed by tasks in J@. Since the
tasks in DAG  (S, 9) form a subset of ∪@( 9)
C=1 J@, the following inequality holds:∑
:

















: (S, 9) ≤ 8(W +  ) · 2@( 9) .
Finally, the remaining piece of the proof is to upper bound 2@( 9) with a multiplicative
factor of its optimal completion time ∗
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If inequality (2.20) holds, then

























≤ 2∗9 . (2.22b)
Inequality (2.22a) is due to (2.20) and the definition of @( 9), and constraint (2.2e)
in the LP (2.2) leads to (2.22b). If inequality (2.21) is true, then
2@( 9)−1 < ∗9 ≤ 2∗9 .
In both cases, 2@( 9)−1 is upper bounded by 2∗
9










is lower bounded by wOPT(8) , we conclude that∑
9













l 9 (S, 9) (2.23a)








l 9 (S, 9) (2.23b)
≤ $ (log</log log<) · wOPT(8) +
∑
9
l 9 (S, 9), (2.23c)
which completes the proof.
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2.6 Concluding Remarks
This paper studies the problem of scheduling tasks with precedence constraints on
related machines with machine-dependent communication times, and addresses two
long-standing open problems in the area. We introduce a new scheduler, GETF, and
prove worst-case approximation ratios for it in the case of (i) scheduling to minimize
the makespan and (ii) scheduling to minimize the total weighted completion time.
These results represent the first progress on this problem since [27] provided a
bound on the makespan under ETF in the case of identical servers and non-uniform
communication time. No previous bounds exist for the case of total weighted
completion time when non-uniform communication time is considered.
A variety of open questions are raised by the work in this paper. Most importantly,
while we have provided theoretical bounds on the performance of GETF, it is also
important to investigate how GETF performs in real settings via an implementation
study. GETF could be particularly powerful in the context of large-scale machine
learning platforms, where workflows are typically specified as DAGs. As part of
such a study, it would be interesting to understand how to best choose a tie-breaking
rule, how to adjust the group assignment rules for the best performance, and how
various choices for these rules compare with heuristics that have been suggested in
the literature. Further, it will be important to see if it is possible to obtain some
theoretical results characterizing how the optimal choices for these rules depend on
properties of real-world workloads. Moreover, it will also be interesting to extend
the results of this work to stochastic settings, e.g., when task sizes are unknown.
On the analytic side, it will be interesting to discover other applications of the
Separation Principle. It may be possible to revisit other scheduling problems for
precedence-constrained tasks and obtain more general results because of the sep-
aration this result provides. Further, it is possible to consider other performance
measures, such as energy usage and resource augmentation, using the Separation
Principle.
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C h a p t e r 3
ENERGY-AWARE SCHEDULING IN CLOUD AI SYSTEMS
3.1 Introduction
This chapter seeks to develop energy-aware scheduling policies for precedence-
constrained tasks that arise in modern machine learning platforms. The problem
of how to optimally schedule a job made up of tasks with precedence constraints
has been studied for decades. The initial work on this scheduling problem arose in
the context of scheduling jobs on multi-processor systems [25]. Today this problem
attracts attention due to the prominence of large-scale, general-purpose machine
learning platforms, e.g., Google’s TensorFlow [4], Facebook’s PyTorch [5], and
Microsoft’s Azure Machine Learning (AzureML) [6]. Machine learning jobs on
the cloud are often expressed as a directed acyclic graphs (DAG) of precedence-
constrained tasks, and how these jobs are scheduled to run on clusters of machines
on the cloud is very crucial to the performance of the system [4]. Another timely
example of scheduling precedence-constrained tasks is the parallelization of training
and evaluation of large complex neural networks in heterogeneous clusters that
consist of CPUs, GPUs, TPUs, etc. This device placement problem has attracted
considerable attention in recent years [56–58].
Traditionally, computational efficiency has been the only focus of works studying
how to schedule precedence-constrained tasks, e.g., the goal is to complete the tasks
as soon as possible given a fixed set of heterogeneous machines. The most common
metric in the literature is total weighted completion time, i.e., a weighted average of
completion time of tasks. The mean response time is a special case of total weighted
completion time (via assigning equal weights to all the tasks), as is themakespan (via
adding a dummy node of weight one as the final task with all other tasks assigned to
weight zero). For these performance measures, significant progress has been made
in recent years. New results have emerged providing policies with poly-logarithmic
approximation ratios in increasingly general settings, including settings focused on
makespan and total weighted completion time, settings with heterogeneous related
machines, and settings with uniform and machine-dependent communication times
[10–12, 21, 59]. Details on these results can be found in the Related Literature
section.
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However, the increasing scale of machine learning jobs has brought questions about
the energy usage of such jobs to the forefront. Today, the emissions of training
an AI model can be as high as five times the lifetime emission of a car [13].
The computation required for deep learning has been doubling every 3.4 months,
resulting a 300,000x increase from 2012 to 2018 [14, 15]. Indeed, the energy cost
for an individual data center is on the order of million dollars, and it has become a
significant portion of operating cost for cloud platforms [60]. However, there is an
inherent conflict between boosting performance and reducing energy consumption,
i.e., a larger power budget, in general, allows a higher performance in practice. Thus,
it is urgent to study how we can efficiently schedule machine learning jobs with
both performance and energy consumption in mind. Balancing these performance
measures and energy usage is crucial to industry as well as societal goals of making
cloud computing carbon neutral [61].
There has been considerable progress toward understanding how to schedule to
balance performance and energy measures in simple settings, e.g., single and multi-
server settings without dependencies between tasks [62–65]. A focus within this
line of work is on the question of co-designing scheduling of tasks and speed scaling
of servers. On an algorithmic level, there are three common choices to conserve
power consumption.
(a) Static speed: a server adopts a constant speed of choice to balance between
performance and energy budgets.
(b) Gated static speed (a.k.a. sleep states, shutting down): a server transitions to
low power mode (with speed set to zero) when it is idle; otherwise the server
chooses a constant speed.
(c) Speed scaling: a server has freedom to adjust speeds dynamically when
executing tasks.
Though the gated speed scheme is easier to implement in practice, speed scaling
brings more potential to conserve energy by adjusting speeds of a task depending
on the priority of the task. If one task needs to be prioritized, then the scheduler
assigns a fast speed to run the task at the cost of a high power consumption.
While there has been progress on studying speed scaling in simple scheduling prob-
lems, the question of how to balance energy usage with traditional performance met-
rics, such as total weighted completion time, in more complex settings where there
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are dependencies among tasks is a challenging open question. In fact, scheduling
precedence-constrained tasks is NP-hard even when ignoring power consumption,
i.e., both the goal of partitioning the jobs across machines and of scheduling the
jobs among a group of machines are NP-hard. Further, speed scaling adds con-
siderable difficulty to the question of how to schedule tasks optimally to balance
energy and performance. When speed scaling is not considered, the relaxed version
of the scheduling problem can be formulated as a mixed integer linear program
(MILP). Thus, there are many off-shelf solvers that work well for these problems
on a relatively small-scale in practice. In the presence of speed scaling, solving for
the optimal schedule even for small-scale problems becomes even more complex
and computationally expensive in practice because the optimization is no longer
linear. Given the hardness of the problem, a natural question is: can we design a
scheduler and speed scaling policy for precedence-constrained tasks that is provably
near-optimal for a linear combination of performance and energy consumption?
Related Literature. In recent years, due to the successful deployment of machine
learning algorithms under different contextual scenarios, the design and optimization
of large-scale machine learning platforms attracts extensive attention from both
academia and industry community. One of the fundamental challenge is to balance
between system performance and energy usage while scheduling machine learning
jobs with precedence constrains.
Significant progress has been recently made towards the goal of maximizing per-
formance while scheduling precedence-constrained tasks if energy concerns are
ignored. Under the related machines model, i.e., & |?A42 |∑l 9 9 , a Speed-based
List Scheduling algorithm was proposed to obtain a $ (log<)-approximation [9].
Later, an improvement to $ (log</log log<) was made in 2017 by [10] for both
objectives: makespan and total weighted completion time. If communication delays
are assumed to be fixed (uniform), two groups of researchers independently made
progress towards a multiplicative approximation algorithm with logarithmic guar-
antees by adopting different approaches [11, 12, 59]. When it comes to incorporate
non-uniform communication delays for the first time, i.e., & |?A42, 28, 9 |
∑
l 9 9 ,
Generalized Earliest Time First (GETF) was proposed in [21] to achieve a worst-
case bound for both makespan and total weighted completion time, and it reduces
to the state of the art results in the case of zero communication delays.
There has been a torrent of works studying power management if precedence con-
straints are ignored, including settings with sleep states [66–68], settings that con-
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sider speed scaling, settings with single servers [63, 69–72], and settings with mul-
tiple servers [64, 65, 73]. A comparison of different energy conservation schemes
have also received considerable attention as well [62, 74]. Further, diverse perfor-
mancemeasures have been considered in the literature, including deadline feasibility
[63, 75, 76], flow time [77–79], etc. We refer to [80] for a comprehensive survey of
related scheduling problems.
However, when both performance and energy goals are considered for tasks with
precedence constraints, much less is known. The closest work to ours is by [81].
They consider the problem of scheduling precedence-constrained tasks to minimize
the makespan subject to an energy constraint, and obtain a poly-logarithmic approx-
imation algorithm by reducing the problem to the problem & |?A42 |<0G . However,
their technique does not apply to our setting for two reasons. First, we consider a
general objective, which is a linear combination of performance and energy con-
sumption, instead of focusing on the constrained budget problem; Second, total
weighted completion time is a much more general choice for performance measure
given that makespan is a special case of it. Thus it remains unknown if we can
design a scheduler for precedence-constrained tasks to minimize a combination of
performance and energy measure under these general settings.
Further, there are tremendous works on the design of heuristics for the goal of
balancing both performance and energy measures [82–88]. We focus on theoretical
results, and thus do not dive into the details of these heuristics.
3.2 Model
We study the problem of scheduling a job made of a set V of = tasks on a system
consisting of a set M of < machines. The tasks form a directed acyclic graph
(DAG) G = (V, E), in which each node 9 represents a task and an edge ( 9 ′, 9)
between task 9 and task 9 ′ represents a precedence constraint. We interchangeably
use node or task, as convenient. Precedence constraints are denoted by a partial
order ≺ between two nodes of any edge, where 9 ′ ≺ 9 means that task 9 can only be
scheduled after task 9 ′ completes. Let ? 9 represent the processing size of task 9 . If




to run on machine 8.
For simplicity, we assume that the DAG is connected. This is without loss of
generality because, otherwise, the DAG can be viewed as multiple DAGs and the
same results can be applied to each individual connected component. As a result,
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our results trivially apply to the case of multiple jobs. Additionally, our model
assumes that each machine can process at most one task at a time, i.e., there is
no time-sharing, and the machines are assumed to be non-preemptive, i.e., once a
task starts on a machine, the scheduler must wait for the task to complete before
scheduling any new task to this machine. This is a natural assumption in many
settings, as interrupting a task and transferring it to another machine can cause
significant processing overhead and communication delays due to data locality.
Further, we assume that servers consume zero power when in idle, i.e., servers can
run at zero speed.
Performance measure. The objective function we consider is ) + _ , a linear
combination of a performance measure ) and an energy/power usage  . The
system operator can emphasize on either performance or energy metric as desired
via a choice of weight _. For this work, we adopt total weighted completion time
as the performance measure, and our results apply to both makespan and mean
response time as well. For the energy metric, our focus  is on total energy usage,
which is the sum of energy usage of all tasks in the DAG, i.e.,  =
∑
9∈V  9 .
Speed scaling. The scheduler has the ability to scale speed of servers in order
to trade off performance and energy. In our model, a server chooses speed B 9 for
task 9 . For a task running at speed B 9 , its energy consumption  9 is modeled
as the product of the instantaneous power 5 (B 9 ) and running time C 9 of that task,
i.e.,  9 = 5 (B 9 ) · C 9 . A common form of the power function in the literature is a
polynomial, i.e., 5 (B) = BU where U > 1. A quadratic form is most common, so we
focus on that in this work, though our main results apply more generally. Note that
for any convex choice of instantaneous power function, given any optimal schedule,
the server always runs at a constant speed during the execution of a single task;
otherwise we can always adopt the average speed for running the task without any
sacrifice on performance measure but potentially conserve more energy.
3.3 The Optimization Problem
We formally define the problem via an optimization formulation. Let G8, 9 be a a
binary decision variable that indicates whether task 9 is assigned to machine 8, i.e,
G8, 9 =

1, if task 9 runs on machine 8,
0, otherwise.
(3.1)
Let 9 denote the completion time of task 9 , and B 9 denote the assigned speed of task
9 . The scheduling problem (with total weighted completion time as the performance
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measure) can be formulated as follows:
min
G8, 9 , 9 ,B 9 ,),
) + _
G8, 9 ∈ {0, 1} ∀8, 9 (3.2a)∑
8
G8, 9 = 1 ∀ 9 (3.2b)
 9 ′ +
? 9
B 9
≤  9 9 ′ ≺ 9 (3.2c)∑
9
l 9 9 ≤ ) ∀ 9 (3.2d)∑
9





G8, 9G8, 9 ′ = @ 9 , 9 ′ ∀ 9 , 9 ′ if 9! = 9 ′ (3.2f)
 9 ′ −  9 ≥
? 9 ′
B 9 ′
or  9 −  9 ′ ≥
? 9
B 9
if @ 9 , 9 ′ = 1 . (3.2g)
The optimal value of this problem is denoted as OPT. Constraint (3.2b) requires
every task to be scheduled on some machine. Constraint (3.2c) guarantees that for
any successor predecessor pair, the successor task will not start until the predecessor
completes. In Constraint (3.2d), ) represents the total weighted completion time,
and it can be reduced to other performance measures by assigning appropriate
weights, such as makespan and mean response time. In Constraint (3.2e),  is the
sum of multiplication of power function per unit time and running time. Constraint
(3.2f) guarantees that @ 9 , 9 ′ = 1 if task 9 and task 9 ′ are assigned to the samemachine.
Anymachine should not processmore than one task at a time, as in Constraint (3.2g).
By addition of an auxiliary binary variable 1 9 , 9 ′, we can rewrite Constraint (3.2g)
as follows:
@ 9 , 9 ′
(




≤1 9 , 9 ′
(




∀ 9 , 9 ′ (3.3a)






@ 9 , 9 ′ ∀ 9 , 9 ′ (3.3b)
1 9 , 9 ′ ≤@ 9 , 9 ′ ∀ 9 , 9 ′ (3.3c)
1 9 , 9 ′ ∈{0, 1} ∀ 9 , 9 ′. (3.3d)
When task 9 and task 9 ′ are assigned to run on the same machine, i.e., @ 9 , 9 ′ = 1, the
auxiliary variable represents the ordering of these two tasks, i.e., 1 9 , 9 ′ = 0 if 9 ≺ 9 ′.
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We emphasize that there are many possible formulations for the optimization prob-
lem. For example, we can derive another optimization formulation with a time-
indexed program, but it would remain nonlinear due to speed constraints. Thus, we
adopt the above formulation for simplicity. Given the optimization formulation, it is
straightforward to conclude that searching for the global optimal of such a complex
non-convex problem is hard and computationally expensive. As a result, we focus
on approximation algorithms.
3.4 Algorithm Design
Inspired by the single server case, we introduce the notion of pseudo-size to quan-
tify importance of tasks in the DAG. Intuitively, a task of significance should be
prioritized to run while a task of low priority should be set to run at a slow speed.
Our approximation algorithm combines the intuition of pseudo-size approximation
and any approximation algorithm for the case of identical machines without energy
concerns, e.g., [50], to produce a schedule that balances between performance and
energy goals. The pseudo-size of tasks depend on various features of the precedence
graph, such as degree of nodes, number of children, etc, as well as the given number
of machines. In practice, experts can extract these features and feed them to an
off-shelf learning algorithm to obtain an approximation.
The introduction of pseudo-size is critical in two ways. First, conditional on an
approximation of pseudo-size, we are able to reduce the general problem, where it is
hard to find an optimal solution, to a much simpler scheduling problem in the case
of identical machines. This not only mitigates the required computations in process,
but also makes it possible to compute a theoretical bound on the final schedule.
Second, since the concept of pseudo-size stems from one single server scenario, it
comes with an intuitive interpretation in the physical world, which is not a given
in the world of learning algorithms. In practice, pseudo-size of a task quantifies
magnitude of externalities it has on other tasks in the graph.
Next, we first formally define the notion of pseudo-size, and then propose a family
of approximation scheduling algorithms based on the pseudo-size approximation.
3.4.1 The Single Server Case
We start by diving into the one server problem. As shown in [62], the optimal
speed for running a task without precedence constraints is proportional to square
root of the number of tasks that are waiting for the task. The same intuition holds
true for one server even if there are precedence constraints among the tasks. The
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characterization of optimal speeds in the one server case is summarized as follows.
Example 3.4.1. Consider = tasks with dependency to be scheduled to run on a
single machine, i.e., optimization problem (3.2) with < = 1. For any given feasible
ordering in which tasks are indexed with respect to the the given ordering, the
optimal speed for running task 9 is√




where (= − 9 + 1) is the number of tasks waiting for its completion.
Proof. For any feasible ordering of tasks on the machines, we assume that tasks are
indexed with respect to the given ordering, i.e., 1 ≺ 2 ≺ · · · ≺ =. Thus the objective
function can be simplified to(
= · ?1
B1




(= − 1) · ?2
B2
+ _ · ?2 · B2
)




+ _ · ?= · B=
)
.
Clearly, the objective is minimized only when speed of task 9 is set to be equal to√
(= − 9 + 1)/_. For task 9 , (= − 9 + 1) is the number of tasks (including the task
itself) that are depending on its completion.
For a large _ that translates to an emphasis on the total energy consumption, optimal
speeds tend to have a smaller magnitude and vice versa. When _ is chosen to be
one, then total weighted completion time of tasks is equal to the sum of energy
consumption in any given optimal schedule, i.e., equal budgets are allocated to
performance measure and energy consumption for any optimal schedule. In this
case, optimal speeds of a task is exactly square root of the number of dependent
tasks provided that the weight l 9 of task 9 is 1. Via a choice of _, the system
designer can adjust the budget for performance and energy consumption as desired.
3.4.2 Pseudo-Size
The pseudo-size of a task is a measure of importance of the task with respect to its
running speed. If a task hasmany tasks waiting for its completion, then the scheduler
tends to prioritize the task via assigning a fast running speed. This parallels with
the term (= − 9 + 1) in the single server case.
Definition 3.4.1. For a given DAG G to be scheduled on a set of < machines, the
pseudo-size V 9 of task 9 is defined as the scaled square of the optimal speed B 9 for
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that task multiplied by the scaling parameter W 9 , i.e.,
V 9 = W 9 · (B 9 )2, (3.4)
where W 9 , _l 9 is a constant scalar introduced by system parameters.
The scaling parameter depends on the choice of performance measure as well as
the weight _. For any relatively large-scale problem, optimal speed is almost
impossible to determine for such a problem. As a result, a good approximation via
an approximation of pseudo-size becomes significant.
3.4.3 Learning-Augmented Energy-Aware List Scheduling
In this section, we propose Learning-Augmented Energy-Aware List Scheduling
for both makespan and total weighted completion time based on an approximation
of task pseudo-size. The concept of task pseudo-size offers a new and intuitive
perspective to learn the optimal speeds via an approximation of pseudo-size. The
data-driven approach enables us to adapt to different scenarios quickly, e.g., dif-
ferent structures of DAGs, heterogeneous task sizes and number of machines, etc.
Additionally, as a two-stage algorithm, Learning-Augmented Energy-Aware List
Scheduling enables us to separate the evaluation of these two stages, and combine
them together to form a worst-case bound under some conditions. Our algorithm
proceeds as follows.
Algorithm 3.2 Learning-Augmented Energy-Aware List Scheduling.
INPUT: DAG G = (V, E) and number of machines <.
OUTPUT: schedule S and speed scaling policy {B 9 }.
First Stage
1: Approximate task pseudo-size {V 9 } via learning.
Second Stage
2: Derive the associated running speed {B 9 }.
3: Transform the initial problem into identical machine case by assigning a new
task size ?′
9
← ? 9/B 9 for every task.
4: Apply list scheduling. ⊲ LS varies depending on choice of <0G and
∑
l 9 9 .
We divide our algorithm into two stages. During the first stage, we take advantage of
any off-shelf data-driven algorithms to learn an approximation of task pseudo-size
fromworkload data. The learned model might vary depending on choice of different
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performance measures. During the second stage, we exploit the learned pseudo-size
and derive the associated speed for every single task in the DAG. Given the running
speeds, we are able to transform the problem into the case of identical machines
and adopt any appropriate listing scheduling to compute a final schedule. Note that
the priority list adopted for makespan and total weighted completion time can be
different in order to achieve a good theoretic guarantee. In short, any greedy list
scheduling can be employed for makespan while list scheduling has to be further
refined in the case of total weighted completion time. Next, we further describe the
list scheduling adopted from [50] for total weighted completion time.
Total Weighted Completion Time. Given a pseudo-size approximation {V 9 }, we
transform the problem into the identical machines problem by assigning a new task
size for task 9 :
?′9 ← ? 9 ·
√
W 9/V 9 . (3.5)
The pseudo-size of a task quantifies magnitude of externalities that it has on other
tasks waiting for its completion. Equation (3.5) scales task sizes to account for
externalities. After the transformation, the list scheduling adopted for total weighted





















?′29 ∀F ⊂ V (3.6b)
The objective of the linear program is to minimize total weighted completion time.
Constraint (3.6a) enforces precedence constraints among any predecessor-successor
pair. Constraint (3.6b) is a weaker version of no time sharing requirement, i.e., one
machine can only process at most one task at a time.
This linear program doe not serve to find an optimal solution for the identical
machine problem. Instead, we further build upon its solutions to construct a priority
list. Let {!%
9
} denote the optimal solutions for LP (3.6). The priority list is
constructed with respect to U-points of tasks based on the LP solution, which are
defined as below for 0 ≤ U ≤ 1. The U-point"!%
9
of task 9 based on the LP solution
is defined as follows:
"!%9 , 
!%
9 − U · ?′9 .
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Once we compute the U-points of tasks, we obtain the priority list L by indexing
these tasks with respect to magnitude of U-points in a non-decreasing order, i.e., a
task with a large U-point value has a high priority. In practice, we can search for
a near-optimal U to further optimize over the overall objective, but for the purpose
of this work, we can assume that U = 12 to achieve the final bound. We conclude
this section by giving the details of list scheduling in the case of total weighted
completion time as in Algorithm 3.3.
Algorithm 3.3 Learning-Augmented Energy-Aware List Scheduling: Total
Weighted Completion Time.
INPUT: DAG G = (V, E) and number of machines <.
OUTPUT: schedule S and speed scaling policy {B 9 }.
First Stage
1: Approximate task pseudo-size {V 9 } via learning.
Second Stage
2: Transform the initial problem into the identical machine problem by assigning
a new task size ?′
9
← ? 9/B 9 where B 9 =
√
V 9/W 9 for each task.
3: Construct a priority list L via LP (3.6). ⊲ List scheduling starts.
4: for task 9 in the priority list L do
5: Start task 9 on any available machine at the earliest possible time.
6: end for
3.5 Results
Learning-augmented algorithms usually leverage machine learning tools to make
a prediction in a data-driven fashion, and then feed this prediction as the actual
input to an algorithm. The goal is to design such an algorithm that incorporates
these predictions and provides theoretic guarantees based on quality of learning-
based predictions. These learning-augmented algorithms have been applied in
various settings, e.g., predicting task size for a scheduler [89], improving online
algorithms [90, 91], ski-rental etc. Similarly in this work, we take the inspiration
of pseudo-size from the single server case, and construct a scheduler and speed
scaling policy via building upon the pseudo-size approximation. This allows our
algorithm to adapt to workload data. Assuming a good approximation of task
pseudo-size, we are able to provide worst-case bounds on a linear combination
of performance and energy consumption when either makespan or total weighted
completion time is considered. Even when an pseudo-size approximation is bad,
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our results characterize how the overall worst-case performance depends on quality
of task pseudo-size approximation.
3.5.1 Total Weighted Completion Time
The scheduling algorithm makes use of the pseudo-size in two stages. First, we
use learning-based algorithms to learn an approximation of the pseudo-size {V 9 }.
Second, we exploit the pseudo-size approximation to transform the problem into
a scheduling problem with identical machines via assigning a new task size of
? 9 ·
√
W 9/V 9 for task 9 . Then we can take advantage of the approximation algorithm
in [50] for the case of identical machines. We denote the schedule produced by
the above algorithm as schedule (. Let ) (() and  (() denote the performance
and energy consumption of the schedule ( respectively. We use 5 (() to denote
the linear combination of performance and energy consumption for schedule (, i.e.,
5 (() = ) (() + _ ·  ((). Our main result is the following learning-augmented
approximation ratio.
Theorem 3.5.1 (Total Weighted Completion Time). Given a good pseudo-size ap-




≤ V 9 ≤ (1 + n+9 ) · V∗9 , then any
schedule ( created by the above algorithm satisfies:











Note that the approximation ratio is small as long as the pseudo-size is approximated
well.
3.5.2 Makespan
If makespan is adopted for performance measure rather than total weighted com-
pletion time, during the second stage of the scheduling algorithm, we transform
the problem into the identical machine problem and then apply a list scheduling
algorithm. For a produced schedule (, we prove the following learning-augmented
approximation ratio.
Theorem 3.5.2 (Makespan). Given a good pseudo-size approximation for tasks in




≤ V 9 ≤ (1 + n+9 ) · V∗9 , then any schedule ( created by the
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above algorithm satisfies:











To the best of our knowledge, this provides the first bound when minimizing a
linear combination of performance and energy consumption, which is more general
compared to settings focused on minimizing the makespan for a given energy budget
as in [81]. Moreover, their techniques in [81] does not apply to the case of total
weighted completion time.
3.6 Concluding Remarks
In this chapter, we consider the problem of scheduling precedence-constrained tasks
to minimize a linear combination of performance and energy consumption. Our
main results provide worst-case guarantees when performance is either makespan or
total weighted completion time. Even without a general pseudo-size approximation,
one can easily achieve a good approximation for certain DAGs, e.g., a DAG with all
joins or forks. A variety of research questions have been raised by our results. Most
importantly, how good is an approximation of task pseudo-size for general DAGs
via learning from workload data? Moreover, for particular structures of DAGs, is it
possible to further refine the bounds by incorporating properties of these DAGs? On
the analytic side, it would be also interesting to study how our learning-augmented
algorithm compares with pure learning algorithms in practice.
3.A Appendix
3.A.1 A Proof of Theorem 3.5.1
Proof. Our proof proceeds in three steps.





≤ V 9 ≤ (1+n+9 ) ·V∗9 , we can translate this approximation
into a bound on speeds adopted in the algorithm:√
1 − n−
9





Given that energy consumption of task 9 is






we get an upper bound on the total energy consumption:






) · ∗. (7)
(88) Bound total weighted completion time ) . According to the main results in [50],
for any schedule generated by the LP (3.6), we get
 9 − ?′9 ≤ 2"!%9 + 2(!%9 − ?′9 ),
which can be further relaxed as below:
 9 ≤ 4!%9 − 2?′9 . (8)
Let ) (?1, · · · , ?=) denote the optimal total weighted completion time for the iden-
tical machines problem with task sizes (?1, · · · , ?=). Thus∑
9
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Inequality (9a) is a further relaxation of Inequality (8). As LP (3.6) only covers
partial constraints for the scheduling problem of identical machines, its optimal
objective gives a lower bound as in Inequality (9b). Consider the scheduling problem
in the case of identical machines: if we increase task sizes for each task, then total
weighted completion time will increase as well. This explains why Inequality (9c)
and Inequality (9d) hold true. If we scale the task size by a constant factor, then total
weighted completion time will scale correspondingly as in Equality (9e). This can
be easily verified if we go over the constraints in the optimization formulation for
the scheduling problem in the case of identical machines. Equality (9f) says that the
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general scheduling problem, when either performance or energy consumption are
considered, can be reduced to the problem of minimizing total weighted completion
time alone when task sizes are re-scaled.
(888) Combine (i) and (ii) to bound the overall objective. By combining Inequality
(7) and Inequality (9), we achieve











3.A.2 A Proof of Theorem 3.5.2
Proof. Our proof proceeds in three steps.
(8) Bound total energy consumption  . This step is no different than that in the case
of total weighted completion time. Assuming a good approximation of task pseudo-




≤ V 9 ≤ (1+ n+9 ) · V∗9 , we can translate this approximation into
a bound on speeds adopted in the algorithm:√
1 − n−
9




· B∗9 . (10)
Given that energy consumption of task 9 is




· ∗9 , (11)
we get an upper bound on the total energy consumption:






) · ∗. (12)
(88) Bound makespan ) . We start with constructing a chain backwards. In the
given schedule (, we start with the task that ends last. Among its predecessors,
we choose one of the tasks with the latest completion time. There can be multiple
candidate tasks that end at the same time. Though the overall performance might
vary depending on different tie-breaking rules in practice, random tie-breaking rules
are good enough for the purpose of this proof. We note that there is no idle gaps
in between the execution of any pair of two predecessor-successor tasks in such a
chain; otherwise, the successor task could have started earlier. We continue doing
so until we reach the top of the DAG. In such a way, we construct a chain J such
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that every machine is busy during the complement time of execution process of this






















Let <0G (?1, · · · , ?=) denote the optimal makespan for the identical machines
problem with task sizes (?1, · · · , ?=). Then





























































As in Inequality (14a), optimal makespan should be lower bounded by either run-
ning time of any chain of tasks in the DAG or completion time as if there were no
precedence constraints. Consider the scheduling problem in settings with identical
machines: if we increase size of any task, the optimal makespan should not be-
come any shorter, if not any longer. This is why Inequality (14b) and Inequality
(14c) hold true. Further, if we scale task size by a constant factor, then optimal
makespan should scale correspondingly. Again, this can be easily seen if we write
the linear optimization formulation of the scheduling problem in the case of identical
machines.
(888) Combine (i) and (ii) to bound the overall objective. By combining Inequality
(12) and Inequality (14d), we achieve















C h a p t e r 4
THE PRIVACY PARADOX IN DATA ACQUISITION
4.1 Introduction
There is a fundamental discrepancy between privacy attitudes and the behaviors
of users online: users claim to be concerned about their privacy, but do little
to protect privacy in their actions. More specifically, users express their concerns
about privacy, including the ambiguous distribution of data and its use by third party
[92–94]; however, when choosing services, users mainly focus on the popularity,
convenience, price, etc, despite the potential risk of data misuse [95, 96]. This
phenomenon is known as the privacy paradox [97], and understanding the reasons
behind this paradox and its consequences for the design of online platforms is an
important goal for both computer scientists and economists.
The privacy paradox is at the root of the behavior of individuals in modern online
data marketplaces. Online platforms gather data on billions of individuals in order
to personalize advertising and customize other aspects of their systems. However,
such usage tends to provide little direct benefits for the users, a fact that is used as
indirect evidence to argue that users provide a small value on privacy [98]. Such
an argument ignores the impact that an individual’s participation decision has on
others. In particular, when an individual shares her data, it is not just her privacy
that is compromised; the privacy of other individuals whose data is correlated with
hers is also compromised. Thus, these other individuals are more likely to share
their own data given that some has already been leaked [99]. This simple, but often
overlooked issue is at the root of the privacy paradox. Information leakage due to
correlation has been shown to lead to oversharing since each individual overlooks
their own privacy concerns as a result of the negative externalities created by others’
revelation decisions. Thus, information leakage leads to the potential for significant
economic and social inefficiency in data marketplaces.
In this paper, we study the impact of privacy concerns and information leakage on
the design of data markets. Specifically, we study the task of designing mechanisms
for obtaining verifiable data from a population for a statistical estimation task, such
as estimating the expected value of some function of the underlying data.
The goal of designing mechanisms for optimal data acquisition is a core piece of
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the emerging literature on data marketplaces. A common motivating example is
a setting where a healthcare platform is doing statistical analysis on its population
of users. While some data is measured accurately from their smart devices, other
desired data may be about characteristics users do not wish to provide or may vary
over time. Thus the healthcare platform has to conduct a survey among the users
to obtain such information accurately (e.g., giving the individual a smart device or
having the individual fill out a form); however when administering such a survey, the
responses are likely biased. For example, if weight is the target, then the respondents
may be biased towards low-weight samples. Thus, the task of designingmechanisms
to limit the bias and reduce the variance of estimates obtained from such surveys is
crucial. However, such a task is challenging due to the fact that the analyst does not
know the distribution of the data and has a limited budget.
A growing line of work has focused on the design of such optimal data acquisition
mechanisms, e.g., [100–103]. Initiated by [100, 103], this line of work has led to the
design of mechanisms for unbiased estimation with minimal variance in a variety of
settings. However, in this literature it is assumed that all individuals will participate,
thus unbiased estimation is possible. The trade-off between bias and variance has
been ignored to this point with the exception of Chen and Zheng [102], which still
assumes all individuals will participate and does not consider privacy concerns.
Further, this line of work has not considered the issues created by information
leakage due to correlation between the participants. Information leakage creates
significant incentives for increased data sharing and thus mechanisms that do not
consider it directly will suffer from undetected bias and increased variance in the
obtained estimates. Modeling the incentives created by leakage potentially provides
the analyst the opportunity to obtain an estimator of the same quality using a smaller
budget, due to the externalities created by data correlation.
Contributions. In this paper, we provide the first characterization of an optimal
mechanism for data acquisition in the setting where agents are concerned about
privacy and their data is correlated with each other. As a result, information leakage
due to data correlation not only contributes to an agent’s privacy cost, but also to the
privacy costs of others with correlated data. Additionally, the mechanism allows,
for the first time, a trade-off between the bias and variance of the estimator when
privacy cost is considered. This offers the analyst freedom to tailor towards an
emphasis on either bias or variance of the estimator depending on the contextual
goals.
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Specifically, we propose a novel model for data acquisition. The novelty of our
model is a result of three important components. First, we introduce the privacy
cost to model impacts of data correlation. Unlike modeling data correlation on an
individual level in [99], we divide the agents into different groups and assume that
agents within the same group share a same correlation strength. This gives us the
power to work with any granularity of choice with regard to data correlation. For
example, if every group has a relatively small size of agents, then our model of
data correlation shifts towards a near individual level. In addition, an agent suffers
a larger privacy cost if she joins the platform than that if she does not join. The
choice of our privacy cost function enables us to model all these desired properties.
Second, in reality, not every agent always decides to join the platform. Thus, we
introduce the notion of participation rate as the ratio of the number of agents who
join the platform to the number of total agents. This further allows us to study
equilibrium with respect to participation rate, which is crucial since the mechanism
impacts the participation rate, which in turn impacts the bias and variance. Third,
given that not every agent always joins the platform, it is not always realistic to aim
for an unbiased estimator. Instead, we minimize a linear combination of bias and
variance of the estimator. Via a choice of constant weights for bias and variance,
we are able to balance between these two metrics of the estimator as desired.
Our main theoretical results provide a closed form solution of payment and allo-
cation rules under a choice of equilibrium participation rate in order to achieve a
truthful mechanism (Theorem 4.3.1 & Theorem 4.4.1). More specifically, we aim
to minimize a linear combination of bias and variance subject to budget and truth-
fulness constraints. By considering a linear combination, we are able to emphasize
either bias or variance of the estimator as desired. Moreover, we provide conditions
for the optimality of an unbiased estimator in the case when it is possible to achieve
a full participation rate, i.e., every agent decides to join the platform.
Our results offer some interesting insights about mechanisms for data acquisition.
First, an unbiased estimator is possible even if the budget is relatively small because
we can meet the expected budget constraint using a small selection probability.
However, an unbiased estimator is not always realistic in practice. As a result,
it is important to optimize the bias-variance trade-off. Second, incorporation of
privacy cost due to information leakage and sharing makes it possible for the analyst
to underpay the agents to acquire the same data set. This can potentially lead to
a relatively small payment for data, something that is frequently seen in practice.
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Last but not least, the privacy cost from leakage encourages more agents to join
the platform, which coincides with the data oversharing phenomenon frequently
observed in platforms today.
The design of mechanisms for data acquisition is known to be challenging even if
we focus on an unbiased estimator and ignore privacy cost due to data correlation.
However, obtaining our results requires overcoming additional challenges. There are
two technical innovations that enable our analysis. First, we need to introduce and
characterize an equilibriumwith respect to the participation rate, as the participation
rate is an endogenous property of the mechanism design problem. This equilibrium
adds considerable complexity to the analysis, but also provides insights about how
the data acquisition mechanism depends on the popularity of the platform. Second,
we introduce the notion of data correlation strength to characterize the privacy cost
due to information leakage. This allows us to capture the impact of data correlation
on the platform. Further, depending on a choice of group sizes, we are able to model
information leakage at different granularity levels as desired.
Related literature. The design of data markets has attracted a significant amount
of interest in recent years. There is growing body of work studying a variety of
aspects of data markets, including monetizing information via either dynamic sales
or optimal mechanisms, e.g., [104, 105], exploiting personal information to improve
allocation of resources in online markets, e.g., [106–108], optimal acquisition of
information, e.g., [100–102], etc. For a recent survey, see [109] and the references
therein. Our work broadly falls into the last line of work, and focuses on the design of
a mechanism for optimal data acquisition. The study of the optimal data acquisition
has attracted a growing amount of attention across both economics and computer
science. In this paper, we focus on designing a truthful mechanism in order to
perform a statistical estimation task. This goal has received considerable attention.
However, prior work does not consider the privacy cost of the participants. Our
work aims to fill the gap by considering privacy cost as an important factor for
individuals’ decision-making.
In more detail, the prior work on optimal data acquisition can be divided into
two categories depending on whether data is verifiable or not. In the first category,
individuals’ utilities often directly depend on the outcome of the statistical inference,
and they thus have an incentive to misreport their data, e.g., [110–116]. This is
possible since there is no ground truth to verify the data. In the second category,
individuals are assumed to report their data truthfully due to the ability of the analyst
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to verify the data, e.g., [100–103, 117, 118]. In this paper, we consider the setting
where data is verifiable and so focus our discussion on prior work in that category
below.
The task in this context is to purchase data from individuals whose private costs
are subject to an (expected) budget constraint. This model was introduced in [100,
103]. The model assumes that data cannot be fabricated and that private costs of the
participants are correlated with the data. Moreover, the participants do not derive
utility or disutility from the estimation outcome. Roth and Schoenebeck [100]
minimizes a bound of the worst case variance while achieving an unbiased estimator
while Abernethy, Chen, Ho, and Waggoner [103] considers general supervised
learning. Following these initial papers, a closed form result that directly minimizes
the worst case variance is given in [101]. However, unbiased estimators are not
always possible in realistic settings. When a biased estimator is considered, Chen
and Zheng [102] proposes a slightly different model, in which agents arrive in an
online fashion and cost distribution is not known a priori. Under this model, Chen
and Zheng [102] studies a trade-off between bias and variance of the estimator rather
than only focus on the unbiased estimators. This trade-off is also a core component
of our work.
The prior work discussed above mostly focuses on data acquisition without con-
sidering the privacy concerns of the participants. Even when the privacy concerns
are considered in the prior work, privacy cost is often interpreted as a simple cost,
which does not capture the information leakage due to data correlation. In contrast,
privacy cost due to information leakage as a result of data correlation is a crucial
concern in the model we consider in this paper. There is a recent line of work that
examines data acquisition through the lens of differential privacy [117, 119–122].
As agents might not be willing to report their data due to their privacy concerns,
monetary incentives are given to encourage individuals to participate in order to
balance between privacy of individuals and accuracy of estimation. However, in
this line of work, the impact of information leakage is not considered and thus the
practical impact of the privacy paradox is not considered.
The information leakage that results from correlation between individuals’ is at the
root of the privacy paradox and is a crucial factor for data markets, as has been rec-
ognized by recent work in economics, e.g.,[99, 123]. More specifically, Acemoglu,
Makhdoumi, Malekian, and Ozdaglar [99] recently introduced the concept of infor-
mation leakage to account for privacy cost due to other individuals’ data sharing.
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Inspired by this concept, we incorporate the privacy cost due to heterogeneous data
correlation in our model and aim to design a truthful mechanism to balance between
bias and variance subject to an expected budget constraint. The privacy concern
of individuals, specifically the privacy cost due to data correlation, is essential in
the design of such a mechanism. This is a critical feature of our model that is not
present in any prior work on data acquisition. The setting and model we consider
differ considerably from [99]. We consider the problem of optimal data acquisition
and the incentives created by information leakage, which have not been considered
previously in this context.
4.2 System Model
We consider an online platform consisting of an analyst and many agents. At a high
level, the analyst aims to design a pricing mechanism to purchase private data from
agents in order to perform a statistical estimation task, e.g., estimate the mean of the
agents’ data. Ideally, the analyst would like to purchase all the private data to obtain
an unbiased estimator. However, given a limited budget, the analyst has to design
a pricing mechanism to wisely select the data in order to balance between the bias
and variance of the estimator.
To this end, we consider a family of pricing mechanisms that presents a menu to
the agents. The menu consists of pairs of payments and probabilities of having
agents’ data selected for use in the estimation task. Given the menu, the agents
report their costs and decide individually if they would like to join the platform or
not. Once the agents make the decisions, the analyst selects data from an agent on
the platform to purchase with the given probability selected from the menu. The
analyst’s goal in designing the mechanism is to determine the menu of payments
and selection probabilities in order to perform a statistical estimation subject to an
expected budget constraint. The form of this mechanism is classical, and adopted
from, e.g., [100, 101, 103].
Considering privacy cost is critical to the design of such a mechanism. For the
agents on the platform, they obtain benefit from participation but reveal some
personal information through their interactions with the platform, which leads to
the privacy cost. Further, when an agent’s data is used, it negatively impacts not
only the privacy of the agent revealing the data, but also the privacy of other agents
whose data is correlated. Thus, even though some agents do not join the platform
and do not directly share their data, they may still suffer a privacy cost through their
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Figure 4.1: An illustration of the model from the perspective of a participating agent
in group 8.
peers’ interactions with the platform due to data correlation. This privacy cost via
information leakage is an important and novel feature of the model presented here.
We describe the full details of the model and the family of mechanisms we consider
in the remainder of this section. Figure 4.1 provides an overview of the model.
4.2.1 Agent Model
We consider B agents that hold data of interest to the analyst. The set of agents
is denoted by S. Every agent owns a data point. By reporting her data to the
platform’s survey, the agent incurs an overall cost 2, which is known to her but not to
the analyst. The overall cost consists of a combination of reporting cost and privacy
cost, where the reporting cost results from the act of reporting the data while the
privacy cost comes from both data sharing and data correlation. We discuss these
costs further in Section 4.2.1.
We now present how the mechanism works. First, each agent is presented a price
menu by the analyst that consists of a payment rule %(·) and selection probability
(·), both of which depend on the reported cost 2̃ of the agent. We interchangeably
use selection probability or allocation rule, as convenient. Second, given the menu,
an agent decides if she would like to join the platform. An agent who decides to join
the platform is asked to report her cost, which determines the payment and selection
probability. The payment %(·) is given to the agent if she joins the platform and her
data is selected (used) by the analyst. More specifically, her data is selected with
probability (·), and she receives the payment only if her data is selected.
Whether an agent decides to join the platform relies on weighing the benefit of
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participation F(·), plus a potential payment, against the privacy cost that occurs as
a result of her own or her peers’ interactions with the platform. More specifically,
for an agent on the platform, her privacy cost incurred includes both the cost from
the agent herself sharing her data and the privacy cost due to her friends’ sharing
of possibly correlated data. We use ℎ(·) to denote this combination. In contrast,
if an agent does not join the platform, she still suffers a privacy cost 6(·) due to
information leakage as a result of correlation between her data and the data of those
agents who do join. We use N to denote the set of agents who join the platform.
For agent : , her utility is as follows:
D8 (2̃ |2) =

−6(·), if : ∉ N ,
−ℎ(·) + F(·), w/ prob. 1 − (·), if : ∈ N ,
%(·) − 2 + F(·), w/ prob. (·), if : ∈ N .
(4.1)
Up to this point, we have described themodel in a general way, without giving details
on the form of the benefit of participation (F(·)) and privacy cost (6(·) and ℎ(·)).
In the remainder of this section, we introduce relevant models of these functions,
which illustrate a variety of parameterized forms motivated by different potential
settings.
Participation Benefit
The participation benefit is the non-negative value received by agents who take
advantage of the service provided by the platform. Intuitively, the more participants
the platform attracts, the more valuable the platform’s service becomes. Take
Facebook as an example, the more friends of a user use Facebook, the more valuable
Facebook as a social network is to this user. However, in light of the limited budget
in practice, it is almost impossible to have every agent join the platform. As a result,
we define the average participation rate of the population \̄ to be the ratio of number
of agents on the platform to the population of agents. The average participation
rate \̄ can be viewed as a measure of the popularity of the platform.1 Moreover,
let F(\̄) denote the participation benefit as a continuous function of the average
participation rate. The participation benefit is assumed to be non-decreasing in the
average participation rate of the population \̄.




Whether an agent decides to join the platform or not, an important source for
her privacy cost comes from the information leakage due to data correlation. A
stronger correlation naturally leads to more leakage and induces a larger privacy
cost. Intuitively, if an agent’s data is highly correlated with the rest of the agents,
then she has a relatively large correlation strength. Moreover, some agents might
share a stronger correlation with each other within a group of agents than with others
outside the group. For instance, on a healthcare related platform, users who carry a
common disease might share a similar pattern and thus their data is possibly highly
correlated with each other. In order to capture the inter-group versus intra-group
difference, we divide B agents into  groups, and agents within the same group 8
share a common correlation strength "8. The correlation strength vector "8 is further
defined as "8 , (U8, U−8), where U8 and U−8 are used to, respectively, denote the
correlation strength induced by agents inside group 8 and those outside group 8. Note
that vectors are bold while scalars are not.
Privacy cost
Privacy cost is critical to an agent’s decision about whether to join the platform. For
an agent who does not join the platform, her privacy cost 6(·) comes entirely from
information leakage through her peers’ data sharing on the platform due to data
correlation. In contrast, for an agent who joins the platform but does not report her
data, not only her peers’ actions but also her own interactions with the platform result
in her privacy cost, which is denoted by ℎ(·). Next, we introduce the parameterized
form of privacy costs in detail.
Intra-group & Inter-group Privacy Loss. To differentiate the privacy cost due to
correlation inside and outside the group, we further decompose privacy cost into a
sum of intra-group cost and inter-group cost. Let the participation rate )8 denote a
vector of participation rate within the group \̄8 and that of the rest groups \̄−8, i.e.,
)8 , [\̄8, \̄−8]. For convenience, we later use \̄ to denote the average participation rate
of the overall population. For an agent in group 8, her privacy cost is equal to a sum
of intra-group cost and inter-group cost: 6(2, )8;"8) = 6(2, \̄8;U8) + 6(2, \̄−8;U−8)
if the agent does not join the platform; otherwise her privacy cost of joining the
platform is ℎ(2, )8;"8) = ℎ(2, \̄8;U8) + ℎ(2, \̄−8;U−8).
Up to this point, we have introduced a parameterized form of privacy functions
6(2, )8;"8) and ℎ(2, )8;"8). To derive more clear engineering insights, we make
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two assumptions regarding these privacy functions. These assumptions are intuitive
and consistent with the applications we consider.
Assumption 4.2.1. [Monotonicity&Boundedness] Both 6(2, )8;"8) and ℎ(2, )8;"8)
are continuously non-decreasing in cost 2, participation rate \̄8 and \̄−8, and cor-
relation strength U8 and U−8. Further, the difference ℎ(2, )8;"8) − 6(2, )8;"8) is
continuously increasing in cost 2, and 6(2, )8;"8) is no greater than ℎ(2, )8;"8).
Both of them are bounded by 2: 6(2, )8;"8) ≤ ℎ(2, )8;"8) ≤ 2.
To motivate the monotonicity assumption, first recall that cost is composed of
reporting costs and privacy costs, as mentioned in Section 4.2.1. Thus, an agent with
a high cost tends to value her privacy more, which is captured by the monotonicity
with respect to costs. Second, intuitively, privacy costs increase as more agents join
the platform. Indeed, the more agents join the platform and share their data, the
more information that the analyst can infer about agents, including those who do
not join the platform. Third, the correlation strength characterizes how each agent’s
data is correlated with other agents’ in the population. For an agent, a stronger
correlation strength indicates that data sharing by other agents of the population
could potentially cause more leakage, thus more privacy losses.
To understand the assumption 6(2, )8;"8) ≤ ℎ(2, )8;"8) ≤ 2, we note that every
agent suffers a privacy cost induced by her peers’ activities on the platform due
to data correlation even if she does not join the platform. In addition, for those
who indeed join the platform, they tend to leak more information about themselves
through their own activities on the platform. As a result, it is reasonable to assume
that the privacy cost 6(2, )8;"8) of an agent, if she does not join the platform, is
smaller than her privacy cost ℎ(2, )8;"8) if she joins but does not report her data.
In other words, sharing on the platform potentially leads to more privacy cost. The
difference of these two parts models the privacy cost due to individual sharing.
Naturally, for any agent, the privacy cost due to individual sharing tends to be higher
if the agent has a larger overall cost. Since the overall cost consists of reporting cost
and privacy cost, any privacy cost function is modeled as a fraction of the overall
cost 2, i.e., privacy cost is upper bounded by 2.
Assumption 4.2.2. The privacy cost ℎ(2, )8;"8) is linear in cost 2 with parameter
1()8;"8), i.e.,
ℎ(2, )8;"8) = 2 · 1()8;"8). (4.2)
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We assume that the privacy cost function of participation ℎ(2, )8;"8) is linear in
cost 2. This assumption is a consequence of the work in Ghosh and Roth [119],
which shows that cost functions of the form 28Y are appropriate for settings using
differential privacy, where Y quantifies the amount of privacy leaked. Note that the
parameter 1()8;"8) inherits the monotonicity with respect to the participation rate
and correlation strength from that of the privacy cost function ℎ(2, )8;"8).
Agent’s Utility
After introducing the key components of agent’s utility, we summarize the utility
function as follows:
(i) If the agent does not join the platform, she only experiences a privacy cost
6(2, )8;"8) induced by information leakage due to data correlation.
(ii) If the agent joins the platform but is not selected to report her data, her utility
is ℎ(2, )8;"8) + F(\̄), where F(\̄) is the participation benefit.
(iii) If the agent joins the platform and is selected to report her data, she incurs
her overall cost 2, which includes her privacy cost. Based on the agent’s
reported cost 2̃, she receives a payment %(2̃, )8;"8) and thus her utility is
%(2̃, )8;"8) − 2 + F(\̄).
As the agent’s privacy cost function is parameterized by the correlation strength pa-
rameter, so should the payment function%(2̃, )8;"8), selection probability (2̃, )8;"8),
utility D(2̃, 2, )8;"8). However, for simplicity, we later use %8 (2̃), 8 (2̃), and D8 (2̃ |2),
respectively, to denote payment, selection probability, and utility function. For agent
: , her utility is as follows:
D8 (2̃ |2) =

−6(2, )8;"8), if : ∉ N ,
−ℎ(2, )8;"8) + F(\̄), w/ prob. 1 − 8 (2̃), if : ∈ N ,
%8 (2̃) − 2 + F(\̄), w/ prob. 8 (2̃), if : ∈ N .
(4.3)
Let the expected utility for an agent (reporting 2̃ while having a cost 2) in group 8
who joins the platform be denoted by D̄8 (2̃ |2). Consequently,
D̄8 (2̃ |2) =8 (2̃)
[
%8 (2̃) − 2 + F(\̄)
]
+ (1 − 8 (2̃))
[
−ℎ(2, )8;"8) + F(\̄)
]
.




The analyst aims to perform an estimation task by designing the menu for the
mechanism, which is composed of payment function and allocation rule for agents.
To study this problem, we first introduce two standard desirable properties of the
mechanism: truthfulness (Definition 4.3.1) and budget feasibility (Definition 4.3.2),
and then define the overall objective (a trade-off between bias and variance of
the estimator) (Definition 4.3.5) subject to these two properties. Following that
setup, we introduce the equilibrium participation rate (Definition 4.3.7), which is a
situation where no agent wants to alter her participation decision given the current
participation rate. We then derive structural results on the payment function and
allocation rule that induce participants’ truthful reporting in the equilibrium in
Section 4.3.3 (Theorem 4.3.1). Finally, we present monotonicity properties of the
mechanism in Section 4.3.4.
4.3.1 Problem Statement
To define the analyst’s mechanism design problem, we first describe two classical,
desirable properties: truthfulness and an expected budget constraint. First, we
require the mechanism to be truthful, which is common, e.g., [101, 102].
Definition 4.3.1 (Truthfulness). A mechanism is truthful if for every participant
with cost 2, she can maximize her expected utility if she truthfully reports her cost,
i.e.,
D8 (2 |2) ≥ D8 (2̃ |2), ∀2̃ ≠ 2,∀8. (4.5)
Definition 4.3.1 guarantees that rational agents on the platform will truthfully report
their costs. Substituting the expected utility as in Equation (4.4), we get
8 (2) · [%8 (2) − 2 + ℎ(2, )8;"8)] ≥ 8 (2̃) · [%8 (2̃) − 2 + ℎ(2, )8;"8)] , ∀2̃ ≠ 2,∀8.
(4.6)
Second, we constrain the mechanism to use a limited budget , which limits the
payments of the analyst to the agents for their data. Before presenting the budget
constraint in details, we introduce some notations. Every agent owns a data point G
and cost 2. These pairs (G, 2), owned by agents in group 8 (8 ∈ []), follow a joint
distribution D8. Define D , {D8}8∈[] . Let 58 denote the marginal distribution of
the cost. We assume that 5 , { 58}8∈[] is known to the analyst whileD , {D8}8∈[]
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is unknown.2
Definition 4.3.2 (Expected Budget Constraint). Amechanismwith payment function
% and selection probability  satisfies the expected budget constraint  if and only
if ∑
::8=8(:)
E2∼ 58 [%8 (2)8 (2) · 1(: ∈ N8)] ≤ . (4.7)
We enforce the budget constraint on the expected payment in Definition 4.3.2, which
is a common approach in the prior work, e.g., [100–102]. Note that the expectation
is taken with respect to the marginal distribution of agent’s cost 5 , and the agents
who join the platform as only they potentially receive a payment by the allocation
rule. For convenience, we use 8(:) to denote the group index of agent : .
We now formally define bias and variance of the estimator of the analyst. Recall
that the analyst seeks to optimize a tradeoff between bias and variance in our setting.
Specifically, the analyst wishes to learn an underlying parameter ` of the whole
population, and he obtains an estimator ˆ̀ based on participants’ data. The estimator
ˆ̀ is viewed as a random variable, and the randomness of the estimator comes from
the joint distribution D and the allocation rule . We view the estimator as drawn
from a distribution T (D, ).
Definition 4.3.3 (Bias). Given an allocation rule  and an instance of the true
distribution D, the bias of an estimator ˆ̀ is defined as follows:
B( ˆ̀;D, ) =
E ˆ̀∼T (D,) [ ˆ̀ − `] . (4.8)
Definition 4.3.4 (Variance). Given an allocation rule  and an instance of the true
distribution D, the variance of an estimator ˆ̀ is defined as follows:
V( ˆ̀;D, ) = E ˆ̀∼T (D,)
[
( ˆ̀ − E[ ˆ̀])2
]
. (4.9)
Since the analyst does not know the joint distributionD, he cannot directly optimize
over bias and variance of the estimator. Instead, we consider the goal of minimizing
the worst-case linear combination of bias (Definition 4.3.3) and variance (Defini-
tion 4.3.4) over all instantiations of D that are consistent with the marginal cost
distribution 5 .
2This prior { 58} could be constructed from previous interactions between agents and data buyers.
Knowledge of the cost (or valuation) distribution is a standard assumption in Bayesian mechanism
design (e.g., Myerson [124]), and is assumed in the works of Roth and Schoenebeck [100] and Chen,
Immorlica, Lucier, Syrgkanis, and Ziani [101].
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Definition 4.3.5 (Worst-Case Bias-Variance Trade-off). Given an allocation rule ,
an instance of the true distribution D, and a combination parameter W, the worst-
case bias-variance trade-off is the supremum of the linear combination of bias and
variance:
sup
5 consistent with D
W · V( ˆ̀;D, ) + (1 − W)B( ˆ̀;D, ). (4.10)
Using the above, we formally define the mechanism design problem as follows.
Definition 4.3.6 (Mechanism Design Task). Given an estimator ˆ̀, cost distribution
5 , correlation strength parameters, and fixed parameter W, the analyst aims to
minimize a worst-case bias-variance trade-off by designing payment rule % and




5 consistent with D




E2∼ 58 [%8 (2)8 (2) · 1(: ∈ N8)] ≤ 
8 (2) [%8 (2) − 2 + ℎ(2, )8;"8)] ≥
8 (2̃) [%8 (2̃) − 2 + ℎ(2, )8;"8)] , ∀2̃ ≠ 2,∀8.
(4.11)
Note that each agent suffers a privacy cost due to data correlation even if she does
not join the platform. This negative utility offers the analyst freedom to compensate
the agent a partial cost rather than the whole cost while motivating the agent to
join the platform (individual rationality). As a result, we do not have to constrain
the mechanism to satisfy a positive value of participation, which is a common
requirement in the prior work in this area. This is a novel, significant consequence
of considering privacy leakage.
4.3.2 Equilibrium Characterization
To characterize the equilibrium that results under a given mechanism design, we
consider the agents’ decisions given a fixed participation rate. Recall that the
participation rate is an aggregation of agents’ decisions on whether to participate,
and that an agent’s utility depends on the participation rate. We emphasize that an
agent’s decision does not depend on other agents’ individual decisions, rather only
on the participation rate as an aggregate. This is natural for large platforms where a
single agent’s decision has little impact on others’.
Before defining the equilibrium concept, we first introduce some notation. Recall
that there are  groups of agents parameterized by data correlation strength. We
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use @8 to represent the likelihood of a random agent coming from group 8 in the
population. For agents in group 8, the cost follows a continuous distribution 58 with
a support set C , [2min, 2max]. We use \̄8 to denote the participation rate for group
8. Let ) , [\̄8]1≤8≤ , an array of average participation rate for all the groups, denote
the participation rate profile. Naturally we have the average participation rate in the
population satisfying \̄ =
∑
1≤8≤ @8 · \̄8.
For a given participation rate profile, an agent makes decisions by weighing her
utility under different choices. For an agent with cost 2 in group 8, we use a binary
variable 38 (2 |)) to denote her decision. If the agent joins the platform, 38 (2 |)) = 1;
otherwise 38 (2 |)) = 0. We consider a non-atomic model where a single agent’s
decision has no effect on the aggregate participation rate when the agent set is large
enough [125]. This is a realistic assumption for a large platform. Every agent
is assumed to be rational, i.e., she decides to join the platform only if her utility
of non-participation is not lower than that of participation. This translates to the
following mathematical expression:
38 (2 |)) =

1, if max2̃ D̄8 (2̃ |2) ≥ −6(2, )8;"8),
0, otherwise.
(4.12)
Since both payment and selection probability depend on the reported cost, an agent
tends to report the cost that maximizes her expected utility of participation D̄8 (2̃ |2).
For an agent in group 8, 1 ≤ 8 ≤ , her decision on whether to participate is
closely related to the participation rate \̄8 of group 8 and that of the rest groups \̄−8.
Meanwhile, we notice that there are many possible participation rate profiles ) that
correspond to one specific average participation rate \̄ (= ∑1≤8≤ @8 · \̄8). Thus, the
average participation rate \̄ alone is not enough to capture the agents’ decisions.
This motivates us to leverage the participation rate profile ) , instead of average
participation rate \̄ of all the groups, as the equilibrium concept.
We now define the equilibrium concept formally. This notion of equilibrium guaran-
tees that agents’ decisions are consistent with the participation rate profile. Note that
we consider a strictly positive participation rate at equilibrium, i.e., \̄∗
8
> 0,∀8, with
an adequate budget; otherwise a zero participation rate for certain groups essentially
leads to a biased estimator towards the rest of the groups with positive participation
rates.
Definition 4.3.7 (Equilibrium). A participation rate profile )∗ = [\̄∗
8
]1≤8≤ is an




, i.e., ∫ 2max
2min
1 [38 (2 |)∗) = 1] · 58 (2)32 = \̄∗8 , ∀8. (4.13)
4.3.3 Payment Function
We now analyze the structure of the payment function in the mechanism associated
with the equilibrium )∗. The analyst’smechanismdesign problem inDefinition 4.3.6
involves a truthfulness constraint and a budgetary constraint. We first present the
payment function that satisfies the truthfulness constraint for a given non-increasing
allocation rule. Later, in Section 4.4, we further optimize over allocation rule to
solve for the general optimization problem.
We present the payment function for group 8, 1 ≤ 8 ≤ , and then characterize the
requirements for a truthful mechanism. We begin with some definitions. For a fixed
desired participation rate profile ) , we introduce 2̂8 of group 8, which satisfies the
equality in (4.14). Later in this section, we explain in Corollary 4.3.1 that 2̂8 can be
viewed as a cost threshold for agents in group 8, and agents whose cost is no greater




58 (2)32, 1 ≤ 8 ≤  . (4.14)
Next, we give the payment function of group 8 as follows












g()8,"8) = ℎ(2̂8, )8;"8) − 6(2̂8, )8;"8) − (1 − 1()8;"8))
∫ 2max
2̂8
8 (I)3I − F(\̄).
(4.16)
The characterization of the payment function relies on allocation rule  and the
associated participation rate profile ) . According to Myerson’s Lemma [124], the
allocation rule should be non-increasing in the reported cost 2̃ in order to induce
agents’ truthfulness. Further, we present the requirements for a truthful mechanism
in Theorem 4.3.1. Such a mechanism can uniquely induce agents’ truthful reporting
of costs. If the selection probability is strictly decreasing, the mechanism can induce
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agents’ strict truthfulness.3 We highlight this result in Theorem 4.3.1 and put its
proof in Appendix 4.A.1.
Theorem 4.3.1. The mechanism is truthful (strictly truthful, respectively) and in-
duces participation profile )∗ at equilibrium if and only if for every group 8 ∈ [],
both of the following statements hold:
(i) allocation rule 8 (2̃) is a non-increasing (decreasing, respectively) function
of the reported cost 2̃;
(ii) payment function is given as in Equation (4.15) (as a function of ), where
) , )∗ is the desired participation rate profile.
For a mechanism as described in Theorem 4.3.1, the agent would like to truthfully
report her overall cost, as truthful reporting can maximize her expected utility. The
monotonicity of the allocation rule indicates that an agent with a high reported cost
in the same group is less likely to be selected and get a payment. Furthermore,
we would like to emphasize that the strictly decreasing property of the allocation
rule induces strict truthfulness of the mechanism. Suppose that the allocation rule
is fixed in a certain range of reported cost (i.e., not decreasing). By reporting any
cost in this range, the agents in this range can get the highest utility, which does not
satisfy strict truthfulness definition. Thus, a strictly decreasing allocation rule is
necessary to induce strict truthfulness.
Corollary 4.3.1. Under themechanism in Theorem4.3.1, the participation decisions
of agents in group 8 satisfy 38 (2 |)∗) = 1 if 2 ≤ 2̂8 and 38 (2 |)∗) = 0 otherwise.
This result highlights that, under the mechanism in Theorem 4.3.1, the decisions of
the agents in each group demonstrate a threshold structure with respect to overall
cost 2. The agents in group 8 will participate and truthfully report her overall cost, if
her overall cost is no greater than the threshold 2̂8; otherwise she will not participate.
4.3.4 Properties of the mechanism
We now study the connections among three key components of the mechanism
design: data correlation, group participation rate, and payment (see Properties
3By strict truthfulness, we are saying that the agent can maximize her utility of participation if
and only if she truthfully reports her cost, i.e., D8 (2 |2) > D8 (2̃ |2), for all 2̃ ≠ 2. That is, by removing
the equality of (4.5) in Definition 4.3.1, we get the definition of strict truthfulness.
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4.3.1-4.3.3 later in this section). Existing discussions (e.g., Acemoglu, Makhdoumi,
Malekian, and Ozdaglar [99]) of the connections among data correlation, number
of users, and payment, which demonstrated some interesting properties of data
trading, motivate our study. For example, Acemoglu, Makhdoumi, Malekian, and
Ozdaglar [99] shows that the total payment to users is non-monotone in the number
of users in some scenarios. It is interesting to explore such connections under the
settings of this work. Moreover, studying the connections helps uncover the impacts
these issues have on the mechanism design under our settings when we incorporate
information leakage.
Many of the properties below highlight the complexity of data marketplaces with
information leakage. For example, our first property highlights that, even though a
larger average participation rate means more participants, the total payment for the
entire group does not necessarily increase. This is because the individual payment
for these agents will decrease as well.
Property 4.3.1. Given a fixed selection probability , the total expected payment
for agents in group 8 is non-monotonic in the average participation rate of group 8.
However, despite the non-monotonicity of the expected payment in the average
participation rate, there are some intuitive monotonicity properties that do hold for
the payment after imposing one additional natural assumption.
Property 4.3.2. Suppose the difference ℎ(2̂8, )8;"8) −6(2̂8, )8;"8) is non-increasing
in correlation strength. The payment to the agents in group 8 who join the platform
is decreasing in both intra-group correlation strength U8 and inter-group correlation
strength U−8.
In the property above, we further require the difference function, i.e., ℎ(2̂8, )8;"8) −
6(2̂8, )8;"8), to be non-increasing in both intra-group correlation strength and inter-
group correlation strength. Intuitively, this difference can be viewed as the extra
privacy cost for the agent with cost equal to 2̂8 due to her own activities on the
platform, and thus it might be even independent of data correlation strength. As
a consequence, the payment for the agents who join the platform in group 8 is
decreasing in both intra-group and inter-group correlation strength, i.e., U8 and U−8.
Some intuition for the above property comes from the observation that, when there
is strong correlation among the agents’ data, an individual will suffer a large privacy
leakage even if they do not join the platform. As a result, they are incentivized to join
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the platform even when the individual payment is relatively low. Naturally, given
a fixed participation rate profile and allocation rule, the total expected payment for
the entire group decreases as a result.
However, in contrast to the above intuition, we do not have monotonicity of the
participation rate in this setting, as we show in the property below. Note that for
most of this paper, we treat the participation rate as something fixed (and optimized)
by the analyst. However, understanding its behavior is important for performing
such an optimization.
Property 4.3.3. In group 8, the group participation rate is non-monotonic in both
the intra-group correlation strength U8 and inter-group correlation strength U−8.
To develop some intuition for the above, we note that the analyst’s mechanism design
is subject to a budget constraint. Although stronger data correlation indicates lower
payment, the total expected payment is also affected by the selection probability.
If the selection probability increases, the analyst needs to induce a lower group
participation rate so that the total expected payment does not exceed the budget.
Otherwise, the analyst could induce a higher participation rate.
Our last property investigates what happens as the budget increases. In this case
the analyst can exploit the additional budget to improve either bias or variance.
On the one hand, increasing the selection probability helps reduce the uncertainty
of collected data, thus decreases the variance. On the other hand, inducing an
equilibriumwith a higher participation rate helps cover a wider range of participants’
data, thus decreases the bias.
Property 4.3.4. As budget increases, the estimator achieves a better bias-variance
trade-off, i.e., the optimal objective of the overall optimization problem as in Defi-
nition 4.3.6 reduces.
4.4 Optimization of the Worst-Case Bias-Variance Trade-off
We now discuss the design of a mechanism that optimizes the worst-case bias-
variance trade-off. First, we introduce the analyst’s choice of estimator in Section
4.4.1. Second, we characterize the worst-case bias-variance trade-off of the estima-
tor, given a selection rule and a participation rate profile at equilibrium, in Section
4.4.2. Finally, we provide our full mechanism in Section 4.4.3.
From amathematical perspective, our bias-variance optimization problem optimizes
over two types of variables: (i) the allocation rule, which is a collection of prob-
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abilities that participants are selected to report their data and get the payments,
and (ii) the participation rate profile in equilibrium, which controls the fraction of
agents in each group that join the platform in the first place. However, in practice, a
platform is unlikely to be willing to sacrifice a high participation rate to improve the
performance of any single statistical task. Thus, optimizing over the participation
rate is not attractive. Thus, here, we treat the participation rate as given so that our
work can apply to any platform at any growth stage, e.g., either a start-up platform
with a low participation rate or a popular platform with a high participation rate.
In what follows, we first show that the optimal allocation rule under a fixed equi-
librium participation rate profile is monotone in the agents’ virtual costs, as defined
in Definition 4.4.2 in Section 4.4.3, and provide a closed-form solution for this
allocation rule. Given that optimizing over the participation rate is unrealistic, we
instead present structural results and conditions for a full participation rate profile.
This provides a connection to previous work on data acquisition since, when there
is a full participation rate profile, the analyst sees a representative sample of the
population and obtains an unbiased estimator.
4.4.1 Estimator
The objective of the analyst’s mechanism design problem in Definition 4.3.6 is
to minimize the worst-case bias-variance trade-off of a given estimator. In this
section, we describe the estimator of our choice. We then characterize its worst-case
bias-trade-off variance in Section 4.4.2.
The analyst is interested in estimating a population statistic using the mechanism.
In this paper, we focus on estimating a mean over the population in question. For
example, the analyst wishes to understand the average income, average BMI, or
average ratings for a new movie.
We use the Horvitz-Thompson estimator [126], which is the unique unbiased linear
estimator for the settings where an analyst must sample at different rates from
different sub-populations; in our case, agents in different groups or with different
costs may be selected with different probabilities (·), and in turn define several
distinct sub-populations. In such a setting, the standard sample mean estimator is
biased towards the sub-populations from which the analyst samples most (relatively
to the sub-population size). The Horvitz-Thompson estimator eliminates this bias
by reweighing each data point by the inverse of the selection probability associated
with its sub-population. In our setting, the Horvitz-Thompson estimator reweighs
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the data of each agent : by 1/: , where : is the selection probability associated
with agent : .
We define the Horvitz-Thompson estimator formally below in Definition 4.4.1.
Recall that N denotes the set of participants (i.e., agents who join the platform)
and is of size # . Let O ⊂ N denote the set of participants who are selected to
report their data. Let G: be the data of agent : . Suppose that the agents’ data is
independently and identically distributed. The Horvitz-Thompson estimator is then
an unbiased estimator for the mean of data of the participants in set N , i.e., the
expectation of the estimator is equal to the expected value of the participants’ data.







G: · 1{: ∈ O}
:
, (4.17)
where : is the selection probability for agent : .
Although the estimator is unbiased with respect to the set of participants N , it may
be biased with respect to the overall agent set S, when the average participation rate
is less than one. When some agents do not participate, their data are not fed to the
estimator and the estimator fails to capture the information of the non-participants.
On the other hand, if the average participation rate is equal to one, i.e., all the agents
are willing to participate, the estimator is naturally unbiased. In conclusion, the
participation rate at equilibrium is an important factor in the issue of estimation
bias. Since there is an intrinsic trade-off between bias and variance, the analyst
might prefer low variance instead of low or zero bias in some cases, e.g., when
the linear weight associated with the variance in Equation (4.11) is high and the
budget is large enough to use a large selection probability. Later, in Section 4.4.3,
we present conditions under which the analyst prefers to enforce a full participation
rate to achieve an unbiased estimator.
4.4.2 Characterizing the worst-case bias-variance trade-off
Wecharacterize theworst-case bias-variance trade-off of the estimator in this section.
We start by introducing some key notation. For simplicity, we assume that the agent’s
data is binary from the set of {0, 1}. In Remark 4.4.1, we highlight that our analysis
can be generalized to continuous data in [0, 1]. The probability of an agent being
in group 8 is denoted by @8. Let q , [@8]1≤8≤ . Let ?8 (2) , %A [G = 1|2, 8] denote
the probability of an agent : with cost 2 in group 8 having data point G: = 1. Recall
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that according to Corollary 4.3.1, an agent in group 8 will join in the platform if
her cost 2 is no greater than the participation threshold 2̂8. Let  , {8 (2)}1≤8≤ ,
consisting of the selection probabilities in all groups. Furthermore, we assume a
positive correlation between data and cost, which is mathematically described as
follows.
Assumption 4.4.1. For each group 8, ?8 (2) is a non-decreasing function of cost 2.
The assumption is often reasonable in practice. If the agent’s data is of a higher
value, then her cost is more likely to be higher as well, and vice versa. For example,
agents with a higher income or higher BMI might care more about their privacy,
hence their reporting costs tend to be higher for them as well.
Lemma 4.4.1. Under Assumption 4.4.1, fix allocation rule  and participation rate
profile )∗. Conditional on N , the supremum of linear combination of bias and
variance of the estimator ˆ̀ in Definition 4.4.1 is
) (, )∗) = sup
5 consistent with D
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Remark 4.4.1. While we focus on the binary data case, we note that if the agents’
data points G: are taken from the interval [0, 1], our proof can immediately be
adapted to show that
) (, )∗) = sup
5 consistent with D
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That is, the expression that we optimize over is an over-estimate of the worst-case
bias-variance trade-off; in turn, our approach still provides an upper bound and
does not underestimate the bias-variance trade-off when the data is non-binary.
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The proof of Lemma 4.4.1 and Remark 4.4.1 are in Appendix 4.A.2. The basic idea
is to derive the variance and the worst-case bias separately, and they both are fully
characterized by the distribution of participants’ data (i.e., ?8 (2) for 2 ≤ 2̂8). Thus,
optimizing a linear combination of bias and variance gives the worst-case linear
combination of bias and variance.
Lemma 4.4.1 presents an analytical formulation of the objective function with an
auxiliary variable ?8 (2). This facilitates our later analysis of the optimization
problem, which is the minimization of (4.18) subject to truthfulness constraint and
budget constraint.
To conclude the subsection, we provide some interpretation about how the allocation
rule  and participation rate profile )∗ affect the trade-off between bias and variance.
If the value of allocation rule 8 (2) is higher, the variance V( ˆ̀;D, ) is lower.
However, due to the budget constraint, a higher value of allocation rule indicates
a lower participation rate, which means a possibly higher bias. Thus, due to the
budget constraint, the analyst needs to carefully trade off bias and variance.
The analyst’s objective is tominimize the aboveworst-case bias-variance trade-off by
choosing the allocation rule  and the participation rate profile )∗ in the equilibrium.
In next section, we discuss the optimal allocation rule and participation rate profile
in details.
4.4.3 Optimal Allocation Rule and Conditions of Full Participation Rate
We now derive solutions to the worst-case bias-variance trade-off optimization
problem under the budget and truthfulness constraints. First, we present the optimal
allocation rule given the participation rate profile at equilibrium. Second, we identify
sufficient conditions under which the optimal participation rate is one and the analyst
obtains an unbiased estimator.
Optimal Allocation Rule
We first study the design of the allocation rule, given a desired participation rate
profile )∗ at equilibrium. Recall that we focus on )∗ in which \̄∗
8
≥ \̄min,∀8 for some
positive value \̄min > 0 to avoid the trivial case of complete non-participation of a
group.
In this section, we first introduce the notion of virtual cost in Definition 4.4.2, which
is analogous to the classical notion of virtual value in [124]. The virtual costs help
characterize the payment function that, given a fixed allocation rule, induces agents
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to report their privacy costs truthfully. The characterization of payment function is
in Theorem 4.3.1. We note that the virtual cost of an agent in group 8 depends on
her privacy cost (ℎ(2, )∗
8
;"8)) and the cost distribution (8 and 58) in group 8.
Definition 4.4.2 (Virtual Cost). In group 8, given participation rate profile )∗, the
virtual cost of an agent with cost 2 is




Here, 8 and 58 are cdf and pdf of cost in group 8, respectively.




and \̄∗−8. The virtual cost q8 (2; )∗) in group 8
is decreasing in the within-group participation rate \̄∗
8
and the outside-group rate \̄∗−8,
as ℎ(·) and 1(·) are increasing in both \̄∗
8
and \̄∗−8. Recall that a higher participation
rate means more privacy cost. Furthermore, we assume that the virtual cost within
a group is non-decreasing in cost 2 as in [101, 124] (Assumption 4.4.2). Note that
a uniform distribution is one example satisfying the assumption.
Assumption 4.4.2. [Regularity] The virtual cost q8 (2; )∗) in group 8 is non-decreasing.
Furthermore, 58 (2) is twice differentiable, in which case 8 (2) 5 ′8 (2) ≤ 2( 58 (2))2.
Now we are ready to present the optimal allocation rule of each group.
Theorem 4.4.1. Under Assumptions 4.2.1-4.4.2, given a desired participation rate
profile )∗, the optimal allocation rule of group 8 is
8 (2) =

j, if q8 (2; )∗) ≤ q̂,
[√
q8 (2;)∗)
, if q̂ < q8 (2; )∗) ≤ q8 (2̂8; )∗).
(4.21)
The characterizations of the constants [, j, and q̂ depend on the system parameters
including the budget , number of agents B, distribution of virtual cost. See (48) in
Appendix 4.A.3.
Theorem4.4.1 shows that the optimal allocation rule of a group can have two possible
structures: Fixed then Decreasing (FtD) or Strictly Decreasing (SD), depending on
system parameters such as budget . Figure 4.2 provides an illustration. The
FtD structure (the blue and red curves in Figure 4.2) has an allocation rule for the
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Figure 4.2: An illustration of the optimal allocation rulewith two possible structures.
group that is firstly fixed in low-cost region (i.e., the region in which q8 (2; )∗) ≤ q̂
holds) and then strictly decreasing in the cost in the high-cost region (inversely
proportional to the square root of the virtual cost). Since the allocation rule is
not strictly decreasing, the mechanism can only induce agents’ weak (non-strict)
truthfulness, according to Theorem 4.3.1. The other structure, SD (the orange curve
in Figure 4.2), has an allocation rule that is strictly decreasing (inversely proportional
to the square root of the virtual cost) in the whole region. The strictly monotonic
structure induces strict truthfulness. Note that the form of the optimal allocation
rule parallels that of previous work [101], showing that a similar form is still optimal
in a more general setting. As we have discussed, the generalization beyond [101]
to include the analyst’s bias-variance trade-off, the agents’ privacy costs, and data
correlation add technical complexity and practicality. A priori, it is not clear that
the optimal form would remain similar in the more general setting.
Note that the optimal allocation rule presented in Theorem 4.4.1 is defined for
the participating agents, whose costs are lower than threshold 2̂8 for group 8. As
in the case of non-participants, we only need to ensure monotonicity to induce
truthfulness. A simple example is 8 (2) = n for 2 ≥ 2̂8, where n is a small enough
non-negative value. Note that this example does notmake the total expected payment
exceed the budget, as the non-participants do not get the payments. In summary,
the allocation rule of the cost lower than the threshold presented in Theorem 4.4.1
and the allocation rule of the cost higher than the threshold make up a complete
menu shown to the agents, which induces agents’ truthfulness and optimizes the
bias-variance trade-off.
We find that, when the budget  is relatively small, the optimal allocation rule has
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8 (ℎ(2̂8, )∗8 ;"8) − 6(2̂8, )∗8 ;"8) − F(\̄∗)). (4.22)










q8 (2; )∗) 58 (2)32
, (4.23)
when the participation rate profile )∗ satisfies the following inequality:









q8 (2; )∗) 58 (2)32.
(4.24)
Furthermore, the mechanism is strictly truthful.
Corollary 4.4.1 is a special case of Theorem 4.4.1. The inequality in (4.24) indicates
that the budget is relatively low. Suppose the budget is large enough. The analyst can
keep the allocation rule in the low-cost region fixed, instead of strictly decreasing. In
this case, the agents’ reporting is weak truthful. However, if the budget is low as in
(4.24), the optimal allocation rule is strictly decreasing, which induces agents’ strict
truthfulness. Strict truthfulness is a more desirable property than weak truthfulness.
Sufficient Conditions for Unbiased Estimation
Next, we present simple, easy to verify, sufficient conditions for unbiased estima-
tion. We focus on the low-budget regime, which induces agents’ strict truthfulness,
according to Corollary 4.4.1. By substituting the allocation rule in Corollary 4.4.1




















q8 (2; )∗) 58 (2)32
)2
/B − ; ()∗) . (4.26)
The objective function in (4.25) is complicated due to the complexity of ; ()∗)
in (4.26). Furthermore, the complicated characterization of its derivative with
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respect to group 8’s participation rate \̄∗
8
adds to the complexity. Thus, we focus on
identifying sufficient conditions under which the optimal participation rate is one,
meaning that the analyst would like to have unbiased estimator.
To begin, we introduce some notation and assumptions. We denote the full par-
ticipation rate profile by ) 5 , [1]  ∈ R , each component of which is one. We
define Δ8 , ℎ(2̂8, )8;"8) − 6(2̂8, )8;"8), which captures the additional privacy cost
of an participant (compared with non-participation) whose cost is exactly the cost
threshold in group 8.
We now present sufficient conditions for achieving full participation and an unbiased
estimator.
Proposition 4.4.1. Suppose that, for all )∗ in which \̄∗
8
≥ \̄min > 0,∀8, (i) the
inequality in (4.24) holds, and (ii) F′(\̄∗) ≥ 8 ()∗, , W, B, q) holds for the function
8 ()∗, , W, B, q) defined in (50) of Appendix 4.A.5, where F′ is the derivative of
function F(·). Then, the optimal participation rate profile is ) 5 and the analyst
obtains an unbiased estimator.
Proposition 4.4.2. Suppose that, for all )∗ in which \̄∗
8
≥ \̄min > 0,∀8, (i) the
inequality in (4.24) holds, and (ii) mΔ8
m\̄∗
8
≤ X8 ()∗, , W, B, q) holds for the function
X8 ()∗, , W, B, q) defined in (51) of Appendix 4.A.6. Then, the optimal participation
rate profile is ) 5 and the analyst obtains an unbiased estimator.
The proofs of Proposition 4.4.1 and Proposition 4.4.2 are in Appendix 4.A.5 and Ap-
pendix 4.A.6, respectively. To understand the conditions in these two propositions,
note that Condition (i) in both propositions indicates that the budget is “small”, i.e.,
lower than a certain threshold, which is related to the expectation of virtual cost in
the population. It ensures that the allocation rule is strictly decreasing, according
to Corollary 4.4.1. Further, it holds if the budget itself is relatively low, or if the
expectation of the virtual cost is relatively high. Recall that in the definition of
virtual cost (Definition 4.4.2), the virtual cost is determined by both the cost and
data correlation strength. In summary, Condition (i) indicates that the overall cost
is relatively high, or the data correlation strength is relatively weak, or the budget is
relatively low.
Next we discuss Condition (ii) in the above two propositions. Recall that the
participation benefit F(\̄) is increasing in the participation rate. Condition (ii)
in Proposition 4.4.1 implies that the increment of this benefit is high as average
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participation rate increases, which indicates that the participation benefit is large.
Meanwhile, recall that Δ8 = ℎ(2̂8, )8;"8) − 6(2̂8, )8;"8) captures the addition part of
the privacy cost that does not concern data correlation. Condition (ii) in Proposition
4.4.2 implies that the increment of this part of the privacy cost is small as the group
participation rate increases, which indicates that the privacy cost of participation is
closed to that of non-participation. Intuitively, if Conditions (ii) in the above two
propositions holds, the analyst does not need to pay a lot to each agent to incentivize
her participation. This is because the benefit of participation is significant (Condition
(ii) in Proposition 4.4.1) or the negative impact of participation is small (Condition
(ii) in Proposition 4.4.2). As a result, the expected payment of each agent is relatively
low. This enables the analyst to increase the participation rate and incentivize more
fraction of the population. This finally leads to a full participation rate to induce
zero bias.
4.5 Concluding Remarks
In this paper, we study the design of an optimal mechanism for data acquisition
in a setting where there is correlation among the data of participants that leads to
information leakage. Information leakage is a crucial and under-explored feature of
data markets and our results represent the first to characterize an optimal mechanism
for data acquisition in such a setting. Additionally, our results provide the analyst
the ability to optimally trade off bias and variance of the resulting estimator.
Further, our results provide important perspectives about the consequences of cor-
relation and information leakage for data marketplaces. In particular, intuitively one
might expect that these factors, which underlie the privacy paradox, would lead to
inefficiencies where data marketplaces exploit participants and obtain data for lower
prices than otherwise. The analysis in this paper shows that this is indeed the case.
Combined with the results of [99], there is a compelling argument that information
leakage is a significant factor in market inefficiencies that lead to oversharing and
reduced payments in data marketplaces.
Thus, one may ask if it is possible to regulate data marketplaces to avoid such
inefficiencies. Unfortunately, our results highlight that typical suggestions, such as
avoiding monopolistic platforms, may not be effective. Since our results hold for
any fixed participation rate, a platform can exploit information leakage regardless of
its market size. Further, differential privacy cannot eliminate the underlying issues
in this case, which comes from inter-group and intra-group correlation. Thus,
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an important open problem motivated by our work is: what approaches can be
brought to mitigate the impact of information leakage and the privacy paradox in
data marketplaces?
4.A Appendix
4.A.1 Proof of Theorem 4.3.1
First, we show that our mechanism is truthful if and only if the payment rule is of
the form







8 (I)3I + g()8,"8)
)
,
given byTheorem4.3.1, assuming that ) is the true induced equilibriumparticipation
profile. Second, we show that indeed, the equilibrium participation profile )∗ is the
desired profile ) when using this payment rule if and only if








58 (2)32, 1 ≤ 8 ≤  . (4.14)
1. We first argue that our mechanism is (strictly) truthful if and only if the payment
rule has the form given in Equation (4.15) and 8 is (strictly) monotone for all 8.
First, we show the “if” direction. Given a desired participation rate profile ) , we
plug the payment function into the agent’s utility from participation, and obtain
the following expected utility D̄8 (2̃ |2) when the agent with true cost 2 reports 2̃:
D̄8 (2̃ |2) = 8 (2̃) [%8 (2̃) − 2 + ℎ(2, )8;"8)] − ℎ(2, )8;"8) + F(\̄)
= 8 (2̃) (2̃ − ℎ(2̃, )8;"8))
+ (1 − 1()8;"8))
∫ 2max
2̃
8 (I)3I + 8 (2̃) [−2 + ℎ(2, )8;"8)] +  
where  does not depend on 2̃.
Now, note that we are in the non-atomic setting in which each agent is infinitesi-
mal. In turn, a single agent’s cost reporting and participation decisions does not
affect the participation ratio, and m\̄8
m2̃
= 0. As such, the derivative of D̄8 (2̃ |2) with
respect to 2̃ is given by
′8 (2̃) (2̃ − ℎ(2̃, )8;"8)) + 8 (2̃) (1 − 1()8;"8))
− (1 − 1()8;"8)) 8 (2̃) − ′8 (2̃) (2 − ℎ(2, )8;"8))
= ′8 (2̃) (2̃ − ℎ(2̃, )8;"8) − (2 − ℎ(2, )8;"8))).
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= ′8 (2̃) (2̃ − ℎ(2̃, )8;"8) − (2 − ℎ(2, )8;"8)))

> 0, if 2̃ < 2,
= 0, if 2̃ = 2,
< 0, if 2̃ > 2.
Therefore, the agent maximizes her expected utility of participation if and only if
she truthfully reports her cost, i.e., 2̃ = 2. This corresponds to strict truthfulness.
On the other hand, if the allocation rule is non-increasing, i.e., ′
8




= ′8 (2̃) (2̃ − ℎ(2̃, )8;"8) − (2 − ℎ(2, )8;"8)))

≥ 0, if 2̃ ≤ 2,
≤ 0, if 2̃ > 2.
Therefore, the agent maximizes her expected utility of participation if she truth-
fully reports her cost, i.e., 2̃ = 2. This corresponds to general truthfulness, which
incorporates strict truthfulness as a special case.
We now show that “only if” direction: any (strictly) truthful payment function
must have the form given in Equation (4.15) and requires 8 to be (strictly)
monotone. By truthfulness, we have D̄8 (2 |2) = max2̃ D̄8 (2̃ |2). Applying the








= −(1 − 1()8;"8)) · 8 (2) − 1()8;"8).
Taking the integral from 2 to 2max, we further have




8 (I)3I + ℎ(2, )8;"8) − ℎ(2max, )8;"8).
Since D̄8 (2 |2) = 8 (2) [%8 (2) − 2 + ℎ(2, )8;"8)] − ℎ(2, )8;"8) + F(\̄), we obtain
the following equation:
D̄8 (2max |2max) + (1 − 1()8;"8))
∫ 2max
2
8 (I)3I + ℎ(2max, )8;"8) − ℎ(2, )8;"8)
= 8 (2) [%8 (2) − 2 + ℎ(2, )8;"8)] − ℎ(2, )8;"8) + F(\̄).
Hence, we have
















= ′8 (2̃) (2̃ − ℎ(2̃, )8;"8) − (2 − ℎ(2, )8;"8))),
(strict) truthfulness implies that for all 2, there exists n > 0 (small) such that
for any 2̃ ∈ (2 − n, 2), mD̄8 (2̃ |2)
m2̃
≥ 0 (> 0 for strict) and for any 2̃ ∈ (2, 2 + n),
mD̄8 (2̃ |2)
m2̃
≤ 0 (< 0 for strict). Since 2−ℎ(2, )8;"8) = 2(1−1()8;"8)) is increasing,
this in particular requires that ′
8
(2̃) ≤ 0 (< 0 for strict truthfulness) on (2 − n, 2)
and (2, 2 + n). Since this holds for all 2, this in particular implies that for all 2̃,
′
8
(2̃) ≤ 0 (resp < 0), which shows (strict) monotonicity of .
2. It remains to show that our payment rule induces an equilibrium participation
profile )∗ equal to the desired participation profile ) if and only if
g()8,"8) = ℎ(2̂8, )8;"8) − 6(2̂8, );"8) − (1 − 1()8;"8))
∫ 2max
2̂8
8 (I)3I − F(\̄),
(27)




58 (2)32, 1 ≤ 8 ≤ , (28)
and 2̂8 is such that if all (and only the) agents in group 8 with cost at most 2̂8
participate, then the participation rate in group 8 is \̄8. As such, to show the
result, we simply need to show that the participating agents in group 8 are those
with cost at most 2̂8 if and only if E = g()8,"8). To do so, note that an agent in
group 8 with cost 2 who truthfully reports his cost has utility
D̄8 (2 |2) = 8 (2) [%8 (2) − 2 + ℎ(2, )8;"8)] − ℎ(2, )8;"8) + F(\̄)
= (1 − 1()8;"8))
∫ 2max
2
8 (I)3I + E − ℎ(2, )8;"8) + F(\̄),
and has a utility of −6(2, )8;"8) for non-participation. In turn, an agent in group




8 (I)3I + 6(2, )8;"8) − ℎ(2, )8;"8) + F(\̄) + E ≥ 0.
Note that because F is continuous, 6(2, )8;"8) − ℎ(2, )8;"8) is continuous and
increasing in 2, and 8 (I) ≥ 0 hence
∫ 2max
2
8 (I)3I is continuous non-increasing
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in 2, we have that D̄8 (2 |2) is continuous and decreasing in 2. In turn an agent




8 (I)3I + 6(2̂8, )8;"8) − ℎ(2̂8, )8;"8) + F(\̄) + E = 0,
which yields
E = g()8,"8).
This concludes the proof.
4.A.2 Proof of Lemma 4.4.1 and Remark 4.4.1
We first derive the variance. Recall that O ⊂ N denotes the set of reporters selected
in the participants. For simplicity of notations, we make the conditioning on N
implicit in this proof. Let us fix the participation rate profile )∗, the associated cost
threshold 2̂8 under which agents are willing to participate, and the corresponding
participation rate \̄∗ under this profile in the population. Note that there are # = B\̄∗
participants. The estimator is an average of # = B\̄∗ i.i.d. random variables, where
each variable has variance
f2 = E
[(














































where the second-to-last step uses the independence of G and O conditional on
8, 2, and the last step uses the facts i) conditional on : being a participant,
Pr [: ∈ O|8, 2] = 8 (2) and ii) G2: = G: as G: ∈ {0, 1}. When G: ∈ [0, 1] in-






≤ E [G: |8, 2], and we get an inequality instead, which




G: · 1{: ∈ O}
:
]
= E8,2 [E [G: |8, 2]] .
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Further, using the fact that an agent in group 8 participates if and only if 2 ≤ 2̂8, note
that the probability density of an agent being in group 8 and having cost 2 conditional







if 2min ≤ 2 ≤ 2̂8,






























Since # = 1
B\̄∗






58 (2)32, the variance of the Horvitz-
























Next, we characterize the worst-case bias (over the data of the non-participants).
Recall that we assume positive correlation between data and costs. In turn, the
worst-case bias corresponds to the case where the data of all the non-participants
(whose costs and data are higher than those of participants in each group) is one. To
see this, let ` be true population mean. Let E[G |3 (2) = 0], resp. E[G |3 (2) = 1],
be the expectations of the data of the non-participants (decision variable 3 (2) = 0),
resp. participants (decision variable 3 (2) = 1). Recall that the estimator ˆ̀ is an
unbiased estimator of participants’ data, i.e., E[ ˆ̀] = E[G |3 (2) = 1]. We have
B\̄∗E[ ˆ̀] + B(1 − \̄∗)E[G |3 (2) = 0] = B`,
which leads to
` −E[ ˆ̀] = (1 − \̄∗) (E[G |3 (2) = 0] −E[ ˆ̀]).
Positive correlation between data and cost indicates that as the agents’ costs increase,
their data is more likely to increase as well. Meanwhile, we show in Corollary 4.3.1
that non-participants have higher costs. Thus, we know that the expectation of
non-participants’ data is no less than that of participants’ data, i.e.,
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E[G |3 (2) = 0] ≥ E[G |3 (2) = 1] = E[ ˆ̀] .
Therefore, when taking absolute values, we have
|` −E[ ˆ̀] | = (1 − \̄∗) (E[G |3 (2) = 0] −E[ ˆ̀]).
The bias is maximized when the expectation of non-participants’ data is the maxi-
mum value, i.e., E[G |3 (2) = 0] = 1. Thus, we have
|` −E[ ˆ̀] | = (1 − \̄∗) (1 −E[ ˆ̀]).
Plugging in (by a similar calculation as for the variance terms),







?8 (2) 58 (2)32,
we immediately obtain that the worst-case bias (where the worst-case is taken over
the data of the non-participants) is









?8 (2) 58 (2)32
)
.
So far we have derived the variance and the worst-case bias separately. Notice that
both variance andworst-case bias are characterized by the distribution of participants
data, i.e., ?8 (2), for 2 ≤ 2̂8 and all 8. Thus, the supremum in ?8 (2) (i.e., over the
participants’ data) of the linear combination of the variance and the worst-case bias
gives the worst-case linear combination of variance and bias, i.e., the worst-case
bias-variance trade-off, over the data of both participants and non-participants.
4.A.3 Proof of Theorem 4.4.1
Let )∗ be the desired equilibrium participation rate profile. The proof goes as
follows. First, we write the problem of finding the optimal allocation rule as
a minimax optimization problem over a discretization of the costs. Second, we
interpret this optimization problem as a zero-sum game between the analyst who
controls the allocation rule and aims to minimize the bias-variance trade-off, and an
adversary who controls the correlation between data and costs and aims to maximize
the bias-variance objective. Finally, we convert our solution in the discrete cost case
to the original, continuous case.
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Reformulating the optimization program. The optimization problem in Defini-
tion 4.3.6 involves two constraints, a truthfulness constraint and a budget constraint.
Because our payment rule uniquely induces truthfulness and the desired partici-
pation rate profile )∗ by Theorem 4.3.1, we can directly plug in the closed-form
expression for the payment into the budget constraint, and replace the truthfulness
constraints by a monotonicity constraint on the selection rule 8, without loss of
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As g()8,"8) is independent of 2, we also have that∫ 2̂8
2min














































































2 − ℎ(2, )∗8 ;"8) +
(










ℎ(2̂8, )∗8 ;"8) − 6(2̂8, )∗8 ;"8) − F(\̄∗)
)
.
Remembering that by definition 8 (2̂8) = \̄∗8 , and that the virtual costs are given by





















8 (ℎ(2̂8, )∗8 ;"8) − 6(2̂8, )∗8 ;"8) − F(\̄∗)).
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8 (2) ∈ [0, 1] is a non-increasing function ∀8 ∈ [],
0 < \̄∗8 ≤ 1 ∀8 ∈ [] .
Now, we fix the equilibrium participation profile )∗. We focus on finding the
optimal selection rule given the participation profile. This is given by the following

























?8 (2) 58 (2)32
)2ª®¬

























0 ≤ 8 (2), ≤ 1 ∀8, 2,
0 ≤ ?8 (2), ≤ 1 ∀8, 2.
Note that we do not require the monotonicity constraints on 8 and ?8. We will later
show that the solutions ∗
8
and ?8 to this relaxed optimization problem are indeed
monotone, hence relaxing the constraint is without loss of generality.
Solving for the discrete cost case. The above formulation is presented for contin-
uous costs. Before we find the solution to the continuous cost problem, let us first
focus on the case of discrete costs and find the corresponding optimization program
and solution. We will later show how to transform the discrete solution into an
optimal solution to the continuous optimization problem above.
We first introduce the notations in the discrete case. Suppose the cost 2 in the
population is from a discrete and finite set {21, 22, ..., 2} with size . Recall that
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there are  groups of agents parameterized by data correlation strength. We write
c8 9 as the probability of an agent belonging to group 8 and having cost 2 9 . Naturally
we have
∑
1≤8≤,1≤ 9≤ c8 9 = 1. Recall that agents’ decisions have threshold structure,
i.e., only agents with costs below the cost threshold choose to participate. We use
C (8) to denote the index of threshold cost in group 8. That is, if the cost 2 ≤ 2C (8) for
an agent in group 8, he would like to participate. Let q8 9 be the virtual cost of an
agent with cost 2 9 in group 8 as follows
q8 9 =

21 − ℎ(21, )8;"8), if 9 = 1,




, if 9 > 1.
Since 21 − ℎ(21, )8;"8) > 0, q8 9 > 0. Recall that ?8 (2) = %A [G = 1|2,"8] in
continuous case is the probability of the data being one. We use ?8 9 to denote the
probability of the data being one for an agent in group 8 having cost 2 9 . We are
trying to find the optimal selection probability for discrete cost in each group. Let
8 9 be the selection probability for agents with cost 2 9 in group 8. The discrete




















c8 9 ?8 9
ª®¬
2ª®®¬
+ (1 − W) (1 − \̄∗) ©­«1 − 1\̄∗
∑
1≤8≤,1≤ 9≤C (8)













0 ≤ 8 9 ≤ 1, ∀8 ∈ [], 9 ∈ [C (8)],
0 ≤ ?8 9 ≤ 1, ∀8 ∈ [], 9 ∈ [C (8)] .
(29)
We write  = [8 9 ]1≤8≤,1≤ 9≤C (8) and ? = [?8 9 ]1≤8≤,1≤ 9≤C (8) . Here, there is an






@8 \̄8 (ℎ(2C (8) , )∗8 ;"8) − 6(2C (8) , )∗8 ;"8) − F(\̄∗)) > 0.
If it does not hold, otherwise, it means
∑
8, 9 c8 9q8 9 8 9 ≤ 0 and 8 9 = 0,∀8, 9
is the solution. Recall that q8 9 > 0,∀8, 9 . In this case, no data is collected,
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which is meaningless. The constraint means the budget should be higher than
a threshold related to participation rate )∗ so as to generate positive selection
probability. Meanwhile, without loss of generality, we assume∑
1≤8≤,1≤ 9≤C (8)
c8 9q8 9 +
∑
8
@8 \̄8 (ℎ(2C (8) , )∗8 ;"8) − 6(2C (8) , )∗8 ;"8) − F(\̄∗)) >

B
to avoid a trivial solution of 8 9 = 1,∀8, 9 . If the above inequality does not hold,
it is optimal to select all agents with probability one. This assumption means the
analyst would not aggressively select all the participants with abundant budget.
We denote the objective function inside the minimax problem as * (, ?) for sim-
plification. Notice that * (, ?) is a convex in  and concave in ?. To see this, let
c = [c8 9 ]1≤8≤,1≤ 9≤C (8) . We can write* (, ?) as




)2 (〈c, ?./〉 − 1\̄∗ 〈c, ?〉2) + (1 − W) (1 − \̄∗) (1 − 1\̄∗ 〈c, ?〉) .
With abuse of notation, we use ./ to denote component-wise product (division)
operation for vectors, and use 〈, 〉 to denote inner product operation. Then we
can obviously figure out that* (, ?) is convex in  and concave in ?, similarly for
each problem. In turn, the optimization program defines a convex-concave zero-sum
game, in which player 1 (the analyst) is choosing  to minimize* (, ?) given ? and
player 2 (an adversary) is choosing @ to maximize * (, ?) given . The solution
of the minimax problem corresponds to the equilibrium (∗, ?∗) of the zero-sum
game satisfying the constraint * (∗, ?∗) = min

* (, ?∗) = max
?
* (∗, ?). Thus,
we can find the equilibrium of the game to derive the optimal allocation rule.
Next, we find the equilibrium by characterizing the best responses of two players.
Lemma 4.A.1. Given , ?8 9 for each 8, 9 is the best response of maximizing player
if and only if one of the following holds:












(1 − \̄∗) (1 − W) > 0;












(1 − \̄∗) (1 − W) < 0;












(1 − \̄∗) (1 − W) = 0.
Proof. Since the objective function of the maximizer is convex and differentiable,
the KKT conditions are necessary and sufficient for optimality, and the optimal
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solutions are such that there exist dual variables under which the KKT conditions
are satisfied. Note that the Lagrangian of the maximization problem is as follows:
! (?, _+8 9 , _−8 9 , _) = * (, ?) +
∑
8, 9
_+8 9 (1 − ?8 9 ) +
∑
8, 9
_−8 9 ?8 9 .








)2 ( 18 9 − 2\̄∗
(∑
8, 9




(1 − \̄∗) (1 − W) − _+8 9 + _−8 9 = 0,













(1 − \̄∗) (1 − W) > 0, then _+
8 9
> 0, hence a





= 0, and ?8 9 = 1, the KKT conditions hold; hence, ?8 9 = 1 is













(1 − \̄∗) (1 − W) < 0, it must be that _−
8 9
> 0,
which in turns implies ?8 9 = 0. Further, the KKT conditions hold with _−8 9 > 0,
_+
8 9
= 0, ?8 9 = 0, hence ?8 9 = 0 is indeed a (the unique) best response.












(1− \̄∗) (1− W) = 0, the KKT condi-










(1 − \̄∗) (1 − W) = 0,
is a best response for the maximizing player.
Next, the best response of the minimizing player (the analyst) is given by the
following lemma:
Lemma 4.A.2. Given ?,
• if ?8 9 = 0,∀8, 9 , any 8 9 ∈ [0, 1] that satisfies budget constraint is the best response
of the minimizing player;
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• if ?8 9 ≠ 0,∀8, 9 , the best response of the minimizing player is










where _∗ is such that∑
8, 9 :?8 9≠0















ℎ(2C (8) , )∗8 ;"8) − 6(2C (8) , )∗8 ;"8) − F(\̄)
)
= /B.
Proof. If ?8 9 = 0,∀8, 9 , then  does not appear in the objective function. Thus, any
8 9 ∈ [0, 1] that satisfies budget constraint is the best response of the minimizing
player.
Next, we focus on the case of ?8 9 ≠ 0,∀8, 9 . We drop the constraint that 8 9 ≥ 0
for all 8, 9 (we will see that this is without loss of generality, as we will recover a
positive solution). The Lagrangian of the minimization problem is as follows:
! (, _, _8 9 ) = * (, ?) +
∑
8, 9




c8 9q8 9 8 9 +
∑
8
@8 \̄8 (ℎ(2C (8) , )∗8 ;"8) − 6(2C (8) , )∗8 ;"8) − F(\̄∗)) − /B
)
.
From the KKT condition, we have the optimal ∗
8 9










)2 · c8 9 ?8 9∗2
8 9
+ _∗c8 9q8 9 + _∗8 9 = 0, (31)




c8 9q8 9 8 9 +
∑
8
@8 \̄8 (ℎ(2C (8) , )∗8 ;"8) − 6(2C (8) , )∗8 ;"8) − F(\̄∗)) − /B
)
= 0.
Thus, we have i) ∗
8 9
= 1; or ii) ∗
8 9
< 1 and _∗
8 9







for some _∗ > 0, according to (31). A higher value of
selection probability (which indicates higher budget) would always reduce variance,
and thus, the objective function. Thus, the optimal allocation rule is such that the









where _∗ is such that the budget constraint is binding.
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Before we present the intersection of both players’ best responses, we change some
indexes for simplicity. We denote the set of virtual cost of all groups, Φ , {q8 9 :
1 ≤ 8 ≤ , 1 ≤ 9 ≤ C (8)}. Suppose there are  , ∑1≤8≤ C (8) number of elements in
the set. We sort them in a non-decreasing order, and replace index 8 9 with index : ,
which indicates the corresponding position in the sorted set, i.e.,Φ = {q: : 1 ≤ : ≤
 , q1 < q2 < ... < q }. Similarly, we replace index 8 9 of 8 9 , ?8 9 , c8 9 with index
: , and obtain : , ?: , c: , which are associated with virtual cost q: . For simplicity,






8 (ℎ(2̂8, )∗8 ;"8) − 6(2̂8, )∗8 ;"8) − F(\̄∗)).













q: , < = 1, ...,  . (32)















)2 (1 − \̄∗) (1 − W)B, < = 1, ...,  .
(33)
Notice that '(<, I) > 0.
Claim 4.A.1. &(<, 1) is increasing in <, '(<, 1) is decreasing in < and thus,
&(<,1)
'(<,1) is increasing in <.
Proof. We can see that




















































The inequality is due to increasing virtual cost, i.e., q: is increasing in : . Also, we
have
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The inequality is also due to increasing virtual cost. Thus &(<, 1) is increasing in
<, and '(<, 1) is decreasing in <. Notice that '(<, 1) > 0. As such, we have that
&(<,1)
'(<,1) is increasing in <.
Claim 4.A.2. For < = 1, ...,  − 1,



































































































































































Next, we characterize the intersection of both players’ best responses. The mini-
mizing player’s strategy corresponds to the solution of the optimization problem in
(29). We will show that the minimizing player’s strategy has the following form:
: =














, if : > :̂ .
(35)












'( ,1) , then <





(we prove its existence later).
– If /B−;
&(<∗,I∗) ≤ 1, then j =
/B−;
&(<∗,I∗) and :̂ = <
∗.
– If /B−;




'( ,1) , then j =
/B−;∑ 
:=1 q:
and :̂ =  .
Now we begin to present how to obtain this solution by deriving the intersection of
both players’ best responses.




























and ?: = 1,∀: constitute the mutual best response. To see this, : is a best










B(\̄∗)2 (/B − ;)2
.

























































































= /B − ;.







for all : . So  is indeed a best response
to ?, as per Lemma 4.A.2. It is also easy to check that : is decreasing in : as
virtual cost q: is increasing.















































= \̄∗(1 − \̄∗) (1 − W).
The equality in the first line follows from
∑ 
:=1 ?: = \̄
∗. The inequality in the


















− \̄∗(1 − \̄∗) (1 − W) > 0. So ? is
indeed a best response to , as per Lemma 4.A.1. Meanwhile, we can see that ?
is indeed non-decreasing.







Claim 4.A.3. There exists <∗ ∈ {1, ...,  − 1} and I∗ ∈ ( q<∗
q<∗+1







Proof. Recall that &(<,1)







'( ,1) , there exists a unique <






&(<∗ + 1, 1)
'(<∗ + 1, 1) .



















&(<∗ + 1, 1)











Notice that &(<, I) is continuously decreasing in I and '(<, I) is continuously
increasing in I. So we have &(<,I)
'(<,I) continuously decreasing in I. Thus, there is a
unique I∗ ∈ ( q<∗
q<∗+1






There are two subcases depending on the value of /B−;
&(<∗,I∗) .
– Case 2(a): /B−;





· q: , if : ≤ <∗,




















, if : > <∗,
(40)
constitute the mutual best response. Indeed, on the one hand,  is a best










B(\̄∗)2 (/B − ;)2
.
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&(<∗, I∗) = : ≤ 1.























































































As the virtual cost q: is increasing, : is decreasing for : > <∗. Notice that
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From this, we can see that : given by (40) is non-increasing, and hence,







, for all : . The













































c:q: + /B − ; − j ·
<∗∑
:=1
c:q: = /B − ;.
So  is indeed a best response to ?, as per Lemma 4.A.2.



































































































(1 − \̄∗) (1 − W) = 0. With this equality, we
do have a best response for : ≤ <∗.
For : > <∗, we have ?: = 1. Remember that <∗+1 > <∗ and that : is
































(1 − \̄∗) (1 − W)
= 0.
So ? is indeed a best response to , as per Lemma 4.A.1. We can see that ?:
is indeed non-decreasing.
– Case 2(b): /B−;
&(<∗,I∗) > 1.
Claim 4.A.4. There exists :′ ∈ {1, ..., <∗} and I′ ∈ ( q: ′
q: ′+1 , 1]such that
'(:′, I′) = W\̄∗. (41)




&(<∗,I∗) > 1. We obtain
'(<∗, I∗) < W\̄∗. Recall that '(<, I) is decreasing in <, and increasing in I,
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(Claim 4.A.2). We have






< '(<∗, I∗) < W\̄∗.
Here, the first inequality holds as q<∗
q<∗+1
< I∗, according to Claim 4.A.3. Mean-
while, '(1, 1) = 2W\̄∗+
(
\̄∗
)2 (1− \̄∗) (1−W)B > W\̄∗. Thus, there exists :′ ≤ <∗
such that













= '(:′ + 1, 1) < W\̄∗ ≤ '(:′, 1).




'(:′, I′) = W\̄∗.
Define






· q: , if : ≤ :′,


















, if : > :∗,
(44)
constitute the mutual best response. To see this, we know that  is the best
response to ?. Recall that &(<, I) is increasing in < and decreasing in I. As
:′ ≤ <∗ (Claim 4.A.4) and I∗ ≤ 1 (Claim 4.A.3), we have
&(:′, 1) ≤ &(<∗, 1) ≤ &(<∗, I∗) < /B − ;,
i.e., /B − ; < &(:′, 1). By the definition of :∗ = max{: : &(:, 1) < /B − ;},
we have :∗ ≥ :′.
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Due to the increasing virtual costs in : , we have : ≤ :∗+1 ≤ 1, for all







= : for all : > :∗.
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Next, in the regime : ≤ :∗, we consider two possibilities of :∗: :∗ > :′ and
:∗ = :′. Recall that :∗ ≥ :′.
































q:q:∗ < /B − ;,















































= 1 = : .
For : ≤ :′, since I′ ≥ q: ′
q: ′+1



















































= 1 = : .
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= : for all : ≤ :∗ when
:∗ > :′.
∗ Secondly, we focus on :∗ = :′. On the one hand, we have :′ ≤ <∗ according
to Claim 4.A.4, and therefore, :∗ ≤ <∗. On the other hand, &(<∗, 1) ≤
&(<∗, I∗) < /B − ;, so we have that :∗ ≥ <∗ by definition of :∗ = max{: :
&(:, 1) < /B − ;}. So, it must be that :′ = :∗ = <∗.
Recall in the proof of Claim 4.A.4 that '(<∗, I∗) < W\̄∗ = '(:′, I′) =
'(<∗, I′), i.e., '(<∗, I∗) < '(<∗, I′). And since '(<, I) is increasing in I,
we have I∗ < I′. Since &(<, I) is decreasing in I, it must be that













q: < /B − ;.
For : ≤ :∗ = :′, we have ?: = I
′
q: ′









































= 1 = : .







= : for all : ≤ :∗ when
:∗ = :′.







, for all : , and : is non-
increasing in : . The budget constraint is binding through similar calculation,
so  is indeed a best response to ?.
On the other hand, ? is best response to . For : ≤ :∗, we have 0 < ?: ≤ 1
and : = 1. From '(:′, I′) = W\̄∗, we obtain
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(1 − \̄∗) (1 − W)
=0.
With the above equality, any ?: ∈ [0, 1] is a best response according to Lemma





























(1 − \̄∗) (1 − W)
=0.
So ? is indeed a best response to , as per Lemma 4.A.1. We can see that ?:
is indeed non-decreasing.
– Case 3: /B−;
W\̄∗
≥ &( ,1)
'( ,1) . Recall that&(<, I) is continuously decreasing in I and
'(<, I) is continuously increasing in I. Thus, &(<,I)
'(<,I) is decreasing in I. Notice
that when I = 0, we have
&( , 0)




























( \̄∗)2 (1−\̄∗) (1−W)B >
/B−;
W\̄∗




. Such a Ĩ






'( ,0) . Then











constitute the mutual best response. To see this, we know that  is a best






















































c:q: > /B − ; without loss of generality to avoid the trivial
























c:q: = /B − ;.
So  is indeed a best response to ?, as per Lemma 4.A.2.
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(1 − \̄∗) (1 − W) = 0. So ?: = Ĩ · q:
q 
, for






( \̄∗)2 (1−\̄∗) (1−W)B ≤
/B−;
W\̄∗







constitute one mutual best response. To see this, on one hand,  is one best
response to ?. This is because when ?: = 0 for all : , any : ∈ [0, 1]
that satisfies budget constraint is a best response, according to Lemma 4.A.2.
: < 1 indeed satisfies budget constraint. Actually, there are other formats of
 that satisfy budget constraint being best response. We present the constant
solution, which is non-increasing, for simplicity.
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(1 − \̄∗) (1 − W) ≤ 0.
So ?: = 0 is a best response to , according to Lemma 4.A.1.
From discrete to continuous costs. So far, we present the intersections of both
players’ best responses, i.e., an equilibrium of the min-max game. : of the
equilibrium corresponds to the solution of the minimax optimization problem. We
then convert the solution under discrete cost to the solution under continuous cost.
The continuous cost can be considered as a special case of discrete cost by setting
 to be infinity.
We beginwith some key notations under continuous case. We denote the distribution
of virtual cost in group 8 as l8. We can obtain it based on the connection between
cost and virtual cost. Recall that the probability of group 8 is @8. Thus, we have the
distribution of virtual cost in all groups as
∑
8 @8l8 (q) , l(q). As non-participants
whose costs are higher than the cost threshold would not get payments, we only need
to focus on participants and their virtual costs. Let q8min and q8max be the maximum
and minimum value of virtual costs of participants in group 8, respectively. Let
qmin and qmax be the maximum and minimum value of virtual costs of participants,
respectively. Naturally, qmin = min8 q8min and qmax = max8 q8max.
We divide the interval [qmin, qmax] into  numbers of sub-intervals with equal
length (qmax − qmin)/ . When  is very large, we can approximate the continuous
distribution by  discrete probabilities
c: =





l(q)3q, : = 1, ...,  ,
which are integrals of l(q) in sub-intervals. Consider the functions &(<, I) and
'(<, I) defined in (32) and (33). We define their continuous versions by replacing


























)2 (1 − \̄∗) (1 − W)B.










→ '2 (G) as  →∞.
As q< → q<+1,< = 1, ..,  in the limit →∞, we have&(<, I) → &(<+1, I) and





































→ '2 (G) when characterizing the connection between
&(<, I), '(<, I) and &2 (G), '2 (G).
Based on the connection between discrete & and ' and continuous &2 and '2, we
adapt the solutions of discrete case to that of continuous case.




'2 (qmin) , i.e., (/B − ;) (2W + \̄





ql(q)3q. We have the optimal allocation rule for virtual cost q
(q) = 1√
q















q8 (2) 58 (2)32
.






'2 (qmax) . Let q






– Case 2(a): /B−;














, if q < q′.





















, if q8 (2) > q′.
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– Case 2(b): /B−;
&2 (q′) > 1. Let q
∗ be such that &2 (q∗) = /B − ;. Then we have
(q) =










, if q < q∗.
The solution in terms of cost 2 is
8 (2) =

















, if q8 (2) > q∗.
• Case 3: /B−;
W\̄∗
≥ &2 (qmax)
'2 (qmax) . We have




The solution in terms of cost 2 is




























, if q8 (2) > q̂.
(48)





'2 (qmin) , then j = 0 and q̂ < q8min for all 8.



























and q̂ = qmax.

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4.A.4 Proof of Corollary 4.4.1
Corollary 4.4.1 is a special case of Theorem 4.4.1. The proof is in Case 1 in the
proof of Theorem 4.4.1. 
4.A.5 Proof of Proposition 4.4.1
Under condition 1) of Proposition 4.4.1, the solution falls into Case 1 in the proof of
Theorem 4.4.1. Plugging the solution of Case 1 in the proof of Theorem 4.4.1 to the




















q8 (2; )∗) 58 (2)32
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8 (ℎ(2̂ 9 , )∗9 ;" 9 ) − 6(2̂ 9 , )∗9 ;" 9 ) − F(\̄∗)),
and
Δ8 , ℎ(2̂8, )8;"8) − 6(2̂8, )8;"8).
We can write* ()∗) as follows:
* ()∗) = 1(
\̄∗
)2 · A ()∗)/B − ; ()∗) = 1(\̄∗)2 · A ()∗)/B −∑8 @8 \̄∗8 (Δ8 − F(\̄∗)) .
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Multiplying (\̄∗)2(/B−; ()∗))2, which is greater than zero (recall that (/B−; ()∗) >
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≤ 0,∀8, we require the inequality in (49) to be true for all 8. Define
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− 2(/B − ; ()
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If F′(\̄∗) ≥ 8 ()∗, , , W, B, q), for all ) in which \̄∗8 ≥ \̄min > 0, the inequality




≤ 0,∀8. Thus, the objective function is
decreasing in the group participation ratio, and the optimal participation ratio for
group 8 is one, for all groups 8. 
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4.A.6 Proof of Proposition 4.4.2
The idea of the proof is similar to the proof of Proposition 4.4.1. We can similarly
achieve (49). Define
X8 ()∗, , W, B, q) ,







































) ≤ X8 () , , W, B, q), for all ) in which \̄∗8 ≥ \̄min > 0, the inequality in (49)




≤ 0,∀8. Thus, the objective function is decreasing
in the group participation rate, and the optimal participation rate for group 8 is one,
for all groups 8. 
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C h a p t e r 5
OPTIMAL PRICING IN MARKETS WITH NON-CONVEX
COSTS
5.1 Introduction
While there has been a long history of studyingmarkets under convexity assumptions
(such as convexity of cost functions, preferences, etc.) in economic theory, non-
convexities are ubiquitous in most real-world markets. Non-convexities in cost
functions arise due to start-up or shut-down costs, indivisibilities, avoidable costs,
or simply economies of scale.
It has been widely noted in the literature that in the presence of non-convexities,
there may be no linear prices (constant per quantity) that support a competitive
market equilibrium [e.g., 127, 128], and it was suggested as early as 1980s that
in these markets, one needs to consider using price functions, as opposed to the
conventional prices [129]. Following the work of [130, 131], there have been many
pricing schemes proposed in the literature. In particular, during the past decade,
motivated by the deregulation of the electricity markets in the US and around the
world, the problem of pricing in non-convex markets has attracted renewed interest
from researchers, and there has been considerable work on this problem [132].
These pricing schemes are deployed in practice, and the operation and efficiency of
our electricity markets relies on them [133].
Formally, the non-convex pricing problem is that, given an inelastic demand for
a commodity from a number of consumers, a market operator seeks to satisfy the
demand by purchasing the required amount from a group of competing suppliers
with non-convex cost functions. The operator knows the suppliers’ cost functions,
and it announces a price/payment function for each supplier, which determines the
payment to that supplier for producing different quantities. Each supplier then
makes an individual decision about how much to produce in order to maximize its
own profit. The key design question is how to devise the price functions in order
to ensure certain economic properties for the market. We should remark that this
problem is quite different from mechanism design, since the cost functions of the
suppliers are known to the market operator, and the players can influence the market
only by choosing their production level. However, as we shall see, the design of the
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price functions in these markets is challenging.
An important early approach to the pricing problem was the work of [17], some-
times referred to as integer programming (IP) pricing, which considered the class
of non-convexities that arise from the start-up costs of the suppliers (with linear
marginal costs). The paper proposes a clever pricing rule, based on solving a
mixed-integer linear program and forcing the integral variables to their optimal
values as a constraint. The scheme is economically efficient and has a nice dual
interpretation. Modified versions of IP pricing have been proposed by [134, 135]
and others. Another approach, proposed for the more general class of non-convex
cost functions that are in the form of a start-up plus a convex (rather than linear)
cost, is the minimum-uplift (MU) pricing [18], and its closely related refinement of
[136], known as convex hull (CH) pricing. These schemes provide discriminatory
uplifts to different suppliers to incentivize production, and the uplifts are minimal in
a specific sense [19]. The possibility of having both positive and negative uplifts was
also considered by [137, 138]. Other pricing schemes include the semi-Lagrangian
relaxation (SLR) approach of [139] and the primal-dual (PD) approach of [140].
These schemes seek to find uniform linear prices that are revenue-adequate (but
not supporting of the equilibrium). A survey on all the above pricing schemes was
recently written by [132]. However, the overall desired properties, as well as the
properties that each of the schemes satisfy, were not examined there. We formalize
the desired properties considered in the literature in Section 5.2, and discuss the
properties of the existing schemes in Section 5.5. Table 5.1 summarizes the common
schemes and their properties.
Despite the large body of work on the pricing problem, the existing schemes have
several shortcomings. For example, most of the existing schemes mentioned above
are proposed for specific classes of non-convex cost functions, and cannot handle
more general non-convexities. Furthermore, even the ones that are applicable
for general cost functions fail to satisfy some of the key desired properties of
the market, such as economic efficiency or supporting a competitive equilibrium.
In addition, none of the existing schemes is accompanied by a computationally
tractable algorithm for general non-convexities, and they typically rely on off-the-
shelf heuristic solvers for mixed-integer programs that are known to be NP-hard.
In this paper, we propose a pricing scheme for markets with general non-convex
costs that designs arbitrary parametric price functions and addresses all the issues
mentioned above. Our approach seeks to find the optimal schedule (allocation) and
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the optimal pricing rule simultaneously, which generally allows for finding econom-
ically more efficient solutions. The ability to use arbitrarily specified parametric
price functions (e.g., piece-wise linear, quadratic, etc.) enables our approach to de-
sign price functions that are less discriminatory, while still supporting a competitive
equilibrium. Furthermore, our pricing scheme is accompanied by a computationally
efficient (polynomial-time) approximation algorithm which allows one to find the
approximately-optimal schedule and prices for general non-convex cost functions.
Lastly, we extend the proposed pricing rule to networked markets, which, to the best
of our knowledge, are not considered in any of the existing work.
Specifically, this paper makes the following contributions.
1. We propose a framework for pricing in markets with general non-convex
costs, using general price functions (Section 5.3.1). Our scheme seeks to find
the optimal price functions and allocations simultaneously, while imposing
the equilibrium conditions as constraints. For this reason, our approach
is generally economically more efficient than the existing methods, while
satisfying the equilibrium conditions. Moreover, the ability to use general
price forms allows one to obtain more uniform prices (smaller “uplifts”).
2. We supplement our pricing schemewith a computationally efficient (polynomial-
time) approximation algorithm for finding the allocations and prices (Sec-
tion 5.3.2).
3. We extend our framework to networked markets, and also propose an ap-
proximation algorithm that can compute the solution efficiently for acyclic
networks, a common scenario in electric distribution networks (Section 5.4).
4. We survey the common pricing schemes proposed in the literature for markets
with non-convex costs and provide a compact summary of their properties
(Section 5.5).
5. We evaluate the proposed method through extensive numerical examples, and
show how it compares with the existing methods (Section 5.6).
5.2 Market Description and Pricing Objectives
While our goal in this paper is to design an economically and computationally
efficient pricing scheme for non-convex networked markets, we begin with the
problem of designing one for a singlemarket, which is difficult in its own right. We
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return to the case of networked markets in Section 5.4. When the cost functions are
non-convex, even this seemingly simple problem has proven to be challenging, and
a wide variety of pricing schemes have been proposed for it in the literature. In the
following, we describe the market model and survey the desired market properties.
5.2.1 Market Model
We consider a single market consisting of = competing suppliers (often referred
to as firms or generators). The market is run by a market operator that seeks to
satisfy a deterministic and inelastic demand 3 for a commodity in a single period.
Each supplier 8 has a cost function 28 (@8) for producing quantity @8, which may be
non-convex.
The suppliers’ cost functions are known by the operator, and the operator uses
them to determine the prices. In particular, the operator announces price/payment
functions ?8 (@8), which determine the payment to supplier 8 when producing @8.
Note that, in general, the price functions can be different for different suppliers, but
it is often desired to have close-to-uniform prices.
Upon the announcement of the price functions, each supplier 8 makes an individual
decision, based on the price function ?8 (·) and the cost function 28 (·), about how
much to produce (and whether to participate in the market), in order to maximize
its own profit, i.e., ?8 (@8) − 28 (@8). The suppliers are then paid for their production
according to the payment function, and the demand (consumers) is charged for the
total payment.
This model is classical, and has been studied in a wide variety of contexts, initially
under the assumption of convex cost functions for production and linear pricing
functions, but more recently under non-convex cost functions. Non-convex cost
functions are particularly important in the context of electricity markets. As a result,
there is a large literature focusing on non-convex pricing in electricity markets, see
[132] for a recent survey. Often this literature assumes specific forms of non-
convexities (e.g., startup/fixed costs), and specific forms of payment functions (e.g.,
linear plus uplift). The results from this literature have guided the design and
operation of electricity markets across the world today.
5.2.2 Pricing Objectives
The key design question in the market described above is how to devise the payment








There is a huge design space for such payment functions, and there is a large literature
evaluating proposals in the context of non-convex cost functions, e.g., [17–19, 132,
134, 136, 139–141].
From this literature, various desirable properties, which pricing rules attempt to sat-
isfy, have emerged. The following is a summary of the most sought-after properties
in this literature. Note that no existing rules satisfy all of these properties for general
non-convex markets.








a) Minimal Production Cost (Suppliers’ Total Cost): The total production
cost of the suppliers, i.e.,
∑=
8=1 28 (@∗8 ), is minimal.
b) Minimal Payment (Total Paid Cost): The total cost that is paid to the
suppliers for the commodity, i.e.,
∑=
8=1 ?8 (@∗8 ), is minimal.
3. Incentivizing
a) Revenue Adequacy: For every supplier, the net profit at the optimum is
nonnegative, i.e., ?8 (@∗8 ) − 28 (@∗8 ) ≥ 0, for 8 = 1, . . . , =.
b) Support a Competitive Equilibrium: The optimum production quan-
tity for each supplier is a maximizer of its individual profit, i.e., @∗
8
∈
arg max@8 ?8 (@8)−28 (@8), or equivalently ?8 (@
∗
8
)−28 (@∗8 ) ≥ max@8≠@∗8 ?8 (@8)−
28 (@8), for 8 = 1, . . . , =.
4. Simplicity and Uniformity: The price functions are simple and interpretable
(ideally linear: ?8 (@8) = _8@8) and non-discriminatory (ideally uniform across
suppliers: ?8 (@8) = ?(@8)).
5. Computational Tractability: The optimal quantities and price functions can
be computed/approximated in time that is polynomial in =.
A few remarks about these properties are warranted. Property 1 ensures that the
demand is met. Property 2 is somewhat more elaborate and concerns the economic
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efficiency of the scheme, in terms of total expenditure. Even though in certain cases
(e.g., in IP pricing of [17] for startup-plus-linear costs), the suppliers’ total cost∑=
8=1 28 (@8) and the total paid cost
∑=
8=1 ?8 (@8)match and are bothminimal, there is an
inevitable gap between the two in general. Ultimately, the quantity which determines
the cost of satisfying the demand is the total payment to the suppliers
∑=
8=1 ?8 (@8),
and therefore Property 2b is arguably more crucial than Property 2a. However,
ostensibly, because the price functions are not directly available while computing
the optimal quantities, many pricing schemes have resorted to minimizing the total
suppliers’ cost
∑=
8=1 28 (@8) as a surrogate for the paid cost. In this paper, we advocate
a direct approach for minimizing the total payment.
Property 3 incentivizes the suppliers to follow the dispatch and produce the socially-
optimal quantities. More specifically, Property 3a ensures that the suppliers do not
lose by producing @∗
8
, and further, Property 3b assures that it is in each supplier’s
best interest to follow the dispatch. Property 3b is generally a stronger condition
than Property 3a, and if ?8 (0) = 28 (0) = 0 ∀8, then (3b) implies (3a).
Property 4 concerns having price forms that are “close to linear” (simple) and “close
to uniform” (non-discriminatory), in some sense. One common approach to this
is to use uniform linear prices plus a generator-dependent “uplift,” i.e., ?8 (@8) =
_@8 + D81@8=@∗8 , and try to minimize the uplifts D8. As Property 4 is subjective by its
nature, we allow arbitrary parametrized price functions in our scheme. However,
we also examine our scheme when applied to the popular minimal-uplift approach.
Note that Property 4 also rules out the use of “dictatorial” prices, in which the
operator pays the cost (plus an n) only at the desired amount, and pays nothing for
any other amount produced.
The final property, Computational Tractability, is particularly challenging to ad-
dress in the context of non-convex markets. Nearly all standard approaches work
by computing the optimal production quantities and then deriving the prices from
these quantities in some way. Under general non-convex cost functions, this first
step is already computationally intractable. Thus, it is important to consider relax-
ations (approximations) of other properties if the goal is to enforce computational
tractability. To that end, we consider approximate versions of the Incentivizing and
Economic Efficiency conditions, which we discuss in Section 5.3.2. We propose
an algorithm that satisfies these approximate versions, while being computationally
tractable.
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5.3 Proposed Scheme: Equilibrium-Constrained Pricing
Most existing schemes in the literature (see Section 5.5 for a detailed summary) are
proposed for specific classes of non-convexities, and are not applicable for more
general non-convex costs. Furthermore, even the ones that are applicable for more
general cost functions either already lack some of the key properties (such as eco-
nomic efficiency) or they lose those properties for more general costs. Additionally,
the existing schemes are not accompanied by a computationally tractable algorithm
for general non-convexities, and they typically rely on off-the-shelf heuristic solvers
for mixed-integer programs that are NP-hard. This serves to emphasize that no
existing pricing scheme satisfies the desired properties described in Section 5.2.2.
The main contribution of this paper is the introduction of a new pricing scheme,
Equilibrium-Constrained (EC) pricing, which is applicable to general non-convex
costs, allows using general parametric price functions, and satisfies all the desired
properties outlined before, as long as the price class is general enough. The name
of this scheme stems from the fact that we directly impose all the equilibrium
conditions as constraints in the optimization problem for finding the best allocations,
as opposed to adjusting the prices later to make the allocations an equilibrium.
The optimization problem is, of course, non-convex, and non-convex problems are
intractable in general. However, we also present a tractable approximation algorithm
for approximately solving the proposed optimization.
Wepresent the formulation of the optimization at the core ofEquilibrium-Constrained
pricing in Section 5.3.1, and then develop an efficient algorithm for solving the op-
timization problem approximately in Section 5.3.2.
5.3.1 Pricing Formulation
In this section, we propose a systematic approach for determining a pricing rule
under generic non-convex costs that minimizes payments and satisfies the properties
outlined in Section 5.2.2, while allowing flexibility in the choice of the form of price
functions.
Specifically, consider a class of desired price functions, denoted by P, which can be
an arbitrary class such as linear, linear plus uplift, piece-wise linear, etc. This choice
can be due to interpretability/uniformity reasons or other practical considerations.
The core of Equilibrium-Constrained pricing is an optimization problem for finding
the best price functions in P and the best allocations, at the same time. The
operator is buying the commodity from the suppliers, on behalf of the consumers,
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and therefore its objective is to minimize the total cost incurred (total payment),












@8 = 3 (5.1b)
?8 (@8) − 28 (@8) ≥ 0, 8 = 1, . . . , = (5.1c)




?8 (@′8) − 28 (@′8), 8 = 1, . . . , =. (5.1d)
Constraints (5.1b), (5.1c), and (5.1d) are the Market Clearing, Revenue Adequacy,
and Competitive Equilibrium conditions, respectively. Constraint (5.1d) can also be
equivalently expressed as
?8 (@8) − 28 (@8) ≥ ?8 (@′8) − 28 (@′8) ∀@′8 ≠ @8, 8 = 1, . . . , =. (5.2)
The key difference between EC pricing and the existing methods for pricing in non-
convex markets is that it directly minimizes the total paid cost and seeks to find both
the optimal allocations @∗
8
and the optimal price functions ?∗
8
(·) simultaneously. The
scheme enforces the desired economic properties as constraints, while allowing the
use of any class of price functions, rather than imposing a fixed form for the price.
Since this scheme minimizes the total payments, and does not impose any explicit
constraint on the total production cost, it would be natural to ask what happens to
the latter quantity as we minimize the former. The minimum total production cost
is defined as 2∗ =
∑=
8=1 28 (@08 ), where
(@01, . . . , @
0








@8 = 3 (5.3b)
is the “minimal production cost” solution.
Remark 5.3.1. It is easy to see, by relaxing the last constraint (5.1d), and using
constraint (5.1c), that the optimal value of the optimization problem (5.1) is bounded
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?8 (@8) ≥ 28 (@8), 8 = 1, . . . , =.
In other words, the total production cost is always upper-bounded by the total
payment. Therefore, minimizing the total payment puts a cap on the total production
cost as well, while the opposite is not true in general (minimizing the total production
cost can result in very high payments, which can be seen in, e.g., the case studies in
Figs. 5.4a and 5.5a).
Remark 5.3.2. We have imposed nearly all the desired properties as constraints in
the optimization problem (5.1), and it might not be clear whether this optimization
problemhas a solution at all. Indeed, there always exists a class of price functions for
which problem (5.1) has a solution, and further the boundmentioned in Remark 5.3.1
is achieved.
A naive choice of price function, often referred to as dictatorial pricing, is enough
to prove this claim. In fact, one can check that for any price function of the form
?8 (@8)

= 28 (@8) for @8 = @08
≤ 28 (@8) for @8 ≠ @08
problem (5.1) has an optimal solution @∗ = @0, and achieves the bound ?∗ = 2∗.
While Remark 5.3.2 asserts the existence of an optimal price function in general,
the problem may not have a solution for certain specific classes of price functions.
The key point is that problem (5.1) always allows using more sophisticated price
forms (e.g., piece-wise linear) for which it will have a solution; and for any given
choice of price form, it finds the best one, along with the optimal quantities.
Remark 5.3.3. While in most scenarios the operator is buying the commodity
from the suppliers on behalf of the consumers, and it makes sense to minimize
the total payments
∑=
8=1 ?8 (@8), in general one may seek to balance between the
consumers’ and the suppliers’ costs. In other words, one can take the objective to
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be a linear combination of the consumers’ cost
∑=
8=1 ?8 (@8) and the suppliers’ net
cost (negative profit)
∑=
8=1(28 (@8) − ?8 (@8)). Without loss of generality, the weighted
sum can be normalized to an affine (i.e., convex) combination (1 − \)∑=8=1 ?8 (@8) +
\
∑=














@8 = 3 (5.4b)
?8 (@8) − 28 (@8) ≥ 0, 8 = 1, . . . , = (5.4c)




?8 (@′8) − 28 (@′8), 8 = 1, . . . , =. (5.4d)
For the cases when the total payment ?∗ =
∑=
8=1 ?8 (@∗8 ) from the optimization
problem (5.1)matches the lower bound 2∗ =
∑=
8=1 28 (@∗8 ) (such as in the linear+uplift
example of Section 5.3.1), the solution from (5.4) is the same as that of (5.1), and
the prices will be insensitive to parameter \.
It is worth mentioning that our algorithm proposed in Section 5.3.2 for solving (5.1)
is also capable of handling the weighted problem (5.4). However, for the sake of
simplicity, we focus on the case of \ = 0.
To be more explicit about the class of price functions, we consider a general para-
metric form for P, specified by ?8 (@8) := ?(@8;U, V8) with two types of parameters
U ∈ R;1 , and V8 ∈ R;2 for 8 = 1, . . . , =, where parameter U is shared among all the
suppliers, and it constitutes the uniform component of the price, while parameter
V8 is specific to supplier 8. The parameters are in general constrained to be in some
bounded setsA ⊆ R;1 andB ⊆ R;2 , i.e., U ∈ A, and V8 ∈ B for all 8 = 1, . . . , =. This
parametric form is general enough that it encompasses all the assumed price forms
in the literature. In particular, the linear-plus-uplift form (?8 (@8) = _@8 + D81@8=@̂8 ) is
a special case of this form, where the shared parameter is the uniform price _, and
the individual parameters are the amount and location of the uplifts D8, @̂8. Using
the general parametric form, the optimization problem (5.1) can be re-expressed as
follows.
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@8 = 3 (5.5b)
?(@8;U, V8) − 28 (@8) ≥ 0, 8 = 1, . . . , = (5.5c)




?(@′8;U, V8) − 28 (@′8), 8 = 1, . . . , =.
(5.5d)
To show a concrete application of this general pricing scheme, we apply our frame-
work to the popular class of linear-plus-uplift price functions, which has been a
standard form considered in the electricity markets literature, e.g., [18, 136], and
minimize the uplifts. We derive closed-form solutions for the optimal quantities and
prices (for general cost functions). In this case, the total payment matches the total
cost, which is the lowest theoretically possible. In contrast, the convex hull (CH) and
minimum-uplift (MU) pricing schemes, which are the most closely related schemes
and use the same type of price functions fail to achieve this bound and typically
exhibit a large gap. The integer programming (IP) pricing, on the other hand, is
capable of achieving the bound, but only for startup+linear cost functions, and not
for more general cost functions such as startup+convex. (See Section 5.5 for more
details on the existing schemes and their comparison with EC.)
Linear+Uplift Pricing
As mentioned earlier, using a linear uniform price plus an uplift term is a common
choice of class of price functions, in practice. For this class, we have ?(@8;_, D8, @̂8) =





, i.e., the optimal location of uplift coincides with the desired production
level, which is intuitive (See the e-companion for proof). The optimization problem
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@8 = 3 (5.6b)
_@8 + D8 − 28 (@8) ≥ 0, 8 = 1, . . . , = (5.6c)




_@′8 − 28 (@′8), 8 = 1, . . . , =. (5.6d)
Remark 5.3.4. From Remark 5.3.1, we know that ?∗uplift ≥ 2
∗. On the other hand,





∀8, _ = 0, D8 = 28 (@08 ) ∀8
)
into (5.6) results in
?∗uplift ≤ 2
∗. Therefore ?∗uplift = 2
∗.
Problem (5.6) has potentially many solutions, and the solution @8 = @08 ∀8, _ =
0, D8 = 28 (@08 ) ∀8 corresponds to the naive pay-as-bid scheme, which is equivalent to
having no uniform price and paying each supplier for its own cost. To obtain price
functions that are close to uniform, it is desirable to pick a solution for which the
uplifts are minimum (in ℓ1 sense, for example). That is equivalent to adding a layer
on top of the optimization problem (5.6) to pick the minimal-uplift solution among






s.t. (q, _, u) ∈ arg min
q,_,u
(5.6a) (5.7b)
s.t. (5.6b), (5.6c), (5.6d) (5.7c)
where q and u denote (@1, . . . , @=) and (D1, . . . , D=), respectively.
Let us define Λ as the set of all _’s for which the linear price _@ lies below all the
cost functions, i.e.,
Λ = {_ ≥ 0 | _@ ≤ 28 (@), ∀@,∀8} . (5.8)
Figure 5.1 illustrates this set for an example with three non-convex costs.
The solutions to problems (5.6) and (5.7) can be found in closed-form, and the
following summarizes the results.
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Figure 5.1: An illustration of the set Λ for an example with 3 non-convex cost
functions. The three blue curves are the cost functions. The (dashed and solid) red
lines lie below all the cost functions and their slopes are in Λ. The (slope of the)
solid red line corresponds to the largest element of Λ.









= 28 (@∗8 ) − _∗@∗8 , ∀8.






_∗ = max Λ
D∗
8
= 28 (@∗8 ) − _∗@∗8 , ∀8.
See the e-companion for proofs.
Note that there were two potential alternatives to the two-stage optimization in (5.7)
for picking a minimum-uplift solution. One may have attempted to enforce uni-
formity as a constraint. However, the problem with this is that imposing, e.g.,
box constraints on D requires knowledge of reasonable upper-bounds on the uplifts,
which may not be available; and on the other hand, insisting on exact uniformity
makes the problem infeasible in most non-convex cases. The other alternative is
to minimize a combination of the two objectives in (5.6) and (5.7). In this case,
the weighted objective becomes
∑=
8=1(_@8 + WD8) for some appropriate constant W,
and it is not hard to show that the solution will be the same as that of the proposed
two-stage optimization.
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5.3.2 An Efficient Approximation Algorithm
The optimization problem (5.5) defines a pricing rule that satisfies the desired prop-
erties in any non-convex market. For specific classes of cost functions, similar to
the existing approaches, one may be able to solve this optimization problem us-
ing off-the-shelf solvers. For generic non-convex cost functions, however, there
is no existing algorithm that can solve the optimization problem (5.5) to optimal-
ity. Furthermore, even finding an approximate solution, e.g., by discretizating the
variables, requires a brute-force search, which quickly becomes intractable. In this
section, we design a computationally efficient algorithm for solving the problem
(5.5) approximately, based on decomposing it into smaller pieces, which works for
general non-convex cost functions. This approximation algorithm can also be used
to provide tractable calculations of some of the other non-convex pricing rules such
as IP pricing.
Before going through the details of the algorithm, let us define the notion of an
approximate solution to (5.5), which we consider. One could define an approximate
solution as a value that is close enough, in a certain sense, to the optimal solution
(@∗1, . . . , @
∗
=, U
∗, V∗1, . . . , V
∗
=). However, no matter how close is that approximation
to the optimal solution, that per se does not guarantee anything about the properties
that the scheme will satisfy. Instead, we define an approximate solution to (5.5)
as a set of quantities @1, . . . , @= and price parameters U, V1, . . . , V= for which the
Market Clearing condition holds exactly, the Revenue Adequacy and Competitive
Equilibrium conditions are relaxed by an n , and the total payment is at most =n away
from the optimal. More formally, it is defined as follows.
Definition 5.3.1. (@1, . . . , @=, U, V1, . . . , V=) is called an n-approximate solution to
(5.5) if it satisfies
=∑
8=1
@8 = 3, (Market Clearing)
?(@8;U, V8) − 28 (@8) + n ≥ 0, 8 = 1, . . . , =, (n-Revenue Adequacy)





?(@8;U, V8) ≤ ?∗ + =n . (n-Economic Efficiency)
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Given this notion of an approximate solution, we can move towards designing the
algorithm. The optimization problem (5.5) looks highly coupled, at first, since
the constraints share a lot of common variables. However, one can see that, for a
fixed value of U, the objective becomes additively separable in (@8, V8). Furthermore
(again for fixed U), constraints (5.5c),(5.5d) involve only the 8-th variables (@8, V8) for
each 8. Although the Market Clearing condition still couples the variables together,










@8 = 3, (5.9b)
where
68 (@;U) = min
V8∈B
?(@;U, V8) (5.10a)
s.t. ?(@;U, V8) − 28 (@) ≥ 0, (5.10b)
?(@;U, V8) − 28 (@) ≥ ?(@′;U, V8) − 28 (@′), ∀@′ ≠ @, (5.10c)
for all 8 = 1, . . . , =.
Therefore, for any fixed value of U and @8, the optimization over V8 can be done
individually, as in (5.10). What remains to address, however, is the coupling of
the variables as a result of the Market Clearing constraint. One naive approach
would be to simply try all possible choices of (@1, . . . , @=), and pick the one that
has the minimum objective value. This is very inefficient. Instead, we take a
dynamic programming approach, and group pairs of variables together, defining a
new variable as their parent. We then group the parents together, and continue this
process until we reach the root, i.e., where there is only one node. During this
procedure, at each new node 8, we need to solve the following (small) problem
68 (@;U) = min
@ 9 ,@:
6 9 (@ 9 ;U) + 6: (@: ;U)
s.t. @ 9 + @: = @,
(5.11)
for every @, where 9 and : are the children of 8. At the root of the tree, we will be
able to compute 6root(3;U). Figure 5.2 shows an example of the created binary tree
for this procedure for = = 8. This procedure can be repeated for different values of
U, and the optimal value ?∗ can be computed as minU 6root(3;U).
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Figure 5.2: An example of the binary tree defined by Algorithm 5.4 for = = 8. The
faded circles correspond to the added dummy nodes.
The problem with recursion (5.11) is that it requires an infinite-dimensional com-
putation at every step, since the values of 68 (@;U) need to be computed for every @.
To get around this issue, we note that the variables @8 live in the bounded set [0, 3],
and hence can be discretized to lie in a finite set &, such that every possible @8 is at
most X(n) away from some point in &. Similarly, if the U and V8’s are continuous
variables, we can discretize the bounded sets A and B into some finite sets A′ and
B′, such that every point in A (or B) is at most X(n) away, in infinity-norm sense,
from some point in A′ (or B′). See the e-companion for details.
For finding an n-approximate solution, (5.10) is relaxed to
68 (@;U) = min
V8∈B ′
?(@;U, V8) (5.12a)
s.t. ?(@;U, V8) − 28 (@) + n ≥ 0, (5.12b)
?(@;U, V8) − 28 (@) + n ≥ ?(@′;U, V8) − 28 (@′), ∀@′ ≠ @,
(5.12c)
for all 8 = 1, . . . , =, and (5.11) remains the same, except the variables (@ 9 , @: ) take
values in &, i.e.,
68 (@;U) = min
@ 9 ,@:∈&
6 9 (@ 9 ;U) + 6: (@: ;U)
s.t. @ 9 + @: = @,
(5.13)
for all 8 > =. We denote the optimizer of (5.12) by 18 (@;U), and the optimizer
of (5.13), which is a pair of quantities (@ 9 , @: ), by G8 (@;U). The full procedure is
summarized in psuedocode in Algorithm 5.4.
While not immediately clear, the proposed approximation algorithm can be shown
to run in time that is polynomial in both = and 1/n (in fact, linear in =). Further,
the solution it provides is n-accurate under a mild smoothness assumption on the
cost and price functions, which holds true for almost any function considered in
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Algorithm 5.4 Find an n-approximate solution to the optimal pricing problem (5.5).
1: Input: =, 21(·), . . . , 2= (·), ?(·; ·), n
2: for U in A′ do
3: ( = 1 : =
4: for [ dofor the leaves]8 in (
5: compute 68 (@;U) for all @ in &, using (5.12)
6: end for
7: while [ dowhile not reached the root]|( | > 2
8: (new = ((end) + 1 : ((end) + d |( |2 e
9: for [ dofor the intermediate nodes]8 in (new
10: [ 9 , :] = indices of children of 8
11: if : = ∅ then
12: 68 (·;U) = 6 9 (·;U)
13: else[it has two children]
14: compute 68 (@;U) for all @ in &, using (5.13)
15: end if
16: end for
17: ( = (new
18: end while
19: [ 9 , :] = (
20: compute 6root(3;U), using (5.13) # at the root
21: end for
22: U∗ = arg min
U∈A ′
6root(3;U)
23: @∗root = 3





] = G8 (@∗8 ;U∗), where [ 9 , :] = indices of children of 8
26: end for
27: for 8 = = : −1 : 1 do
28: V∗
8
= 18 (@∗8 ;U∗)
29: end for
30: return (@∗1, . . . , @
∗
=, U




the literature. These two results are summarized in the following theorem, which is
proven in the e-companion.
Theorem 5.3.1. Consider 28 (·) and ?(·; ·) that have at most a finite number of
discontinuities and are Lipschitz on each continuous piece of their domain. Algo-





, where = is the number of suppliers, and ;1 and ;2
are the number of shared and individual parameters in the price, respectively.
It is worth emphasizing that while there are ;1 + =;2 variables in the price functions
in total, parameters ;1 and ;2 do not scale with =, and are typically very small
constants. For example, for the so-called linear-plus-uplift price functions ;1 = ;2 =
1. Therefore, the algorithm is very efficient.
We should also remark that if one requires the total payment in Definition 5.3.1 to
be at most n (rather than =n) away from the optimal ?∗, the running time of our








5.4 Equilibrium-Constrained Pricing for Networked Markets
We now consider the more general problem of finding an efficient pricing scheme
in a networked market. The networked market we consider has = suppliers, located
at the nodes (vertices) + = {1, . . . , =} of a network, and connected through lines
(edges)  , where, without loss of generality, the edges are defined to be from the
smaller node to the larger node (i.e., ∀(8, 9) ∈ , 8 < 9). The 8-th supplier has a cost
function 28 (@8) for producing quantity @8, which may be non-convex, as before, and
there is an inelastic demand 38 at each node 8. The lines connecting the nodes can
possibly have certain capacities for the flows they can carry. We denote the flow of
any line 4 = (8, 9), from 8 to 9 , by 54, and its limits (capacity) by 54 and 54 (the flow
from 9 to 8 is − 54).
Note that if there are multiple suppliers co-located in a market, we can simply assign
them each their own vertex, and connect them through paths with infinite capacities.
In other words, a node with multiple suppliers can be simply replaced with a “line
graph” composed of those suppliers and infinite-capacity edges.
5.4.1 Pricing Formulation
A key benefit of EC pricing is the ease of generalization to the networked setting.
There are no current pricing rules that can be readily applied to the networked
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case. In this setting, our Equilibrium-Constrained pricing can be formulated as the
following optimization problem.
















5( 9 ,8) , 8 = 1, . . . , = (5.14b)
54 ≤ 54 ≤ 54, 4 ∈  (5.14c)
?8 (@8) − 28 (@8) ≥ 0, 8 = 1, . . . , = (5.14d)




?8 (@′8) − 28 (@′8), 8 = 1, . . . , =. (5.14e)
The objective is the total payment, as discussed before, and the optimization is over
quantities @8, line flows 54, and price functions ?8 ∈ P. Constraint (5.14b) is the
Market Clearing condition (or Flow Conservation) for each individual node, i.e., the
net production at each node should be equal to its outgoing flow. Constraint (5.14c)
enforces the line limits (Capacity Constraints). Constraints (5.14d) and (5.14e) are
Revenue Adequacy and Competitive Equilibrium, respectively, as before. The key
difference between the networked setting and the single-market one is that here the
Market Clearing condition is spread across the network, and we have to solve the
problem for the flows as well.
Remark 5.4.1. When the capacity constraints (5.14c) are relaxed ( 54 = −∞, 54 =
∞, ∀4 ∈ ), the networked problem reduces to the single-market one. In this case,
the solution to the optimization problem (5.14) reduces to that of (5.1). That is
because the only constraint involving the flows would be (5.14b), and we can always




8=1 38 = 0, which is the conventional
Market Clearing condition.
Assuming a parametric form ?8 (@8) B ?(@8;U, V8) for P, with shared parameters
U and individual parameters V8 as before, the proposed pricing can be expressed as
follows.
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5( 9 ,8) , 8 = 1, . . . , = (5.15b)
54 ≤ 54 ≤ 54, 4 ∈  (5.15c)
?(@8;U, V8) − 28 (@8) ≥ 0, 8 = 1, . . . , = (5.15d)




?(@′8;U, V8) − 28 (@′8), 8 = 1, . . . , =
(5.15e)
5.4.2 An Efficient Approximation Algorithm
For certain classes of non-convexities, the optimization problem (5.15) can still be
solved using off-the-shelf solvers, similar to those used in the other methods for the
no-network case. However, those algorithms cannot handle more general classes of
non-convexities. In this section, we develop a computationally efficient approxima-
tion algorithm for general non-convex costs, for a special class of networks.
A special yet important class of networks are acyclic networks, which are a typical
topology in many markets, including electricity distribution networks. Acyclic
networks have a tree topology (they do not have cycles), which allows us to devise
an efficient algorithm for them. In the remainder of this section, we limit our attention
to these networks. The main ideas extend directly to more general networks, as long
as there are not “too many cycles” in the network in some sense (i.e., bounded
tree-width networks). We have focused on the acyclic case due to space constraints.
Without loss of generality, let us denote the first node as the root of the tree, and
nodes with only one neighbor as the leaves. Every node (except the root) has a
unique parent, defined as the first node on the unique path connecting it to the root
node. The set of nodes that have a given node 8 as their parent is said to be node 8’s
children. It can be shown that any tree with arbitrary degree can be transformed into
a binary tree, i.e., a tree where each node has a unique parent and at most 2 children,
with $ (=) nodes (see the e-companion). Thus, we can focus on binary trees.
For a node 8, let ch1(8), ch2(8) denote its children (ch1(8) = ∅ and/or ch2(8) = ∅










s.t. @8 − 38 = 5ch1 (8) + 5ch2 (8) − 58, 8 = 1, . . . , = (5.16b)
58 ≤ 58 ≤ 58, 8 = 1, . . . , = (5.16c)
?(@8;U, V8) − 28 (@8) ≥ 0, 8 = 1, . . . , = (5.16d)




?(@′8;U, V8) − 28 (@′8), 8 = 1, . . . , =
(5.16e)
where 58 represents the incoming flow to each node 8 from its parent, and 5root =
5root = 0.
Similarly as in the single-market case, we define an n-approximate solution to this
problem.
Definition 5.4.1. (@1, . . . , @=, 51, . . . , 5=, U, V1, . . . , V=) is called an n-approximate
solution to (5.16) if it satisfies
|@8 − 38 − 5ch1 (8) − 5ch2 (8) + 58 | ≤ n, 8 = 1, . . . , =, (n-Load Balancing)
58 ≤ 58 ≤ 58, 8 = 1, . . . , =, (Flow Limit)
?(@8;U, V8) − 28 (@8) + n ≥ 0, 8 = 1, . . . , =, (n-Revenue Adequacy)




?(@8;U, V8) ≤ ?∗ + =n . (n-Economic Efficiency)
The main difference from the definition in the single-market case is that the Market
Clearing condition has been replaced with n-Load Balancing and exact Flow Limit
conditions here.
Note that the minimization over the variables V8 in problem (5.16) can be done
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s.t. @8 − 38 = 5ch1 (8) + 5ch2 (8) − 58, 8 = 1, . . . , = (5.17b)
58 ≤ 58 ≤ 58, 8 = 1, . . . , = (5.17c)
where
68 (@;U) = min
V8∈B
?(@;U, V8) (5.18a)
s.t. ?(@;U, V8) − 28 (@) ≥ 0, (5.18b)
?(@;U, V8) − 28 (@) ≥ ?(@′;U, V8) − 28 (@′), ∀@′ ≠ @, (5.18c)
for all 8 = 1, . . . , =.
The key insight is that the tree structure of the constraints (5.17b) allows us to write





ℎ8 ( 58;U) = min
@8 , 5ch1 (8) , 5ch2 (8)
68 (@8;U) + ℎch1 (8) ( 5ch1 (8);U) + ℎch2 (8) ( 5ch2 (8);U) (5.20a)
s.t. @8 − 38 = 5ch1 (8) + 5ch2 (8) − 58 (5.20b)
5ch1 (8) ≤ 5ch1 (8) ≤ 5ch1 (8) (5.20c)
5ch2 (8) ≤ 5ch2 (8) ≤ 5ch2 (8) (5.20d)
for all 8 = 1, . . . , =.
Now, this recursive form is amenable to dynamic programming. However, since
the variables are continuous, each step still requires an infinite-dimensional search.
In order to tackle this issue, we can discretize the variables and solve the following
approximate version.




68 (@8;U) + ℎch1 (8) ( 5ch1 (8);U) + ℎch2 (8) ( 5ch2 (8);U) (5.21a)
s.t. |@8 − 38 − 5ch1 (8) − 5ch2 (8) + 58 | ≤ n (5.21b)
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Algorithm 5.5 Find an n-approximate solution to the optimal networked pricing
problem (5.16).
1: Input: G=(V,E), 21(·), . . . , 2= (·), ?(·; ·), n
2: for U in A′ do
3: for all nodes 8 do
4: compute 68 (@8;U) for all @8 in &8, using (5.22)
5: end for
6: for all nodes 8 ≠root (in bottom-up order) do
7: compute ℎ8 ( 5 ;U) for all 5 in 8, using (5.21)
8: end for
9: compute ℎroot(0;U), using (5.21)
10: end for
11: U∗ = arg min
U∈A ′
ℎroot(0;U)
12: 5 ∗root = 0
13: for all nodes 8 (in top-down order) do
14: [@∗
8
, 5 ∗ch1 (8) , 5
∗






= 18 (@∗8 ;U∗)
16: end for




1 , . . . , 5
∗
= , U
∗, V∗1, . . . , V
∗
=)
for all 8 = 1, . . . , =, where &1, . . . , &= and 1, . . . , = are properly-defined discrete
sets (see the e-companion for details). We denote the optimizer (triple) of (5.21) by
H8 ( 58;U).
68 (@;U) = min
V8∈B ′
?(@;U, V8) (5.22a)
s.t. ?(@;U, V8) − 28 (@) + n ≥ 0, (5.22b)
?(@;U, V8) − 28 (@) + n ≥ ?(@′;U, V8) − 28 (@′), ∀@′ ≠ @,
(5.22c)
for all 8 = 1, . . . , =. The optimizer of (5.22) is denoted by 18 (@;U).
The steps of the procedure are summarized in psuedocode in Algorithm 5.5, and the
following result summarizes the theoretical guarantee of the algorithm.
Theorem 5.4.1. Consider 28 (·) and ?(·; ·) that have at most a finite number of
discontinuities and are Lipschitz on each continuous piece of their domain. Algo-
rithm 5.5 finds an n-approximate solution to the optimal networked pricing problem




, where = is the number of suppli-
ers, and ;1 and ;2 are the number of shared and individual parameters in the price,
respectively.
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It is worth mentioning that the network algorithm developed in this section suggests
another way of solving the no-network case as well, by replacing the single market







, which is the same as that of the one developed in
Section 5.3.2.
5.5 Existing Pricing Schemes
In this section, we review the existing pricing schemes in the literature and summa-
rize their properties. No prior pricing rule for general non-convex markets satisfies
all the properties discussed in Section 5.2.2. However, it is possible to achieve all the
properties in the case when the cost functions are convex via a classical approach:
shadow pricing. We first briefly illustrate how shadow pricing works for the convex
case, and then survey some prominent approaches in the literature that seek to extend
the properties of shadow pricing to the non-convex case, contrasting them with the
EC scheme.
5.5.1 Pricing in Convex Markets
When the cost functions 28 (·) are convex, a simple and uniform pricing rule, often
referred to as shadow pricing ormarginal-cost pricing [142, 143], can achieve all the
above-mentioned properties. The pricing scheme works as follows. The operator









@8 = 3 (_) (5.23b)
where _ is the dual variable corresponding to the load-balance constraint. Let
@∗1, . . . , @
∗
= and _∗ denote an optimal primal-dual pair of this problem (if there are
multiple dual solutions, take _∗ to be the smallest). A payment function of the form
?8 (@8) = _∗@8 8 = 1, . . . , = (5.24)
satisfies all the properties outlined in Section 5.2.2, and it is relatively straightforward
to see that.
For simplicity assume that 28 (·) are differentiable. The optimal solution of (5.23)
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Figure 5.3: An illustration of shadow pricing for the case of 3 convex cost functions.
The points indicated by ∗ show the optimal quantities. The 3 functions have the same
derivative at their optimal quantities, and the tangent line lies below the function
(because of convexity). The red (solid) line that passes through the origin is the
uniform price function, which is parallel to the three lines.










) = _∗, 8 = 1, . . . , =.
Next, note that supplier 8’s profit-maximization problem is
max
@8
_∗@8 − 28 (@8).
Since 28 (·) is convex, the objective is concave, and any point at which the derivative
is zero, is a global maximizer. In particular, the derivative at @∗
8
is zero because
of the KKT conditions, and therefore that is a solution to the supplier 8’s profit-
maximization problem. As a result, the scheme supports a competitive equilibrium
that clears the market and minimizes the production cost, while using a price form
that is simple and uniform. Figure 5.3 illustrates the optimal quantities and the price
function for an example with three suppliers.
Note that the total payment of this scheme is
∑=
8=1 ?8 (@∗8 ) = _∗3, which can be
generally higher than
∑=
8=1 28 (@∗8 ). One can always opt for a non-uniform affine price
function as ?8 (@8) = _∗@8 + 18, with 18 = 28 (@∗8 ) − _∗@∗8 , which has lower payments,
and makes
∑=
8=1 ?8 (@∗8 ) exactly equal to
∑=
8=1 28 (@∗8 ). However, if one requires a
uniform and linear price function, it can be shown that ?8 (@8) = _∗@8 has the lowest
total payment among all such functions.
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Table 5.1: A summary of common pricing schemes and their properties. IP: Integer
Programming. MU: Minimum Uplift. CH: Convex Hull. SLR: Semi-Lagrangean
















Pricing _@8 Convex X X X X
IP _@8 + D81@8>0 Startup+linear X X X X
MU/CH _@8 + D81@8=@∗8 Startup+convex X X X ×
SLR _@8 Startup+linear X X × ×
PD _@8 Startup+linear X X × ×
EC
(proposed) User-specified General X X X X
The results in this table assume solving the formulation for each scheme exactly. However, in
practice, these schemes rely on numerical solvers for their problems, and if the problem is
non-convex, there is no guarantee of maintaining these properties in general. In particular, the IP
scheme requires a non-convex solver. The MU/CH, SLR, and PD schemes, for the cost functions
that they are proposed for (i.e., startup+convex or startup+linear), require only convex solvers and
therefore satisfy the checked properties exactly. The EC scheme is accompanied by an efficient
algorithm for solving the non-convex problem for general cost functions, which satisfies the
exact Market Clearing property and the n-approximate versions of the other three properties (see
Section 5.3.2).
5.5.2 Pricing in Non-Convex Markets
If the cost functions are non-convex, the approach of shadow pricing, described
above, fails. This is because the net profit of each supplier is no longer a concave
function, and its stationary points do not necessarily correspond to the maximum.
In other words, there may not be a subderivative at @∗
8
supporting the cost function
28 (·).
There have been several schemes proposed in the literature that attempt to address
this issue and design pricing rules that satisfy the properties discussed above in
the context of non-convex cost functions. We review the most promising ones here.
Some of the schemes maintain a uniform pricing rule with additional discriminatory
side-payments called “uplifts” for incentivizing the suppliers to follow the dispatch,
while others raise the uniform price so that it is revenue-adequate. A summary of
the pricing schemes, along with their properties, is provided in Table 5.1.
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Integer Programming (IP)
A pricing scheme was proposed for non-convex cost functions that are in the form
of a fixed (start-up) cost plus a linear marginal cost, sometimes referred to as “IP
pricing” [17]. This scheme uses uniform marginal pricing for the commodity and
discriminatory pricing for the integral activity of the suppliers. It is based on (i)
formulating an optimization similar to (5.23), as a mixed integer linear program
(MILP) and solving it for optimal allocations, (ii) reformulating the original MILP
as an LP by replacing the integral constraints with forcing commitment choices equal
to their optimal values, and (iii) solving the LP problem and using the dual variable _
of Market Clearing constraint as the uniform price and the dual variables {D∗
8
} of the
forced equality constraints as discriminatory uplifts: ?8 (@8) = _∗@8 + D∗8 1 {@8 > 0}.
IP pricing uses a uniform price plus a discriminatory uplift to clear the market
efficiently such that every supplier’s net profit is zero. As a result, both total
payments and total production costs are minimized at the same time. It is shown
that the optimal solutions generated by IP pricing are optimal to the decentralized
profit maximization problems for every supplier and thus they support a competitive
equilibrium [17]. However, IP pricing assumes knowledge of the optimal solutions
to the unit commitment problem and thus is not intended as a practical approach
to find the optimal allocation. [18] point out that uniform price generated under IP
pricing can be volatile (i.e., a small change in demand could lead to a big change in
the uniform price) and uplifts could be generally very large.
Minimum Uplift (MU) / Convex Hull (CH)
To avoid the unwanted properties of IP pricing (i.e., volatility and instability), a
pricing scheme, proposed in [18] for the (non-convex) class of startup-plus-convex
cost functions, offers minimum uplifts that incentivize each supplier to follow the
dispatch rather thanmaximize their own profits in the absence of uplifts. The scheme
is based on solving the mixed-integer program minimizing the total production cost
and minimizing total uplifts. Given a fixed uniform price _, each supplier chooses
between following the dispatch to receive the uplifts or not. The uplifts can be
viewed as the extra potential profit that the suppliers can make by self-scheduling
and maximizing their own profit. Researchers refined the MU pricing and proposed
the concept of Convex Hull pricing , which is based on (i) replacing the non-
convex cost of the original program with its convex hull to formulate a new LP, (ii)
solving the new LP and using the dual variable of Market Clearing constraint as the
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marginal price and deriving the lost opportunity cost (LOC) as the minimum uplifts
to incentivize suppliers’ compliance. The final payment ?8 (@8, I8) as a function of
quantity @8 and commitment choice I8 is in the form of a uniform price _∗ and a
discriminatory uplift D∗
8







Even though MU/CH pricing minimizes total uplifts, the generated marginal price
might end up being high, and the payments can be much higher than those of the
other schemes. In general, the total payments under this scheme might end up
being much higher than the total production costs, which defeats the purpose of
minimizing the costs. Even for the class of startup-plus-linear cost functions, where
IP pricing is optimal (the total payment is equal to the total production cost, and they
are both minimal), MU pricing is not economically efficient, as it fails to minimize
the payments.
On the computational side, although the work of [141] proposes a polynomially-
solvable primal formulation for the Lagrangian dual problem by explicitly describing
the convex hull for piecewise linear or quadratic cost functions, describing the
convex hull of cost functions could be very challenging in general and thus makes
the problem computationally intractable.
As an aside, MU and CH would not be equivalent if the Market Clearing constraint
was an inequality. In that case, the side-payments in CH would be typically larger
than those in MU, due to Product Revenue Shortfall [19].
Semi-Lagrangean Relaxation (SLR)
The work of [139] introduced a semi-Lagrangean relaxation approach to find a uni-
formprice that is revenue-adequate at the same solution for quantity and commitment
choices as the original optimization problem, for cost functions of startup-plus-linear
form. The scheme is based on formulating and solving the SLR of mixed-integer
program (MIP) by semi-relaxing the Market Clearing constraint with standard La-
grange multiplier _. The solution under SLR satisfies the constraints in the original
MIP and makes the duality gap between MILP and SLR zero. Though the payment
function ?8 (@8) = _∗@8 under SLR pricing is high enough to avoid negative profits
for suppliers, it incentivizes the suppliers to deviate and operate at full capacity and
total payments usually end up being much higher than total costs of production.
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Primal-Dual (PD)
Another revenue-adequate pricing scheme, proposed by [140], exploits a primal-dual
approach to derive a uniform price to guarantee that dispatched suppliers are willing
to remain in the market (revenue adequacy). The scheme works for cost functions
with the form of start-up cost plus linear cost, and the prices have shown not to
deviate much from that of [17]. The approach is based on (i) relaxing the integral
constraint of the original MILP to formulate a primal LP problem, (ii) deriving the
dual LP problem of the primal LP problem, (iii) formulating a new LP problem that
seeks to minimize the duality gap between the primal and dual problems subject
to both primal and dual constraints and (iv) adding back the integral constraints as
well as nonlinear constraints to ensure that no supplier incurs loss and solving the





Though this scheme may be implemented using standard branch-and-cut solvers, it
is computationally intractable in general. The prices ?8 (@8) = _∗@8 and profits pro-
duced under PD do not significantly deviate from dual prices if integral constraints
are relaxed and thus are always bounded. However, as a revenue-adequate pricing
scheme, PD fails to form a competitive equilibrium as suppliers are incentivized
to operate at full capacity. In general, total payments are much higher than total
production costs.
5.6 Experimental Results
In this section, we compare and contrast EC pricing with the existing approaches
using numerical experiments on common case studies. Specifically, we compare
the payments and uplifts generated from different pricing schemes, including IP,
CH, SLR, PD, and EC. Among all these schemes, only EC allows flexibility of the
payment form. As a result, we further divide EC into one with a payment function
in the form of linear marginal price plus uplifts and another pricing with a payment
form of piecewise linear marginal prices plus uplifts. In practice, specific limits on
the number of sections and the maximum slope among all sections can be used to
further restrict EC. For convenience, we name these variations of EC in terms of
number of piecewise sections of its payment form, e.g., EC2 refers to EC with a
payment function in the form of 2 piecewise sections plus uplifts.
First, we apply all these pricing schemes to a single market example from [18],
which is a modification of Scarf’s example developed in [131]. Second, we adapt
cost functions in the modified Scarf’s example to be quadratic plus startup cost in
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order to further explore how these schemes generalize to different cost functions.
Finally, we consider a further generalization to a simple 2-node networked market.
5.6.1 Case 1: Linear Plus Startup Cost
Table 5.2: A summary of the production characteristics in the modified Scarf’s
example.
Type Smokestack High Tech Med Tech
Capacity 16 7 6
Minimum output 0 0 2
Startup cost 53 30 0
Marginal cost 3 2 7
Quantity 6 5 5
We consider a modified Scarf’s example, as proposed in [18]. The parameters are
listed in Table 5.2. We assume that demand is inelastic with a maximum capacity
of 161 units. We restrict the payment function of EC1, EC2, EC3 and EC4 to,
respectively, have one, two, three, and four sections and impose that the marginal
price of any section cannot exceed the maximum marginal price for any supplier
operating at full capacity. Figure 5.4a shows total payments for different demand
levels while Figure 5.4c shows the corresponding uplifts of the pricing schemes
that apply, i.e., CH, EC1, EC2, EC3, and EC4. Payments of two revenue-adequate
pricing schemes, including SLR and PD, are higher than total costs in general. IP,
EC1, EC2, EC3, and EC4 achieve the minimum payments equal to total costs. CH
achieves the minimum payments at low demand levels and its total payments surpass
total costs as demand gets high. As for uplifts, EC4 achieves the smallest among
the five pricing schemes. Total uplifts of CH and EC1 are close to each other at a
low demand level and that of EC1 increases significantly when demand approaches
capacity. This is not surprising as total payments of CH go above total costs at
a high demand, making it possible for relatively smaller total uplifts. It is worth
noting that startup prices and marginal prices for IP are volatile and unstable. Figure
5.4d and 5.4e demonstrate that the more complex we allow payment functions of EC
family, the smaller total uplifts we can achieve, which means more uniform prices
are across suppliers. In practice, there is apparently a trade-off between complexity
and uniformity of payment functions among the EC family, and this will be a design
choice for the independent system operator (ISO). Overall, EC4 outperforms other
pricing schemes in terms of total payments and total uplifts.
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(a) Total payments as a function of
demand
(b) Payment difference in percent-
age w.r.t cost as a function of de-
mand
(c) Total uplifts as a function of de-
mand
(d) Total uplifts as a function of de-
mand
(e) Total uplifts for pricing schemes
at different demand levels
Figure 5.4: An example with cost functions of the form of linear plus startup cost
5.6.2 Case 2: Quadratic Plus Startup Cost
Table 5.3: A summary of the new cost functions in the modified Scarf’s example.
Type Smokestack High Tech Med Tech
Cost function 316@
2 + 53 ∗ 1 {@ > 0} 27@
2 + 30 ∗ 1 {@ > 0} 76@
2
To further explore how these pricing schemes generalize to different cost functions,
we modify the cost functions of the example above. Table 5.3 describes the new
cost functions for each supplier. Since it is not clear how to generalize SLR and PD,
we focus on a comparison among IP, CH, EC1, EC2, EC3, and EC4. We restrict the
payment function of EC1, EC2, EC3, and EC4 to, respectively, have one, two, three,
and four sections with the marginal price of any section bounded by the maximum
of marginal price for any supplier operating at full capacity. As can be seen in
Figure 5.5a, EC1 EC2, EC3, and EC4 achieve the possible minimum total payments
equal to total costs. Total payments of IP and CH are both above total costs and
the gap between total payments and costs grows as demand increases. Observe
that the demand here ranges from 1 to 160 because marginal price of CH increases
dramatically at the capacity level and the plot over the interval (1, 160) would be a
flat line if the whole range were covered. Figure 5.5c shows that total uplifts of EC1
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(a) Total payments as a function of
demand
(b) Payment difference in percent-
age w.r.t cost as a function of de-
mand
(c) Total uplifts as a function of de-
mand
(d) Total uplifts as a function of de-
mand
(e) Total uplifts for pricing schemes
at different demand levels
Figure 5.5: An example with cost functions of the form of quadratic plus startup
cost.
Figure 5.6: A schematic drawing for two connected markets with a
constraint on flow capacity.
are much larger than that of CH and EC2. At a low demand level, uplifts of EC1 and
EC2 are close to each other. As demand increases, uplifts of EC2 are a little larger
than those of CH, in order to maintain a smaller overall payment. There is a trade-
off between minimizing total payments and minimizing total costs. Allowing the
flexibility of payment function form enables EC2 to perform better than either CH or
EC1 in terms of total payments and uplifts. Figure 5.5d and 5.5e show a relationship
between complexity of payment function form and magnitude of total uplifts among
the EC family pricing schemes. As in the case of cost function being start-up plus
linear cost, it is not surprising to see that more complex payment functions tend to
allow smaller total uplifts, i.e., more uniform prices across suppliers.
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5.6.3 A Networked Market with Capacity Constraints
One advantage EC has over all the other pricing schemes is its generality. Specifi-
cally, EC can be applied to networked markets. In this section, we divide a single
market with a fixed total demand 60 as described earlier into one market with only
med tech suppliers and the other one with the smokestack and high tech suppliers.
The cost functions of the suppliers are the same as defined earlier, i.e., linear plus
startup cost. As pictured in Figure 5.6, these two markets are connected via a
flow capacity constraint. We consider two different cases of non-uniform marginal
pricing and uniform marginal pricing for these two markets. Figure 5.7 shows how
total payments, total uplifts, and flow between these two connected markets vary as
flow capacity increases for nonuniform and uniform marginal pricing settings. The
results show that the total payments and total uplifts decrease as more flow is al-
lowed between these two markets until it reaches the demand of one market, which
means one market alone meets the total demand. Allowing non-uniform pricing
does not further reduce total payments as total payments are minimal and equal the
total costs. However, it helps reduce total uplifts, as we can see in Figure 5.7b.
(a) Total payments as a function of
flow capacity
(b) Total uplifts as a function of
flow capacity
(c) Flow between two markets as a
function of flow capacity
Figure 5.7: An example of two connected markets with a constraint on the flow
capacity.
5.7 Concluding Remarks
We study the problem of pricing in single and networked markets with non-convex
costs. Our key contribution is the proposal of a novel scheme, Equilibrium-
Constrained (EC) pricing, which optimizes for the allocations and the price pa-
rameters at the same time, while imposing the equilibrium conditions as constraints.
Our pricing framework is general in the sense that: (i) it can be used for pricing
general non-convex cost functions, (ii) it allows for using general price classes, (iii)
can be computed in polynomial-time regardless of the source of the non-convexities,
and (iv) it extends easily to networked markets.
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This paper opens up a variety of important directions for future work. First, as this
framework enables one to use general price classes, it would be interesting to apply
it to specific classes of price functions (e.g., quadratic plus uplift, piece-wise, etc.)
and characterize the solution theoretically and/or numerically. One can then inves-
tigate the potential trade-offs between the complexity of the class and the economic
efficiency or the uniformity of the price. Second, since electricity markets are an
important application of the pricing problem studied here, it would be interesting to
evaluate the proposed scheme in practical settings for electricity markets. Our pre-
liminary exploration shows that we can achievemore efficient (lower total payments)
and less discriminatory (lower uplifts) prices with, for instance, piece-wise linear
functions. More evaluations in large-scale, practical settings should be carried out
in order to evaluate the potential of deployment.
Another important direction to pursue is the extension of our results to networked
markets with more general network structures. Our algorithm currently applies to
networks with bounded tree-width; however, beyond such networks, new ideas are
needed. Finally, our proposed pricing scheme has broader implications for non-
convex optimization problems as well. In the convex setting, dual prices are crucial
for the development of distributed optimization algorithms, but such approaches
have not been possible in non-convex settings due to the lack of pricing rules with
the desirable properties laid out in Section 5.2.2. It is now possible to explore
whether EC prices can be used as the basis for distributed optimization algorithms
in the non-convex setting.
5.A Appendix
5.A.1 Supplement to Section 5.3.1
In this section, we formally prove the reduction of the optimization problem for the
class of linear-plus-uplift functions to (5.6), and then showPropositions 5.3.1 and 5.3.2.
Reduction
Here we show that for the class of linear-plus-uplift price functions ?(@8;_, D8, @̂8) =
_@8 + D81@8=@̂8 , one can assume @̂∗8 = @∗8 without loss of generality, and therefore
the optimization problem (5.5) reduces to (5.6) for this class. The optimization













@8 = 3 (25b)
_@8 + D81@8=@̂8 − 28 (@8) ≥ 0, 8 = 1, . . . , = (25c)




_@′8 + D81@′8=@̂8 − 28 (@
′
8), 8 = 1, . . . , =.
(25d)
The following lemma shows that this optimization problem can be reduced to (5.6),
and the optimal uplifts of (5.6) are no larger than those of (25).
Lemma 5.A.1. Given any solution (q∗, _∗, u∗, q̂∗) to the optimization problem (25),













Proof. Proof of Lemma 5.A.1. Let us first show the feasibility of (q∗, _∗, u, q∗).




, we have that
_∗@∗8 − 28 (@∗8 ) ≥ 0












_∗@′8 − 28 (@′8),
which implies
_∗@∗8 + D∗8 1@∗8=@∗8 − 28 (@
∗
8 ) ≥ 0
_∗@∗8 + D∗8 1@∗8=@∗8 − 28 (@
∗










= 0. Therefore (q∗, _∗, u, q∗) is feasible.
The objective value of (q∗, _∗, u, q∗) is
=∑
8=1
















(_∗@∗8 + D∗8 1@∗8=@̂∗8 ),
which is the same as that of (q∗, _∗, u∗, q̂∗), and is therefore optimal.
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Based on this lemma, the optimization problem (25) can be reduced to (5.6).
Closed-Form Solutions
Proof. Proof of Proposition 5.3.1. In the optimization problem (5.6), the order of
variables in theminimizations does notmatter, and further, for every fixed @1, . . . , @=
and _, the minimization over each D8 can be done separately. Therefore this program













@8 = 3, (26b)
where
68 (@8;_) = min
D8≥0
_@8 + D8 (27a)
s.t. _@8 + D8 − 28 (@8) ≥ 0, (27b)




_@′8 − 28 (@′8), (27c)
for all 8 = 1, . . . , =. Constraints (27b) and (27c) can be expressed as
_@8 + D8 ≥ 28 (@8),




_@′8 − 28 (@′8).
It follows that






_@′8 − 28 (@′8)
}
,















− 28 (@′8) ≤ 0, which are
exactly the elements of Λ = {_ ≥ 0 | _@ ≤ 28 (@), ∀@,∀8} (Figure 5.1 provides a










@8 = 3, (28b)
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∀8 as its optimizer. We also
have D∗
8
= 28 (@∗8 ) − _∗@∗8 , ∀8.
Proof. Proof of Proposition 5.3.2. The steps of the proof are exactly the same as in
the previous one, except that the additional minimizer picks the _ with the smallest
total uplift
∑=
8=1 D8 (_), which corresponds to the largest element of Λ.
5.A.2 Supplement to Section 5.3.2
In this section, we prove Theorem 5.3.1 in two parts. First, we show that there exist
finite sets &,A′,B′ for which Algorithm 5.4 finds an n-approximate solution, and
we quantify the sizes of these sets as a function of n . In the second part, we analyze
the running time of Algorithm 5.4.
n-Accuracy
Let us first state a simple but useful lemma.
Lemma 5.A.2 (X-discretization). Given a set C ⊆ [!1, !1] × · · · × [!: , !: ], for any
X > 0, there exists a finite set C′ such that
∀I ∈ C, ∃I′ ∈ C′ s.t. ‖I − I′‖∞ ≤ X,
and further C′ contains at most+/X: points, where+ = ∏:8=1(!8 − !8) is a constant
(the volume of the box). C′ is said to be a X-discretization of C.
Let&,A′, andB′ denote some X-discretizations of sets [0, 3],A andB, respectively.
In other words, for every @ ∈ [0, 3], U ∈ A, and V ∈ B, there exist @′ ∈ &, U′ ∈ A′,
and V′ ∈ B′, such that |@ − @′| ≤ X, ‖U − U′‖∞ ≤ X, and ‖V − V′‖∞ ≤ X. We can
combine all these inequalities as
‖(@, U, V) − (@′, U′, V′)‖∞ ≤ X.
On the other hand, given that the cost function 28 (·) for each 8 is Lipschitz on
each continuous piece of its domain, there exists a positive constant  8 such that
|28 (@) − 28 (@′) | ≤  8 |@ − @′|, which implies
|28 (@) − 28 (@′) | ≤  8X. (29)
Similarly, Lipschitz continuity of ?(·; ·) implies the existence of a positive constant
 such that |?(@, U, V) − ?(@′, U′, V′) | ≤  ‖(@, U, V) − (@′, U′, V′)‖∞, which yields
|?(@, U, V) − ?(@′, U′, V′) | ≤  X. (30)
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Using Eqs. (29),(30), we can see that, for any solution @∗1, . . . , @
∗
=, U
∗, V∗1, . . . , V
∗
= to
optimization (5.5), there exists a point @1, . . . , @=, U, V1, . . . , V=with @1, . . . , @= ∈ &,
U ∈ A′ and V ∈ B′, for which constraints (5.5c) and (5.5d) are violated at most by
( +  8)X and (2 + 2 8)X, respectively, and the objective is larger than ?∗ at most
by = X. As a result, this point will be an n-approximate solution if
( +  8)X ≤ n ∀8, (31)
2( +  8)X ≤ n ∀8, (32)
= X ≤ =n . (33)
These constraints altogether enforce an upper bound on the value of X as
X ≤ n,






our algorithm is guaranteed to encounter an n-approximate solution while enumer-
ating the points, and & = {0, X, 2X, . . . , 3} is a valid X-discretization for [0, 3],










points. The nice thing about this particular
choice of X is that now 3 can be written as a sum of = elements in & (because
all the elements, including 3, are multiples of X), which allows us to satisfy the






















Finally, if there are any discontinuities in the cost or price functions, we can simply
add them to our discrete sets &, A′, and B′, and since there are at most a finite
















. Next, we calculate the time complexity of
Algorithm 5.4 running on these discrete sets.
Run-Time Analysis







For every fixed U, we have the following computations
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1. The leaves: We need to compute 68 (@;U) for every 8 and every @ ∈ &.
Computing each 68 (@;U) (i.e., for fixed 8, @, U) takes $ (#V#@). The reason
for that is we have to search over all V8 ∈ ′, and for each one, there are
#@ + 1 constraints to check. More explicitly, we need to (a) check $ (#V#@)
constraints, (b) compute #V objectives, and (c) find theminimum among those
#V values. All these steps together take $ (#V#@), and repeating for every 8
and @ makes it $ (=#V#2@).
2. The intermediate nodes: In each new level, there are at most half as many
(+1) nodes as in the previous level. For each node 8 in this level, we need
to compute 68 (@;U) for every @ ∈ &. For every fixed @, there are $ (#@)
possible pairs of (@ 9 , @: ) that add up to @, and therefore we need to (a) sum
$ (#@) pairs of objective values, and (b) find theminimum among them, which
take $ (#@). Hence, the computation for each node takes $ (#2@). There are
$ ( =2 +
=
4 + · · · + 2) = $ (=) intermediate nodes in total, and therefore the total
complexity of this part is $ (=#2@).
3. The root: Finally at the root, we need to compute 6root(3;U). There are #@
possible pairs of (@ 9 , @: ) that add up to 3. Therefore, we need to compute
#@ sums, and find the minimum among the resulting #@ values, which takes
$ (#@).
Putting the pieces together, the computation for all values of U takes
#U ×
(
$ (=#V#2@) +$ (=#2@) +$ (#@)
)
,
which in turn is $ (=#U#V#2@). Finally, finding the minimum among the #U values
simply takes $ (#U).
The backward procedure, which finds the quantities @8 and the parameters V8, takes
just $ (=), since it is just a substitution for every node. As a result, the total








Remark on the n-Approximation
As mentioned at the end of Section 5.3.2, if one requires the total payment in
Definition 5.3.1 to be at most n (rather than =n) away from the optimal ?∗, the








. To see that, notice in this case (31) and (32) remain the same, and
(33) changes to = X ≤ n . Therefore, the upper bound enforced by the constraints
will be X ≤ n
=
, for some constant . In this case, our choice of X would be
X = 3d 3=n e




. #U and #V remain the same as before. The








5.A.3 Supplement to Section 5.4
In this section, we first show the transformation of the problem on a tree to one on
a binary tree, and then prove Theorem 5.4.1.
Transformation into Binary Tree
Lemma 5.A.3. Given any tree with = nodes (suppliers), there exists a binary tree
with additional nodes which has the same solution (@∗
8
, . . . , @∗=, U
∗, V1, . . . , V=) for
those nodes as the original network. The binary tree has $ (=) nodes.
Proof. Take any node 8 that has :8 > 2 children. For any two children, introduce
a dummy parent node. For any two dummy parent nodes, introduce a new level of
dummy parent nodes. Continue this process until there are 2 or less nodes in the
uppermost layer, and then connect them to node 8 (See Fig. 5.8). The capacities of
the lines immediately connected to the children are the same as those in the original
graph. The capacities of the new lines are infinite.





+ · · · + 2) = $ (:8).
Since there are 1 + :1 + :2 + · · · + := = = nodes in total in the original tree, the
number of introduced additional nodes is $ (:1 + · · · + :=) = $ (=). Therefore the
total number of nodes in the new (binary) tree is $ (=).
Proof of Theorem 5.4.1
Most of the proof is similar to the one presented in Section 5.A.2. For this reason,
we only highlight the main points. The proof consists of n-accuracy and run-time,
as before.
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Figure 5.8: The transformation of an arbitrary-degree tree to a binary tree.
n-Accuracy
Let &1, . . . , &=, 1, . . . , =,A′,B′ denote some X-discretizations of sets [0, 31 +
5ch1 (1) + 5ch2 (1) − 51], . . . , [0, 3= + 5ch1 (n) + 5ch2 (n) − 5=], [ 51, 51], . . . , [ 5=, 5=], A,
B, respectively. Note that if any line capacities are infinite, the intervals can be
replaced by [0,∑=8=1 38] instead. Similarly as in Section 5.A.2, the constraints
enforce an upper bound on the value of X as X ≤ n, for some constant . Based























For every fixed U, the run-time of the required computations is as follows.
1. The time complexity of computing 68 (@8;U) for each node 8 and each fixed
value of @8 is $ (#V#@8 ). Therefore, computing it for all nodes and all values
takes $ (=#V#2@).
2. Computing ℎ8 ( 58;U) for each node 8 and each fixed value of 58 takes $ (#25 ),
because there are $ (# 5 ) × $ (# 5 ) pairs of values for ( 5ch1 (8) , 5ch2 (8)) (@8 is
automatically determined as the closest point in&8 to 38 + 5ch1 (8) + 5ch2 (8) − 58).
Therefore, its overall computation for all nodes and all values takes $ (=#3
5
).
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